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during the world series.
New York, Oct. 10. Anions
"W nrn nrnne to overlook the
rain and heavy track.
The pair sat together at the notwithstanding much has been SERIOUS UPRISINGS
to see the United States,
eager
adthose who saw Jack Scott twirl
perfectly obvious, and the obvious polo grounds and were said later done to prevent accidents. He
Oct. 10. The bonds of but, that he said, must wait for
Chicago,
of
and
to have conferred with some of the vocate! painting on lamp posts
in this regard is the necessity
REPORTED IN RUSSIA himself into tho world's series hall winin.n i Mill? Bill) Haywood and better times. This is, no day for
of fame by blanking the Yankees, Charles Rothf isher, convicted I. W. Germans to be traveling.
There
recognizing fully the human ele- major league club owners regard- pavements at street corners "bement. Operators should take the ing their plans.
ware of accidents," or other warnIs too much work to do at home,
10. Serious uprisings with four hits in the third contest VV loaders, were onierea iwira
Oct.
Riga.
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lead in, educating their men to
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Haywood fled to Russia and igy, Daniel Herman, 12 years old,
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recognizing the value of education army from opposing tho govern- Ije made, as well a to the mainteeast portion Thursday.
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YOUTH ACCUSE
OF MUHDER HELD

THE ICE MAN IS A NICE MAN,"
RAN THE SONG; THIS ONE'S GRID STAR

RICES
POOR

I

New Brunswick,

N. J., Out.
Hall-MN-

Hall-Mil-

ls

ls

arraignment. was
with Schneider
Pearl, who
when the bodies of Mr. Hall and
Mrs. Mills were "found" two dayB
after the murders, on more than
one occasion, has given newspaper
men working on the case reason
to believe she knew more than he

Incidentally, she has
turned against Schneider, once admittedly her sweetheart, and has
sought to convey the impression
that he knew more about the murders than Hayes, whom he
of the crime.
Schneider, it was disclosed today, told four different stories
about his knowledge of the slaying before he reached the story
of Hayes' commlpslon of the
crime on which the authorities
acted. After ho had been trapped
in prevarications in the first four,
said a state trooper who was
present throughout the long examination, Schneider would say:
"Well, let's go back and start
all over again. I'll tell the truth
this time."
Ktory Fails to ITarmonlzP.
".His final story still fails to harmonize with facts about the mur-- j
der, brought out from other
sources notably his insistence that
was telling.

ac-ue- d

MEXICO

Per
the
Cent
Worst for Many Years;

Cattle and Sheep Healthy

I
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on which
evidence
Clifford Hayes stands accused of
the double slaying.
The third to go to jail was Pearl
girl, who
Bahmer, the
Raymond Schneider says, Hayes
thought he was slaying, with her
to
stepfather, when, according four
Schneider's story, Hayes fired
bullets into the bodies of the Kev.
Edward Wheeler Hall and Mrs.
Eleanor Kelnhardt Mills on the
night of September 14, on the deserted Phillips farm. Schneider is
held as a material witness.
Pearl was not officially Jailed In
with the
connection
case. The charge against her
was
she
which
calmly admitted
Prosecutor Strieker
Incorrigibility,
of Middlesex county, who has been
active in the investigation of the
Hall-Milcase, appeared personCounty Judge
ally against her.
Paly, before whom the hearing was
held, departed from the rule of
secrecy in Juvenile cases and threw
his court open because, he declared,
the people "have a right to know
why Bhe is being put in Jail."
Committed For n Week
At the end of the hearing, after
testified to Intimacy with
had
she
Schneider and her stepfather, she
comnuueu ior
was officially
week, nendine a decision on the
innorrleibilitv charge. Unofficially
It was said that she was being
given a chanco to "think over" the
conflicting stories she has told. An
additional reason for her incarcera
tion was said to be tne tact inai
she was too difficult to find when
she was wanted for questioning.
"Nicholas Pahmer later was arrested as a result of the charges
stepdaughter, and
preferred by his bail
following his
held in $10,000

COIT!

Is Only 40
of Normal,

Average

10

(by the Associated Press). Prison
bars closed tonight on a third im- portant figure In the
murder mystery, but the incarceration, instead of helping clear the
weird tangle of clues and counter
cluei, served only to emphasize the
difficulties authorities uro encountering in their efforts to cheo up the

ARE

m

TO GRAND JURY
Prosecutor Beekman in New
Jersey Says He Can Con- vict Hayes on the Evidence in His Possession.

a

Kill Bruett ready to make a run around end with 100 poc:
Bill Bruett, booked to succeed passed up the duties of a store
Erick Mueller as the big star of job last summer to take up the
the university football team, is duties of an ice man to toughen
ready for the grid season. Bruett himself for the football season.

neither Hayes nor he had cut Mrs.
Mills' throat after the shooting,
although an autopsy showed the
hend had been almost severed.
There aro almost as broad dis-

crepancies in his story of his
whereabouts on the night of the
murders, and that told by Pearl
Schneider said he was
Bahmer.
with Pearl for several hours that
night, before he saw Pearl going
out with her stepfather, and started trailing the pair with Hayes.
Pearl first said he was with
o'clock. Then
her until about
she said he was not with her at
Detectives
all.
say they have
that he
practically established
was not with her and they are
trying to check 8up on 11his move-- 1
o'clock.
and
ments between
the period in which the murders
are known to have been committed.
Schneider says it was about 1
o'clock when Hayes shot the minister and the choir singer "by
All
witnesses
other
mistake."
have agreed that the screams and
shots which wrote the finish to
Hall-Milwere
romance
the
heard about 10:30 o'clock.
Despite these and many other
apparent conflicts In his story,
Prosecutor Beekman, of Somerhe had evidence
set, Insisted
enough against Hayes to Justify
the charge against him and even
he bellevod
told newspapermen
he could convict Hayes on evidence now in his possession. He
refused to discloso the nature of
this evidence, however.
Hayes lit in Jnll.
Hayes, in the meantime, remained in the county Jail at Som- erville, awaiting action
by the
Somervflle grand Jury and proSchneiof
innocence
his
testing
der's charge. He adhered to his
story that he and Schneider had
come upon the bodies of the slain
pair while hunting for Pearl and
her
stepfather that Schneider
had stolen the minister's watch
and that they had both decided
to say nothing about their find.
ana state troopers
Detectives
continued their efforts to uncover
more evidence about the murders,
many of them frankly expressing
skepticism, as to Schneider's story
and Indicating
they had leads
which pointed to a wholly differ
ent solution of the case.
ls

HARDING

IE

BOARD TO PROBE

Special to Thi) Journal.
Las Cruces, N. M., Oct. 10. The
division of crop and livestock estimates of the United States department of agriculture, through Agricultural Statistician R. F. Hare, issued schedules of inquiry to leading stockmen of the state to ascertain the range and livestock
conditions, and the prevailing price
of sheep and lambs as of October 1.
The average of 1&8 replies from
stockmen and farmers showed a
range and pasture condition of 40
per cent of normal. This is the
lowest condition recorded by the
department during the past twelve
years, and Jn the opinion of practically all stockmen, the worst for
many years. On January 1, 1922,
the number of sheep in the state
was estimated at 2,343,000, and the
cattle at 1,132,000. It Is probable
that at that time the ranges were
stocked to a capacity of 80 per cent
condition. With a condition of 40
per cent on October 1, little improvement can bo expected before
This means that, unless
winter.
the cattle are fed, probably 60 per
cent will either be moved from the
state or lost by starvation.
More favorable reports were received from the eastern and northern parts of the state, where some
grass was reported in spots. Dona
Ana, Lincoln, Otero, Sierra,
Torrance and Valencia counties are among the worst sufferers.
All cattle and sheep were in good
health. The condition was remarkable in view of ronge conditions. Some losses from starvation,
markable in view of range condiCattle
tion; cattle not so good.
prices low, but sheep usually fair,
and lambs good. Sheep price avercents
age 6 cents and lambs 10
per pound. Some forced sales of
cattle as low as $10 per head. Av
erage price of cows with calves
J20 to $30; yearlings $15 to $20.
The calf crop averaged 47 per cent
of the cows; the lamb crop 60 per
cent of the ewes.
Commeiifs of Stockmen.
Clialves Pastures bad;
water
scarce; cattle thin : prices low;
good ewes no takers at $7, old
ewes at $2 to $3; 60 per cent of
cattle will have to be moved.
Colfax Grass short but quality
pood; stock healthy and condition
fair now, but 60 per cent will have
to move out; price of sheep good;

sary; lamb prices good, cattle low.
Lincoln Kange and water condition bad;, stock thin but healthy;
80 per cent will be moved or fed.
feed
and
McKlnley Pasture
water very short; stock fair condition, prices low; sales slow.
Mora Grass, feed and water
short; condition of stock '. fair;
prices good.
Otero No winter feed; water
scarce; stock thin; no market.
Quay Range dry; little surface
water; movement heavy when can
are available; market good for fat
cattle, but none for thin stock.
Kia Arriba No winter feed;
range worst in years, but stock in
good shape.
San Miguel Grass, feed and
water short in most localities; condition of cattle fair, some fat in
mountains; market poor.
Santa Fe Range fair east of
mountains in some places, but poor
winter range; water plentiful.
Sierra Kange condition worst
ever known; no feed; necessary to
water
move or feed all stock;
snon, cattle selling at sacrifice,
Socorro No grass; no feed; condition of stock fair now, but going
into winter in weakened condition;
prices cattle low, sheep fair.
Torrance No general rains, only
a few local showers; some short
grass in spots; 75 per cent of stock
will be moved or fd; condition of
stock fair, but generally
thin;
prices low.
Union Condition of stock good;
crops short; prices good, but no
cars to move.
Valencia Grass' very
short;
stock must be moved or fed; forced sales of cows at $10 and up.

John Hays Hammond, Mining Engineer, Heads List;
Action Wa's Authorized
by Act of Congress.
Washington, Oct. 10. President
Harding today announced the personnel of the commission which is
authorized by an act of congress
to make an exhaustive investiga
tlon in both the bituminous and an
thraclte coal fields with a view to
recommending legislation designed
to bring tranquility to the Indus

Scope of Inquiry.
Among other things, the commission will inquire into, will be the
ownership and title of mines, the
price of coal, organizations and
persons connected with the industry, both in production and distribution, profits of producers and
distributors for the last ten years,
labor conditions, wages, wage contracts, waste and irregular production and the causes of labor disturbances in the coal fields.
Also the commission is to inquire
into and recommend regarding the
standardization of the mines with
the possible closing of those
to maintain that standard,
standardization of the cost of living and living conditions among
miners and the advisability of legislation having to do with government or private ownership, regulation and control.
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218 West Central

Phone 335
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Our plans for reducing our stock
by repeated price cuts include a reduction of 20 on every range in our stock.
Here indeed is a real opportunity to save
h
the purchase price of the range
you need.
Included are all sizes, in both regular and
combination types.
one-fift-

.

Strong Brothers, Furniture
Strong Block.

Second and Copper.

Idcst
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carefully adjusted process of manufacture than the making of cement.

Grinding is only one of the many
operations required to make it
Yet in grinding alone, see what is
required:
The rocks from the quarry, often

as big as a piano and heavier, go
first into a gigantic "coffee mill."
It bites at these huge chunks,
chips them, and finally crushes
them to pieces six inches or so
in diameter.

Off.

Two finer mills follow, one after
the other, reducing the ston to
the size of coarse sand. After this,
they must be ground in a great re
volving cylinder half filled with
steel balls, until every cubic foot

fl

mi

'Red Arrow
and Enlarging
Combines the Most Satisfactory Service

Standard Price,

and

Quality

at

inch.
And all of this is less than half the
necessary grinding. The coal must
be ground. For the object of all
this fine grinding of the raw ma- terials is only that it may be fused
into crystalline clinkers. And to
fuse it requires pulverized coal
or its equivalent. Most plants use

Drug
THE RED ARROW, 402 West Central
Matson's-Butt's-Briggs'-Sanaton-

ia

pulverized coaL

MOTHER

The coal must be ground as fine
as the raw stone. Eighty-fiv- e
per
cent of it or thereabouts must go
through the sieve that holds
water. And that often means two

Mills'

Open Child's Bowels with
"California Fig Syrup"

,

Dr. Chas. A. Eller has awarded the
contract for hardware on his
house to
twelve-apartme-

nt

'

Huge bowlders to an impalpable

Whitney Hardware Co.
,

R. F. Mead, Manager

Sole Agents for SARGENT Locks.
-

of Sargent builders'
hardware sold here in the last 30 days.

Grinding is only one of the lesser
heat and power consuming oper-

Let Us Bid On Your Hardware!

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 & Fourth.
Phone 1057. W

PHONE 360
Parcel Delivery

And Messenger Service.

Messages- - Packa ges- - Bagga se.

ations in cement manufacture.

qA National Organization
to Improve and Extend the Uses of Concrete
Atlanta
Boston
Chicago
Uailaa

Dcanc

Are you going to locate in Albuquerque?
Are-Yo- u
looking for a real home?
If you are, I have a real proposition for you

'

V

C. H. CARNES

in the process.

$6,000 worth

Even a sick child loves the
"fruity" taste of "California Fig
If the little tongue is
Syrup."
coated, or if your child is listless,
cross, feverish, full of cold, or l.as
colic, give a teaspoonful to cleanse
the liver and bowels. In a few
hours you can see for yourself how
thoroughly it works all the consti

dust. Common coal to an impalpable dust, and finally, after the
clinker to an
burning,
impalpable dust That is the making of cement. And eight heavy
grinding operations are required
glass-har- d

-

'
f

er

Want Ads Bring Quick Results

grinding operations.
There is still the clinker to be
d
to begin
ground. It is
with. It must be ground first to the
fineness of sand, and then ground
and reground in another cylinder
of steel balls until at least 78 per
cent of it will go through the
6ieve woven finer than. silk.
glass-har-

w

HOW A $1,500 INVESTMENT WILL
PAY YOUR RENT FOR SEVEN
YEARS

CHANGES CAUSE
8ICH.NESS
Extreme changes of weather durnd
ing Fall cause many colds
For quick relief from
coughs.
chest
bronchial
and
trouble,
throat,
coughs, colds and croup use Foley's
Honey and Tar. Contains no opiates
Ingredients printed on the wrapper. Largest selling coj.h medicine in the World. '"Foley's Honey
and Tar is the most pleasant and
efficient remedy for coughs and
colds that I ever saw," writes Wm.
J6nes, El Dara, Illinois. Sold
Adv.
everywhere.

.

of the rock has been reduced to 14
billion pieces until 85 per cent
of them will shake through a sieve
thatwillactuallyholdwater,asieve
with 40,000 holes to the square

KODAK FINISHING

pation poison, sour bile and wast';
out of the bowels, and you have a
well, playful child again.
TO PURGE N. Y. POLICE
Millions oi mothers keep ' a:i- fornia
Syrup" handy. They
FORCE OF RUM HOUNDS know a Fig
teaspoonful today saves a 4BB
Ask your
sick child tomorrow.
New York, Oct. 10. A drive to druggist for genuine "California
rid the New York police force of Fig Syrup," wnicn nas directions
"rum hounds" was announced to- for babies and children of all ages
You
day by First Deputy Police Com- printed cn bottle. Mother!
must say "California" or you may
missioner Leach.
Presiding at the trial of a patrol- get an imitation fig syrup. Adv.
man charged
with intoxication
while on post, the deputy commisSPECIAL TRIP
sioner said:
"We have got to get rid of the
los
de
FrIJoles Cliff DwellRito
'rum hounds' on the police force
ings, October 14 and 15.
and we are well under way now.
There Is a murder a week by Islcta: Regular trips Tuesday,
drunken policemen, two since last
Thursday,, Saturday, at 9:30,
Saturday.
KOSHARE TOURS
BREAKS SWIMMING RECORD.
602-311 W. Gold.
Phone
10.
Oct.
Middleborough, Eng.,
Jack Hatfield, an English swim""
mer,' today swam 600 meters in six
minutes, 46 5 seconds, breaking Wind Shield Glass-Lumbs
of
record
Horman
the world
t. C. BAI.IlRIUOB LUMBER CO.
Itoss, the American swimmer, six
I'bun. I0J.J
minutes 61 6 seconds, made in 421 8otb first fnel.
Chicago in 1921.
WEATHER
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The watch in your pocket hardly

its

A Beautiful Apartment for $21 a Month.

ALL RANGES,

Government, must be

3311

Hi

10. Principles
.Toilet
prison

who intended to flee were prevented from doing so by fellow
The two had made
prisoners.
known their intention of escaping
from the honor farm about which
there is no stockade when their
comrades stood guard over the
deserters until help was sent from
the warden's office.

hwwtmwi

ground so fine that at least
78 per cent will pass a sieve
having 200 wires per linear
inch. A silk handkerchief
has but 110 threads per inch
an excellent quality of
silk dress goods 187 threads.

"Good to the last drop"'

BY

honor farm
being conducted
stood the test tonight when two
Is

"MU'ii m v

Portland cement, to meet
the exacting specifications
of leading engineering societies and the United States

w

Oct.
Chicago,
upon which the

tail-ore-

i
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speech-makin-

Damascus, in Syria, is the
of all existing cities.

'

ugh-

fragrance, and it's

THE
HONOR SYSTEM AT THE
J0LIET PRISON FARM

.

Washington, Oct. 10. (by the
Associated Press) Although Pres
ident Harding is making no plans
to take a personal part in the
political campaign, virtually every
member of his cabinet, according
to statements today, will take the
stump between now and election
day to ask for the return of a republican senate and house.
Extensive trips are in prospect
for several members of the presiwhose
dent's official
family,
g
tours will cover
counsection
of
the
every
nearly
try. The effort, it appears, however, will center in the east, New
England and the middle wes', but
in
some speeches will be made
other parts of tne nation, according to present plans.
The president's friends say he
sees no necessity for going personally to the country for an endorse
ment of the republican adminis
tration.
Although he is partici
pating In campaign councils, his
associates say, ne is not likely
either, to make any partisan
speeches or issue any statements
asking for election of republicans.
His views are represented as coin
ciding with those of his party managers who are averse to the issuing of party appeals from the
White House.

the first scent of

v

TEST STOOD

MAN who wears Society Brand Clothes is
man who dresses well- - economically.
Society Brand Clothes have long been
famous for their lines. No one has ever seen a
Society Brand Suit or Coat that was not good taste
itself.
These clothes are economical because they are
d
made as good as clothes can be made. Hand
throughout. Nothing but Virgin wool used.
That's why they keep their exceptional style until
you're ready to discard them.

iTiii.!MHiiwm uuiu an .iwiiiin . hi.ihih

Enjoyment begins with

tin-ab- le

THE

MEMBERS OF CABINET
TO ASK FOR RETURN
OF G. 0. P. CONGRESS

calls for a more complicated and

try.
John Hays Hammon of Washing
ton, an internationally known min
ing engineer, heads the list. The
other members are former Vice
President Alarchall, Judge Samuel
Alschuler of Chicago, Clark How- cattle low.
ell, editor of the Atlanta, tja.. ConCurry Crops and ranges short;,
stitution, George Otis Smith, direc- little water 1n holes; prospects
for
tor of the United States Geological high price of winter feed,
T.
Devine,
Survey, Dr. Edward
Ve Baca Csttle and sheep In
New York City, and Charles T. good condition, but winter pasture
Nelll, manager of the Bureau of
plenty of water.
Information of the Southern Rail- short;
Dona Ana No winter range: 70
ways. '
cent cattle will be moved; 60
per
The commission will meet in per cent in bad
shape; mountain
Washington within ten days for the springs dry.
it was
purpose of organizing,
Stock
poor to enter win
stated at the While House. It is ter;Eddy
much feed will be needed:
in
to
hold
both
expected
hearings,
selling.
this city and in the various coal nothing
Grant Stock in good condition:
fields, and is required under the grass In spots, but condition for
act to make its winter range and water worst ever
first report to the president and known: 70 per cent of cattle will
congress not later than next Jan be moved; prices low.
uary ID. This report would deal
feed
Harding Pastures and
with the bituminous industry, but short; water plenty; health good;
a separate report of the anthracite prices sheep good, cattle low.
committee would be required on
Lea Stock in fair shape now;
or before next July 15.
but grass short and feeding neces
Borah-Winslo-

October If, 1922 V,
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Soc-orr-

I! INDUSTRY

JOURNStPv
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'

Sounds too good to be true. Here is how I can 'do it.
I have a beautiful new S apartment building that 1 will
sacrifice for (1,000 less than It cost to build, and sell
it for $1,600 down and let the Income from the other 2
apartments make the payments. This makes your rent
only (21 a month for seven years, the property Is then
yours and you have

A Bonus of $5,000 for Living in It for
Seven Years
Which represents the amount It will then be worth less the
$1,600 down payment you have made. Did you ever hear of
uch an amaslng opportunity to let $1,600 pay your rent for
even years and earn $5,000 bonus.

Investigate; it Costs Nothing.
Write Box J. L., care Journal

ft

Dm Moines
Detroit

Helena
Induneool.

KuwCitr

Lot Aaielea
Milwaukee
MinneaDotil
Nm York

Parkerabunr
SaaFraadM
SuitU
Philadelphia
St. Lout.
Pittsburgh
Portland. Ore. Vancnue.!l.6.

SakUkCltr

WHbuvton.D.C
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CARRY
MONEY ON YOUR

TRIP
Money May Be
Lost or Stolen

INVESTIGATE

Dr. Whittington's
TREATMENT

Travelers' Cheques
are cashable everywhere,
are safe from theft and
may be replaced if lost.
Let Us Equip You For

the Trip.

First Savings Bank
and
Trust Company
Af.BrjQrrEnouE, n. m.

FOR"

Tuberculosis
Write for free booklet and
Information about our money-bac- k
'

Our

THE .MERITS

OP

guarantee.
J. D. VAN DEVENTER,

Special Repreaentatlve.
524 W. Coal.
Phone 2028--

L

o

n

GLASS
CEMENT

B E It
PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

October 11, 1922.
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HOTEL OWNERS

FlilT

GOOD

Luncheon Attended by

Stockholders

for

Only

instructions of
upon
Acting
District Court Trial Judge M. E.
Hickey, who defined the duty of
the jury in this case to be only
that of determining the amount
of damages to bo awarded the
plaintiff, pointing out that as the
pleadings in the case stood, the
defendant was making no denial
of the plaintiff's charge that the
alleged libelous editorials were
untrue, the jury awarded A. B.
McMillen $1 damages after hearing the trial of his libel suit
against Carl O. Magee, former
editor of The Morning Journal,
and The Journal Publishing company.
In tho suit, Mr. MeMillon had
asked for $50,000 to which extent
he claimed he had been damaged
in reputation and good name. The
award of $1 In damages, while it
is not the amount asked for in
the suit, is the usual award termed "nominal damages"
by the
courts, and which in legal phraseology indicates a complete vindication to the plaintiff, meaning
that he was right in his position
both from a moral and legal
standpoint. No claim was made
that he had been
rectors are managing the affairs by the plaintiff
of the hotel and outlined a plan damaged in a strictly financial
of the
manner
the
publication
by
under consideration for a lease.
pubOne plan suggested is to lease alleged libelous editorials
lished by the defendant, Carl C.
the hotel for two years at a low
no
claim
for
rental Just to cover the taxes, In- Magee. He made
surance and other costs to the com- this type of damages.
went
to
the
case
The
to
the
jury at
encourage
pany, in order
operator to develop the hotel as 13a 5:13 o'clock yesterday afternoon
after tho entire day had been
business, and the remaining
years of the lease at a high enough consumed in argument of attorfrom
a
Income
rate to insure
neys and in Judge M. E. Hickey's
good
the stockholders' investment. This instructions to the jury. The
plan would bring in $36,000 a year jurymen were excused at 6 o'clock
to the stockholders, according to for supper and met again at 7:30
Mr. Weil.
o'clock to continue their deliberaPearce C. Hodey made a few tions. The verdict was returned
remarks showing the increase In at 10:40, the case having been
real estate activities due to the under consideration
practically
building of the hotel. Then- tho four hours.
word was given to Btart on tho
to
the Jury was openArgument
inspection tour and all of the ed for the plaintiff by Francis E.
stockholders began climbing the Wood, who pointed out to the
concrete stairs to the top story of
that in a libel suit, the
the building where the workmen jurymen
burden o proof rests upon the
were preparing to lay the concrete defendant
the law being that in
for the sixth floor of the building. this typo of suit, the
alleged li
Mucfh favorable comment upon belous
are presumed to
articles
the hotel was heard as the stock be false until proven
true. Mr.
owners stood about on the roof and Wood claimed that the
admired the view of the valley. The tho truth was not pleaded reason
by tho
hotel was declared to be handsome nnd a distinct credit to the defendant, Carl C. Magee, was
his
because
he
could
not'
prove
city. It will be one of the unique
in the editorials on the
hotels in tho country which stand charges
out in tho tourist's memory, in the witness stand and that such an
attempt would constitute another
pinion of one stockholder.
The view from the top of the publication of libel and in such
building, now the highest point In an event the plaintiff could ask
the city, showing the extent of the for double damages.
Answering this particular phase
city in all directions nnd the mountains beyond was highly appreciat- of the argument, H. 11, Jamison,
one
of the attorneys for Magee,
ed by those who made the climb to
the top. It was suggested to many denied that his client had ever in
that the top of the building be any way personally admitted the
made into a roof garden for the falsity of the publications comuse of tho patrons.
plained of, even though he had
been unable", under the law as
held by ,tho court, to attempt to
CANDIDATES
NAMED
provo their truth in the trial.
Judge R. II. Hanna, also an atBY THE DEMOCRATS
torney for Mr. Magee, devoted
IN SANTA FE COUNTY the greater part of his argument
to the jury upon tho size of the
damage which had been suffered
Special to The Joarnnl.
the plaintiff and claimed that
Santa Fe, Oct. 10. All the Im- by
no real damage had been sufportant work of the democratic fered.
in Santa Fe
county convention
Arguments of all attorneys
county, including the selection of touched
of
upon the question
was
the nominees,
dne In executive session. Tho convention fin- malice in the publication of the
complained of editorials and of
ished its work late tonight.
At 5:30 in the afternoon, under the question of the amount of
M.
A.
damage sustained by the plaintiff.
suggestion of former Gov.
Following the rendering of tho
Otero, temporary and permanent
chairman, a motion was made and verdict 'of $1 damages, the plaincarried to go Into caucus. The tiff, through his attorneys, gave
chair then appointed marshals to notice to the court of the inten
see that all but delegates were. ex- tion to file a motion asking for
cluded from the court room, ruling a retrial.
that only these were eligible to re-

inquirer.)

er

Marshal Pilsudski and Queen Marie in native garb, conferring in the
garden of the Roumanian royal palace.
That Queen Marie of Roumania takes an active interest in the
political affairs of her country is shown by the interesting photo above.
Dressed in her native garb, which she wears frequently, she is shown
discussing the developments in the Turkish situation with Marshy!
Pilsudski, chief of state of Poland.

APPLICATION
FOR A
LOAN BY CARNEGIE IN
1868 TURNED DOWN

REIGH5BANK
LIBERAL SUPPLY

,

Columbia, Pa., Oct. 10. An officer of the First National bank of
olumbia in digging through old
files today found a letter written
in February of 1868 by a young
man who had been a telegraph operator here but had launched Into
business for himself.
"My brother and Henry Thlpps
wish to borrow $15,000 for four
months. They'll pay eight per cent
on their joint note endorsed by
"If your
me," the letter stated.
bank is flush, telegraph me at
1

OF CRISP

BILLS

German Printing Presses
Humming, Turning Out
New Marks; Search for
Dollars Is Favorite Sport

Berlin. Oct. 10. (by the Associated I'ress) The flood of new
currency has literally knocked the
crutches from under the hobbling
mark, and In consequence of the
great expansion in German money,
tho hoarding of dollars and of
other high currencies has become
tho almost exclusive form of investment by all classes in Germany.
of
Considerations
patriotism
seemingly have failed to impress
the native who apparently concurs
with the financial- writer of the
Kruz Zeitung in branding as a fool
any one who would Btill save
marks. The search for dollars has
become such a pronounced sport
that Its devotees are desertins their
former
collecting
pastime of
stamps and other curios in tho rush
to buy greenbacks
To this extent tho "dollar fans"
are materially contributing to the
driving down of the mark to new
levels and virtually completing the
process of absorbing foreign monies, in which the big speculators,
banks, industrialists and commercial leaders are now, indulging,
ostensibly as a matter of protection
and stocking up on raw products,
or establishing "dollar reserves."
the
these
Under
conditions,
financial writers are Inclined to
view the rate of 3.0U0 marks to the
dollar as an obvious phenomenpn,
although isolated critics are disposed to blame foreign manipulators for tho current slump, citing
New York's closing rate, which is
200 marks lower than, Berlin's official rate on the dollar.
None of tho commentators appeared concerned over the pscyhol-oglcLI
effect producted by the daily
output of marks from numberless
batteries of printing presses, the
of which is reported with
LIKELY yield
such enthusiasm as the breaking
of a world record In some sporting
contest.
The Reichsbank contracts for the
printing of new acnomlnation bills
are now being awarded to private
firms.
The currency shortage
which had prevailed for the past
ten
days no longer exists, and the
New Orleans, Oct. 10. Light
wine and beer in all probability Reichsbank is now able to accomwill be made an issue before the modate all comers with crisp new
fourth national convention of the bills of various denominations.
American Legion, which opens here
October 16;
This was the gist of information ONE OF FOUNDERS OF
reaching tho Associated Press toATHLETICJCLUB DIES
night from sources in close touch
with the convention issue.
New York, Oct. 10. Herny E.
National officials of the legion,
here in advance of the convention Burmeyer, one of the founders of
expressed doubt whether tho light the New York Athletic club and
wine and beer issue would reach the first amateur heavyweight boxthe floor of the convention, declar- ing champion of the United States,
ing it to be their opinion that any died in Brooklyn tonight. He was
resolution on the subject would 84 years old. Tieath was due to
not go further than the resolutions bronchial pneumonia.
He became amateur heavyweight
committee.
Delegates
already
here, however, were inclined to champion in 1S73 by scoring the
think that the possibility of a resol- first knockout ever recorded In
ution on the subject being brought Madison Square garden, winning
before the convention were more after two minutes of fighting.
favornblo than they had been
At one time he was said to be
at any previous convention. It ts the most powerful athlete in the
conceded generally that political country.
According to accounts,
issues will be made sharper at he could
up two
this convention than at any pre- dumbbells put
at the same time; run
vious session of the veterans' or- 100 yards In 3 0 4 seconds and
ganization.
lift 1,250 pounds from the floor.
Criticism of Brigadier General C.
E. Sawyer, personal physician to

New-York.-

The officers turned down the
application.
Records Indicate, however, that
the upplicant got the money elsewhere and used it to purchase the
Union Iron mills at Pittsburgh.
The mills paid a few thousand
per cent on the investment and
helped form the foundation of tho
fortune of the man who swung the
deal Andrew Carneaie.

BRAKEMAN IS FOUND
GUILTY OF VIOLATING
FEDERAL INJUNCTION

-

Los Angeles, Calif.. Oct. 10. W.
Abbott, striking railway brake
man of Needles, Calif., was found
guilty by Judge Uledsoe of the
United States district court here
'today of violating tho provisions of
the federal Injunction granted the
Santa Fe railway against interference by strikers with the operation
of the line and of violating the Volstead act. For the first conviction
to serve
Abbott was sentenced
three months in the San Bernardino county Jail and for the second
offense he was fined $500.
C.

.

main. The nominees were selected
in executive session, and later simply ratified on the floor in open
convention. This report wag adopted at 9:30.
The post of county superintendent of schools Is to be filled by the
central committee, since it was not
possible for the convention, either
in executive or open session, to
find one to accept the nomination.
i The ticket is as follows: For
sheriff, Tom Delgado; treasurer,
Ttobert I Ormsbee; clerk, Joe ti.
Duran: assessor, A. j. Tru.1Hlo; probate judge, Roman Aranda; surveyor, George M. Neel; commissioners, James A. French, Clyde
Morgan and Pablo Martinez; legislative
Valentine
representatives,
Montoya and J. A. Rael.
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NOW

DO MY

WORK WITH EASE
Because Lydia E.Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound Restored My Health
"I was in bad health
Hornell.N.Y.
but there didn't seem to be any one
the matter
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin I thing me.
1 waa
with
tired out all over
and it was an effort for me to
x

move.

I

was irri-

J SENSnll I
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PARES

$1,000,000,000
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Question for Them to
Settle Was Amount of
Damages to Be Awarded

The stockholders of the Albuquerque hotel nte their first meal
In their new building yesterday,
toured the structure from basement
to top floor and decided they were
doing a pretty good job as community builders. General satisfaction as to the physical structure
and financial prospects of the undertaking were expressed throughout the meeting.
A crowd of nearly 200
ers climbed the plank at the east
entrance, hung their hata on electric wires projecting from concrete
their
pillars in the lobby inand took
the unfinishseats at long tables
ed main dining room for the first
in the hotel ltse'f.
Maurice Klein was in charge of
luncheon arrangements.
Dr. M. K. Vylder, president of
the hotel directors, presided, turn-- ,
ing the meeting over to the crowd
who called upon Sidney M. Weil
for a talk. Mr. Weil stated that
the hotel had already proved
of civic and structural value
and that the its successful operation was tho only thing yet to be
proven. He assured the stockholders of the care with which the di-

to Questions.

SCORER

MRGEE

C.

200 Jury Instructed That

Yesterday

Affords Opportunity
Inspection Tour.

GARL1

Answers

(Any reader can get tho answer
to any question by writing The ADVANCE
Albuquerque Journal Information
Bureau, Frederic J. Haskin, Di
rector, Washington, D. C. This
offer applies strictly to informaBYtion. The Bureau cannot give advice on legal, medical, and financial matters. It does not attempt
to swtie domestic troubles, nor
of Nearly
to undertake exhaustive reseatch An Appreciation
on any subject.
Write your quesOccurs
tion plainly and briefly. Give full
name and uddress and enclose two
in Quoted Values in Comcents in stamps for return postage.
All replies are sent direct to the
panies in Standard Group

VERDICT AGAINST

IT OVER
;

POLISn CHIEF AND ROUMANIAN QUE EM
CONFER ON NEAR EAST PROBLEMS

Page Three.

table and could the president and acting as conot sleep nights ordinator of the activities of the Enliven Your Eyes
and had trouble veterans' bureau In Its hospitaliza- through the Dally Use of
Murine. The Alluring Sparkle of
with my bowels tion work for the benefit of woundQuickly Rurn to Eye
and at my periods. ed veterans, is generally expected. Youth
which have become Dullftnd Life
It seemed that DUNDEE
iesi. Uied safely for many yeara.
LEAPS FROM
Sold by Druggiita Everywhere.
nearly every one
around me knew
AN
BRUISED
AUTOES
of your medicino and wanted me to
's
try it, so at last I took Lydia E.
N.
Oct. 10.
Orange,
Vegetable Compound Tablets Dundee, JuniorJ.,lightweight Johnny
boxing
and Lydia E. PinkhanVs Blood Medi- champion,
was painfully bruised tocine and improved every day. I do all night when he leaped from his
my own work now except the wash- automobile as it struck the edge of
gully on Northfleld road.
ing and do it with ease. I can accom- a
Dundee, who was driving to his
plish as much in a day now as it
would havo taken me a week to do mountain home, at West Orange,
last winter and I try to got every one became- confused by a heavy fog. f
I know to take your medicine to build He Jumped and fell on rocks sevthem up. You are welcome to use eral feet below after his car struck
this letter as a testimonial if you the ledge at the top of the gully.
like." Mrs. Chas. Baker. 21 Speny FOR THE RELIEF OP Jft
TAXFS OS BALL GAMKS.
cer Ave, Hornoll, N.Y.
New
10. Federal (C.M6h
Oct.
cl firm, n"
York,
In almost every neighborhood there taxes
the five worlds series iflVVUgll0 VVIUW VI VMt
ro women who know of the value games for
to $60,647.60, it iMunnoiun muni 'unaDcriires
amounted
of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable was announced today by the colCompound. They know because they lector of internal revonue.
This
have taken it and have been helped. sum represented 10 per cent of the
-- SOLO EVERYWHERE- -!
T
a
don't
trial
it
(jive
of
total
you
Why
$603,475 paid by 185,947
persons to sec the gomes, .

'

Q. W ho was Johnny Applesccd,
mid why was lie
h, M.
A.
Johnny Appleseed was an
Ohloan by the name of John Chapman, who is said to have done more
for encouraging the growing of
apples within the Buckeye state
than any other man.
.
On filtering a train docs the
man or iIk: woman go down the
uislo first? A. Ik D.
A. Tho escort usually permits
the woman to precede him,
J low did tho privilege
of
Q.
scjidlng and receiving mall free of
postuge develop? SI. T.
A. This privilege was once enjoyed by the president of the
heads
United States,
of Ueiiurtmenlu, senators and representatives, and other officials of
tho government during their official terms. For a time all former
presidents and widows o former
presidents also had this right, but
by an act of 1S73, the privilege
was abolished.
By luter acts It
was con; rred on all officers of
the government in the case of official correspondence. In 18K5, members of congress were allowed this
privilege in their official correspondence.
?.
What will remove a cinder
from the eye? A. M. K.
A. To remove cinder or sand
from the eye, place one or two
grains of flaxseed in the affected
part, or drop castor oil in the eye
freely.
Q. How many people arc there
In llio United States that can net
thler rend nor write?. M. 1. H.
A.. The last census shows that
tho population of the United States
consisting of persons 10 years of
ago and over was 83,738,315, and
of these 4,931,005 persons were illiterate.
Q. Is there any foundation for
the stories so often heard about
toads being found up In rooks or
in trees and fatten out alive after
hundreds of years? K. K.
A.
The Biological survey sayb
that statements which relate to
toads being found sealed up In
rocks or walls or within cavities in
living trees usually are Inventions
or can be explained In an entirely
different manner from the account
Some caregiven by the author:ful experiments
have been conducted along this line. Toads were
confined in specially constructed
cavities in blocks of limestone and
sandstone, and these blocks were
buried three feet deep In tho garden. The toads confined with sandstone were found dead when the
boxes were opened at tho end ot
13 months:
those confined with
limestone died befoi. tho end of
two years. It is known that a toad
can live for some time without
food, but the duration of an enforced period of starvation depends
largely on the temperature, thai
is, on whether the toad Is kept In
a state of hibernation.
). Wluit percentage of deaths
in airplane accidents ore caused by
tho performance of stunts? It. K.
A.
It Is itimated that moro
than 40 per cent of airplane deaths
and injuries are caused by

surplus, which Is reported to be
in contemplation
by administration officials to take care of the
deficit.
Stock divigovernment
dends already have been held not
subject to taxation, as such, by
the United States supreme court.

..
m

Constipation
When you are constipated",
not enough of Nature's
lubricating Hquid ja pro.
duced in the bowel to keep
the food waste soft and
moving. Doctors prescribe
Nujol because it acts like
this natural lubricant and
thus replaces it.

$30,000.

SCRAP 301 VESSKLS.
Baltimore, Md.. Oct. 10. ArNew
York, Oct. 10. Sensa- rangements for scrapping In Baltional gains in the prices of timore 301 wooden steam vessels
shares of companies in tho Stand- sold recently by the United States
board to tho Western Maard Oil group during the past shipping
company, virto the an- rine and Salvage
week in response
completed yesterday, accordnouncements of proposed stock tually
to to J. N. Barde. of Portland,
ing
dividends by two companies, and Ore., general manager ot the comrumors of such action by several pany.
more, have resulted In an appreciation of nearly $1,000,000,00(1 In
Bulbs, Dutch. Japanese, Tulips,
values
above tho low
quoted
I 'or
Daffodils.
fall
Hyacinths,
litis remark
prices of tho year.
Ives. Phone 732. Adv.
planting.
able increasp, without precedent
in the annals of Wall street, Is
the result of extensivn speculali,IIHXIl.fIJV!W
tion, which has extended to shares
tUHii ail tt til
lUiiitminnnifinWH
of other oil companies
and of
concerns holding large corporato
surpluses.
Shares of tho Standard Oil company of New Jersey at today's
closing price of 233 shows an increase of $255,000,000. Tho market value of the Standard Oil of
New York, at its high of today,
showed an increase of $275,000.-00- 0
above the low of the year,
while Standard Oil of Indiana has
added more than $1 50,000,000 and
Standard Oil of California
to their quoted values.
All of the other 33 units, which
were split up by a decree of tho
United States supreme court In
1911, also showed substantial Increases In appreciation, the quoted
value since that time having increased $3,000,000,000. Since the
dissolution, the various units have
distributed moro than $1,000,000.-00- 0
In cash dividends, while the
stock dividends, exclusive of those
announced this year, havo a market value of an additional

vr
OI
"lubricant
U J

TO

not
a medicine or
so
laxative
cannt. . enne.
m
r. -
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today.
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John

D. Rockefeller is reported
to havo owned 30 per cent of tho
stock at the time of tho dissolution decree. He Is known to have

disposed of a large part of his
holdings to other members of his
family but had ho held his original shares, they would have increased approximately $1,000,000,-00- 0
in eleven years, of which
nearly $400,000,000 would have
been added this year.
Distribution of stock dividends
is said to have been decided upon
to forestall a tax on undivided

1
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Suits, Overcoats,

Sweaters,

Caps

EH

and Shoes galore for the little man.
The finest and most varied assorti

How Do You Spend
Your Evenings?

ment we have ever shown.
It

lined Coats, woolen Underwear, Mittens, Stockings, and a
nice line of Waists and Shirts.
Sheep-pe-

It you can't attend our DAY
SCHOOL, a course in NIGHT
SESSIONS would improve your
ability and bring you a position or promotion.
Each student receives INDIVIDUAL ATTENTION.

Mi

We invite mothers to inspect our
boys' department.

1.

1

E. L. Washburn Company
"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers"
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Jill

Orowfls
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Dress Specials
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Lot.

$5.95

I

Lot2

I

LotS

1

Lot4

1

$8.95 $12.95 $14.95
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109 north First Street.
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Four Wonderful,

Pink-ham-
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Wednesday Thursday
Last Two Days
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$140,-000.00-
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LEAP FROM WINDOWS.
'
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 10, Trapped by tho flames in a burning
building here today, three employes
of the Pima
Ginning' company
leaped from third story windows.
was
One of the men, Ed
seriously kurt. The others escaped
with only slight bruises. The damage done by the fire is estimated at

JK him tie

:

Headaches

11

Aji

Opposite V. M. C. A. Building
a
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ARE CONFUSING

New Tork. Oct. 0. Football officials In games played throughout
the country have given such conflicting Interpretations of the two
Inimportant changes In the rules,
augurated this year, one of which
syschanges radically the scoring rules
tem of the game, that the Incommittee of the American totercollegiate football association
atday issued a statement in anMost
tempt to clear the situation.
of the trouble is over the
X,' which was designed to
change the play after a touchdown
is made from a try for a goal from
a place kick, to a "try for point"
through one of threo methods.
Some teams, electing to "try for
point" by kicking goal, have claimed the point when the kick failed
the
and one of their men recover opball and rushed it behind the
posing line.
In some instances referees and
other officials have erroneously upheld the contention, K. K. Hall,
chairman of the rules committeo,
said In issuing the statement. Mr.
Hall pointed out that a team having: chosen to "try for point" by
kicking, lost when the kick failed,
and the instant it did fall the play
automatically was ended. The new
rule, he added, does not permit the
conversion of a play.
Itulo Regarding Substitute
The remainder of tho confusion
is over the new rule regarding substitutes (Rule III section 2). which
provides that a player who has
been withdrawn from the game
during the first half may return at
any time during the second half.
A player withdrawn during the
second half may not return to the
game."
Concerning It, Mr. Hall's statement says:
"While 'this rule does not in
terms refer to a player who finished the first half but was withdrawn during the intermission between the two halves, the purpose
of the rule is clear and there Is no
reason why such a player should
not be allowed to return to the
game any time during the second
1

half."
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St. Louis, Mo., Oct.

3 0.
Rogers
of tho
baseman
second
Hornsby.
successor
St Louis Nationals, and
York
New
of
tho
of Babe Ruth
as the Collossus of
Americans
Swat, is worthy of the title he
earned this season by pounding
home runs, accordout forty-tw- o
writers.
ing to local sports
it is pointed out that Hornsby
today stands out us probably the
mightiest batter of the major
the
notwithstanding
leagues,
Staprowess of Ruth and George
for the St.
ler, first baseman
Louis Browns.
Hornsby rolled up a magnificent, batting average of slightly
over .400 for 1922, including his
circuit clouts, which brought his
total base hitting up by bounds.
While having a higher percentSlsler. judged
age than Hornsby, linvfl
the
been
i,..
liy tiiu ovn,.i
7.,w..j
of
the
valuable
player
most
American league this year, is
the slugger that is Hornsby.
tn the averages. Sisler had
onlv eight homers to his credit.
Then in the case of Ruth, it is
said that the Bambino poled out
uiuu
lilts in
more four-bas- e
be
Hornsby did this year, 09 tothat
show
exact, but the statistics
Ruth at no time in his career has
been able to climb into the select
.400 batting circle.
And when it conies to hitting
i.i tilt mnr tho fence, muny
outfiiliV rs of the National leaguett
will tj- Hornsby slams ttte
u far as any player, Ruth
included, and farther than moat.
His home runs liko those of Ruth
are driven over the '.nces of all
Kt.l.lu nnt hpilllT A 11116 field hit"
ter. 'This fact, it is said, is re
markable in that it Bhows His natural batting ability.
Kenneth Williams of the St.
Louis Americans, the runncr-u- p
in home runs to Hornsby, is declared to be an almost exclusive
is a
right field hitter. Williams
lett hand batter and had 3'J homHornsby swings from
ers, whil
the other side.
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Precipitation

September

Below Average, While the
Temperature Exceeds the
Normal Figure.
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We Have Your

OVERCOATS
All Ready and Waiting for You.
A Full Assortment and

at Prices

Lower Than in Years.

Whipcord Gabardines, $33.50
We Can Also Have Our Tailors Fit
You With a Top Coat We Both
Can Be Proud of.

rv

SERIOUS BLADDER TROUBIJ!
"Could not stand nor sit and was
forced to cry out from intense
pain," writes Henry Williams, Tar.
kio, Montana. "The doctors said I
had inflammation of the bladder
and an operation was necessary.
Tried Foley Kidney Pills and improved at once. Tell all my friends
ohnnt- TTntrv Klrtnv Pills H8 it Will
save many from suffering and per- a. uno-- . vmtps, ua in illy
Bladder and kidney
operation."
trouble demand prompt treatment.
Foley Kidney Pills give quick reAdv.
lief. Sold everywhere.

for TWENTY
At this price where
is the man who can't

be discriminating?
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w

;
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NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
.

Det-rlc-

WINTER WINDS BLOW

!

CIGARETTES

Capt. Davey Bancroft crossing plate in third inning of third came.
As it turned out, Davey Bancroft scaled the fate of the Yankees in
the third game of the world's series when lie scored the first run of the
tame in the third inning. Jack Scott, he of the lame arm, shut out the
Yanks, allowing them four hits. Babo Ruth went hitlcss.

The new "try for point" rule will
make the spectators' seats near TRUCK DRIVER IS
Santa Fc, N. M., Oct. 10.
the two goal lines very attractive
tt
KILLED WHEN AUTO
once the coaches and tho public
Following is the climatologlcal
romo to realize the significance of
for September, furnished by
A CULVERT
STRIKES
the idea, said Mr. Hall. It enables
the United States weather bureau
an attacking team to use any posat Santa Fe:
Sptciul to The Journal.
sible trick play which it would not
k
Silver City, N. M.. Oct. 10.
There was a general and fairly
otherwise attempt because of the
Tally, a truck driver employed
excess of temperature in
largo
impossibility of losing the ball. In by Buster
ore
in
Watkina
hauling
in September, the
the "try for point" it has a point from the Houston-Thomas
mine to New Mexico
heat of Auguflt continuing well
to gain but nothing to lose.x
Silver City, was instantly killed last into September.
The excess was
Sundav night when the automobile greatest in eastern countips, altwo
with
was
in which he
riding
though large in central and at a
companions, struck a culvert cop- few western stations.
In many
of
over
a
couple
turned
and
ing
districts the month was the hottimes.
of
record, and for
September
The accident occurred about mid- test
state as a whole, only three
the
were
men
when
the
coming
night,
in
IY NORMAV F. BROWN
toward Silver City and not far from or four previous Septembers
Miko Ki'llcy'a St. 1'nul team the reservation gate on the Fort the last 30 years exceeded it.
in the
American Association Bayard road. J. T. Fryer and Al- Somewhat cooler weather followed
made one of the most spectacular fred Dolly, the other occupants of during the last half of the month,
decade the
showings of any baseball team the the car with Tally, were only slight- and during the lastwere
especialpast season. The "little world's ly Injured and were able to secure night temperatures
series" staged between the Saints medical aid for Tally, but death ly comfortable, even light frosts
and the Baltimore Internationals had been almost Instantaneous. The touching some of the northern
recalls how me Saints surprised machine, a Stearns touring car, mountain stations.
The first was probably the
was completely wrecked.
the wise birds.
warmest day of the month, with
The team did not look strong on
temperatures above 100 degrees at
paper when the season opened
, many valley and southern staaround "Norway and Kweden" as GRANT, CONVICTED OF
tions,, and up to 90 degrees or
the A. A. boys affectionately refer
MURDER, IS PARDONED above
well over the state. High
to St. Paul and Minneapolis on
were again experitemperatures
cold days In the spring.
Special to The Journal.'
enced on tho 7th. 0th. 13th and
The first day of May found the
10. Complete 15th.
Oct.
Ke,
Santa
On tho other hand, fairly
team in second division and Just
restoration to citi- coiil periods occurred on the
beginning to get into line. Within pardon, carrying
Govbeen
by
has
granted
zenship,
27th to tho close of the
and
to
a month they were plunging on
C. Mecheni to AugustdB
month the 27th was probably the
first place hi:d on July 20 headed ernor M.
murof
convicted
was
who
Grant,
coldest day, although ..Individual
the league. Charley Hall, "Speed" der
Grant county in March, 1915, stations noted tho lowest of the
Martin, Rube Benton and Tom and insentenced
SO to 100
serve
to
month on various dates.
Rogers were turning in their share years.
The precipitation of the month
of victories with surprising reguto
Taroles have been granted
These
larity. From that time on the St. Jose Duran and Luis C. de Baca, came in scattered showers.
eastPaul outfit had the inside track. sentenced from Quay county In occurred almost daily in the coun
ern half and over southwest
The reason given by clcse fol10 to 13
serve
to
1921,
December,
here
and
there, ex--J
ties, spotting
lowers of the team wai the presceedingly local in character and
ence of good "money players" on years.
A
mostly light and insufficient.
the club r.ien who set a good pace
COAST I K AGUE
and kept It through injuries, off
fairly general and marked defi1.
Sacramento,
6;
Portland,
of precipitation
occurred,
days, and other hazards.
Salt Lake, 6; Seattle, 5 (called in ciency
greatest, however, in the northeleventh; darkness).
southeast
counties,
west
the
and
Want Ads Bring Quick Results Los Angeles, 3; Vernon, 2.
but large also in the greater part
of the Pecos and the IUo Grande
and
Canadian
The
divisions.
northeast and the Gila and southwest were not far from the nor-

1
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?n r

Committee of the American Cardinals' Second Baseman
AssociaPounds Out 42 Home
Intercollegiate
Runs and Has an Avertion Attempts to Clear
the Situation.
age of More Than 400.

new-rul-

'

BATTING AGE

FOOTBALL RULES

were men whom he had prosecuted.
"Before God, friends," he declared,
"if I had ever suspected that these
two convicted men would receive
such inhuman treatment at the
hands of a state officer, I would
have pleaded with the presiding
black in the face,
judge until I was
in my effort to get a suspended
sentence."
The total of tax levies, eince 114
the expendihas increased
and for
tures for schools ZU
schools 341, he asserted, and alhave
leged that the improvements
been In no measure commensurate with the increased cost. "The
people of this state some day will
wake up to the fact that running
rethe affairs of this great statemanquires a competent general
they have not had
agersomething
for a long while.
O.
Bratton, nominee
Judge Sam
for supreme court justice, Bonifacio Montoya, for corporation
commissioner, and Juan Vigil, for
with other
auditor, were seated of
the theathe stage
speakers onwere
introduced to the
ter. They
adnot
make
audience, but did
dresses.

THE RUN THAT WON THE THIRD GAME

ROGERS HORNSBY

CHANGES IN THE

AS
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mal.
The dryness of the month, combined with the heat, still further
shortened range and crops. Most
of the range was too short, dry
and barren to afford sufficient
feed, and with little or no prospect for winter, heavy shipments
of stock occurred, and continued
at the close of the month.

Temperature.
The mean temperature of the
month, as shown by the record
of 93 stations having a mean altitude of about 6,000 feet, was
66.6 degrees, or 2.3 degrees above
the normal, as determined from
the departures of 3 63 stations
having records for 0 years or
The month averaged .5
mo're.
warmer than September, 1921.
The highest monthly mean was
75.6 degrees at Gage, and the
105
highest recorded temperature
1st
degrees at Orogrande on themean
and 2d. The lowest monthly
was 61.6 degrees at Harvey's Upper ranch, and the lowest record-at
ed temperature 27 degrees

Sealed proposals will be received
at the office of the City Clerk of
the City of Albuquerque, m.New
on
Mellco, until 2 o'clock p.
day of
Wednesday, the twenty-fift- h
curbs,
October, 1922, for paving,
sewers, grading, and
gutters, storm Incidentals
or appur- with the City of Albuquerque, then
all necessary
check shall become forfeited
- on
the 23d. The tenances thereto, on the following the
Elizabethtownwith as liquidated
damages, and the
temaccordance
named streets, in
greatest local daily range of
orders adopted by money realized therefrom be turnedperature was 57 degrees at the provisional
Into
of
the treasury of the City of Altho City Commission of the City 25
Whitewater on the 20th.
ouquerque.
Albuquerque, and datsd July
I'rct'lpllntlon.
B. H. CALKINS,
(Seal)
The average precipitation for and August 1. 1922:
City Manager.
1.
West Coal avenue, from the Attest: V.
the state as shown by the records
.IDA
MALONE, City Clerk.
of 101 stations was .94 inch, or west line of Fourth street to the
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATOR
east line of Seventh street.
.53 Inch below the normal, as deEstate of
2. West Silver avenue, from the In the Matter of the
termined from the departures of
to
the
street
Fourth
of
Harvey Jumea Moore, Deceased
104 stations having records for west line
Notice
is
street.
Fred
that
of
Tenth
lino
cast
hereby
given
Tho average
10 years or more.
i ii'ot T,nnd avenue, from the A. White, Administrator ef the
for tho month was .07 inch greatto
estate
street
of
the)
Harvey James Moore, de
er than September, 1921. To the west lino of Second street.
I s filed in the Probate
close of September, tho state was east line of Fighth stroet, from the ceased,
Court
Bernalillo county. New
of
4.
South
Kighth
more than 3.50 Inches below the
line of Central avenue to the Mexico, his final report as such
normal for the year and quite south
avenue.
Administrator and the court has
line of Silver
three inches below the normal for north
B.
South Tenth street, from the appointed Thursday, the nineteenth
The greatest
the crop season.
to
avenue
the
of
Central
line
south
day of October, 1922, as the day
monthly amount was 2.77 inches
for hearing objections, If any there
line of Oold avenue.
at Tines Altos, and no precipita- south
the
from
be, to the approval of said final
6. West Cold avenue,
tion occurred at three stations,
line of Ninth street to the east report and the discharge of Bald
while as many more had but a east
'
Administrator.
Tenth
street,
of
lino
trace.
The greatest in any 24
Witness my hand and the seal of
7. Park avenue, from the east
consecutive hours was 2.30 inches line of Ninth
t
to the east line said Probate Court this twenty
at the Demonstration farm on the of Tenth street.
first day of Se tember, 1922.
18 tli.
A trace of snow occurred
FRED CROLLOTT,
5.
North Tenth street, from the (Seal)
over the highest northern moun- north line of Central avenue to the
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
tains toward the close of the north line of Marquette avenue.
NOTICE OF EXECUTOR.
There were four days
month.
9. North Kighth street, from the
the Matter of the Estate of Car(average) with precipitation, 15 north line of Copper avenue to the In rie
H. Neher, Deceased.
two
clear, 10 partly cloudy and
south line of Ti.leras avenue.
Notice is hereby
given that
The prevailing wind diNorth Thirteenth street, Frank
10.
cloudy.
rection was from the southwest, from the south line of Fruit avenue, estate H. Teher. Executor of the
of
Carrie
H.
deceased,
Neher,
and winds were light.
Ho the south line of urcnara
has filed in the Probate Court of
11. North Walter street, irora Bernalillo
New Mexico, his
the north line of Central avenue to final reportcounty.
as such Executor and
the south line of Grand avenue.
court
has
the
appointed Thursday,
12. South Second street, from
twenty-gixt- h
day of October,
tho south line of Coal avenue to the the
1922, as the day for hearing objeccity limits.
if
there be, to the ap13. South Soventh street, from tions, of any
said final report and tho
the south line of Central avenue to proval
of
said
Executon
discharge
the north line of Coal avenue.
Witness my hand and the seal of
14. Luna Circle.
twenty-nint- h
Rlrln will be received on the fol said Probate Court this 1922.
of September,
day
of
pavements:
lowing types
con (Seal)Clerk FRED CROLLOTT,
1. Two-me- n
Dituiunic,
of Said Probate Court.
crete base, proportions
conNOTICE OF SALE.
l'a-i2.
bltulithic,
In the District Court, State of New
crete base, proportions
UA-la
con
bltulithic.
Mexico, County of Bernalillo,
Ridicules the "Irregulari- crete
No. 13,367.
base, proportions
EH
conL. Grose and H. H. Ackerson,
Two-i4.
bltuittnic,
ties" of the G. 0. P.
Trustee, Plaintiffs, vs. G. It.
crete
proportions
H4-iCandidates 5. base,
Park and Mamie M. Park, His
bltulithic, 3'A-iWife: F. B. J. Barclay and M. L.
black base.
Seated on Platform.
fi.
Barclay, His Wife; Dr. James
bltulithic,
Lewis and Vivian C. Lewis, His
black base.
conH. I.
Two-i7.
gpeclnl to The Journal
Wife; Amelia V. Lewis;
asphalt,
10.
Free and Ada Free, His Wife,
Skillfully crete base, proportions
Santa Fe, Oct.
conTwo-lDefendants.
8.
asphalt,
mlx'ing wit with merciless logic and
Notice is hereby given that the
base, proportions
an amazing array of facts, J. S. crete
Six-iconcrete, undersigned, having been on the
9.
reinforced
address
his
in
of
Doming,
Vaught,
thirty-firday or July.
Six-ito a Santa Fe audience, made what proportions
and appointed by the afore
10.
reinforced concrete,
said court as Special Master in a
Republicans and Democrats unite proportions
11. Six-iplain concrete, pro- certain final decree and judgment
in pronouncing the most telling
on that day rendered in the above
political speech of the present cam- portions
12. Six-iplain concrete, pro styled and numbered cause, will on
paign.
the twenty-fift- h
day of October,
followed portions
Notwithstanding he
13. curb ana gutter, plain con- 1922, at the hour of 10 o'clock a.
for
.
reprem., at the front door of the BernaJohn Morrow, nominee
crete, proportions
14. Cement sidewalks (see clty lillo county courthouse, offer for
sentative in congress, and Joo Baca,
sale and sell to the highest and
for lieutenant governor, on the ordinances).
15.
Earthwork, included in best bidder for cash, the following
program, for the first few minutes
in
an uproar. price of paving.
real estate situated in Bernalillo
ho had the audience
TVift fnltnwtno' t
an ntlmA.tA nf county, New Mexico,
Introduced by W. J. Barker,
Lots numbered Six (6) and
county chairman, as a citizen hail- the quantities of work to be done
as compiled by the City Engineer:
(7) in Block Numbered Two (2)
ing from so far south that it would
rehis
of the With addition to the City
be necessary to interpret
,1S8 square yaras paving.
New Mexico
of Albuquerque,
1,165 lineal feet of curb.
marks into English its well as
ho
soon
showed
that
combined
to the map thereof
lineal
of
26.827
ho
feet
according
Spanish,
acfiled in the office of the Recordcurb and gutter.
has lost none of his Mississippi
er of Bernalillo county on the
cent. Time and again he was
feet of cement
7,926 square
twenty-sevent- h
as
ridiculed
he
cheers
sidewalk.
by
day of March,
1920.
16,115 cubic yards earth excavathe "irregularities" of Republican
This sale will be made to satisfy
administrations, lending point and tion.
The City Commission reserves the the final decree and judgment in
fun by telling stories of the negro.
He confessed that in Columbus, u rich tn ndd tn nr tn.rlpHllefr. from the aforesaid cause, rendered on
town in the district Jn which he any of the above quantities, any July 81, 1922, wherein the plainserved as district atorney, lie was amounts mat it may aeem aavis- - tiffs obtained
Judgment of foreclosure of a certain deed of trust
known as the official interpreter aoie.
The CAtv CommtiiRlnn fnrtbir re made by G. R. Park and Mamie M.
for the 24th infantry, (colored).
He assailed the conduct of af- serves the right to reject any or all Park, his wife,
the twenty-se- c
ond day of January. 1921, the
fairs in tho educational department mo.
of
bank
offices
will'
to
bidder
be required
amount of which judgment is as
and the
Each
auditor,
examiner, land office, county treas- deposit with the City Clerk, to the follows: Twelve Hundred Dollars
urer nnd the penitentiary. The fail- credit of tho City of Albuquerque, (11,200.00) with interest thereon
ure of tho First State bank at a certified check of deposit, with- from the i venth day of April, 1922.
Lordsburg constituted one of the out endorsement, in the sum of five until paid, at the rate of ten per
worst and most complete wrecks thousand dollars (J3.000.00), as a cent (10 per cent) per annum, toin the history of tho state, yet that guarantee that he will file all gether with the sum of One HunTwenty-three
institution was examined and giv- bonds required and enter into con- dred
Dollars
en a clean bill of health only 28 tract, if awarded to him, according ($123.00) attorneys' fees, and all
days before tho crash, he. charged. to the terms of his bid, within ten costs o" this action, including the
a cost of advertising this sale and a
Two of the prisoners in the pen- Anvm flftor ihn nrt If inni inn t
itentiary, shot on July 19, without award. Should the bidder fall to reasonable master's fee.
without
and
an
JULIA JOHNSON.
justification, file bonds in
warning,
approved surety
under orders of Warden Jaramillo, company or enter into a contract
E, 3clal Master,
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Indian red or gage green color and never require painting.
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Be sure of this better appearance and longer service by
insisting on Carey Asfaltslate shingles which give you all
of these exceptional advantages and in addition lower
your insurance rate because they are spark proof.

n.
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n.

h.

Carey Asfaltslate shingles are on sale at lumber and
supply dealers' almost everywhere. If your
dealer cannot supply you, write or phone us.
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Never Curls
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nPHINK whatitmeansto have shingles that lie flat after
years of service, that look new and wear well after
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"What do you think of it, Cora
her to dinner?"
his asking
Gladys asked. The two girla talked
Nellie was asleep.

in low voicea.

By LAURA A. &IRKMAN.

JAXE PHEWS
Cora told the girls of her promised treat.
"I knew it! I knew we couldn't
hold that wild Cora back if she
Nellie exclaimed
ever started!"
with one of her comical expres
sions. "Orange blossoms are my
favorite flower, and seeing as how
I never expect to wear them myself I'll spend half a week's salary
buying them for you! And how I
I sneaked into
love a wedding!
Miss Carter
one fit the Corners.
over
for me, but
was looking all
she never thought of looking In the
church. Will you be married in

BY LENORE

ANSWERED

FROM PARIS.

chairs?"

I guess we would
a dinner too."
Gladys sighed. Both girls would
have enjoyed that dinner.
There was a young clerk in the
offico whero Cora worked, a rather
"No wonder!

have liked such

g
chap, faithserious,
ful to his work, but who, while
never
had much
pleasant enough,
to say to anyone.
But after Cora name there was a
change in William Dalton. He often chatted a few moments with
her, occasionally went out of his
way to walk to tho subway with
her. He lived with his mother
over in Jersey, he told her. His
.
mother was an invalid.
When Cora objected to his going
out of his way, he said:
"The .exercise is good for me,"
so, as she enjoyed his company,
the girl said no more. Then one
day he. rather shyly asked her if
he might take her to the movies
some night. "I stay in town occasionally, and if you would go I
should be very pleased.
His invitation was rather stilled,
but Cora felt it was from a sort of
bashfulness, a fear sha might refuse. Ho Replied
"I slid be very glad to go. 1
don't get so many invitations that
I dare refuse to go with you,
good-lookin-

steal him. Beaux aren't so plenty
around here as they might be."
"She's in no danger from me,
but she better look out for you.

you llttlo minx!" Gladys answered.
When they had quieted Gladys
told them of a girl in the office
where she worked, a girl who foolishly had become acquainted with
a man by flirting with him on the
subway. . He had taken her out of
the office, installed her in a little
flut, and promised to marry her.
A few day before he had married
a society girl, church wedding
reception and all. Tho papers had
all carried notices of the wedding,
and Lena Goodrigh had seen them.
That day she had come back to
ask for her old job.
"She's just a shadow, looks ns
if she wouldn t live long. I guess
she was awful fond of the fellow.
She told the girl she used to chum
VCI J llJglll Ut.l UI H I1U
Willi, llltll
was married, he had renewed his
But the
promise to marry her.
strange part is that while she deshim
his
for
for
what
pises
deceit,
he has done to her, she says she
can't help loving him can't help
longing for him. He sent her n
big check but she sent it back
with the key to tho flat. Then she
went back to the cheap boarding
houso where she had lived before.
She told Lottie she never would see
or speak to him again, but it hurt
her dreadfully."
Nellie had listened wide-eyeher breath coming quickly.
"I may be a little fool, but I'd
never have lived in that flat until
the minister had made it right! I
heard too much about those kind
of men from those traveling fellows
at Miss Carter's,"
Tomorrow A Saturday Night
Beau.
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ELEVEN
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DISBANDING

CW

or

DEMANDED

time of it scoring a victory. But
in spite of tnree villains he comes
out ahead at the finish.
Byron
Morgan, known for his many entertaining automobile race stories,
many of which have been pictur-Ize- d
with Wallace Reid as the hero,
wrote and adapted the story. Mary
MaeLaren Is leading woman and
Theodore Roberts has a splendid

character part.

GAME POSTPONED
Chicago, Oct 10. Rain
today
caused the fourth postponement
of the city series between the Cubs
and the White Sox for the championship of Chicago. 'Weather conditions permitting, the game will
be played tomorrow.

DEATHS

Anita Luna died yesterday morning at her residence at
Old Albuquerque. She is survived
by her parents and two sisters.

Funeral arrangements are
ing.

Crollott is in charge.

arrangements.
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City Decides to Lay Proposition Before Vice President of Santa Fe With
Request for Action.
Immediate action from the Santa
Fe railway on tho Coal avenue viaduct is to be requested by the city
from headquarters officials of the
company in Chicago. The city commission at its meeting last night
B.
voted to instruct City Manager file
H Calkins to send a complete
the
of the correspondence between
of tho
city and western officials
road to Vice President A. O. Wells
deand request that an immediateextent
cision be made as to what
tho railway will go tn
in the construction of the viaduct.
The commission will represent to
of the
the railway that tho growth the
deby
city is being hampered
vialay in providing an adequate
a street
duct, and that Coal avenue,
of
connecting Important sections
both
on
the city, has been paved
sides of the viaduct under a prom- a
ise to the property owners that
be

good overhead crossing would
The present viuuuri
provided.
in the
antiquated and inadequate.
The
of
the commission.
opinion
city has been in correspondence
mourns
with the railway for many
through tho office of the it comwas
pany's attorneys here, but,
stated last night, has been unable
to get action from the company.
Huiitt Money Here.
It was reported to the commission that the bond issues recently
sold had brought to tho city $340,-00$12,410 pre
principal sum;
miums, and $1,553 interest. A mothe
tion was paBKed to request
hanks to Increase their depository
the
bonds to protect the city upon
deposit of the bond money. Under
the law the money must be divided
among the banks in proportion to
their capital stock and surplus, and
protection must be furnished by
bond in the amount of not less
than 90 cents on the dollar.
Commissioner Hughes stated that
it would bo well for the city to get
the new reservoir and sewage disposal works, to be paid for from
the bond issues, under construction
at once, so that employment could
be given to Albuquerque men durCity Manager
ing the winter.
Calkins said that bids have been
asked for, and that the work undoubtedly will be begun within a
few weeks.
Now Addition Admitted.
The Country club addition, comprising 500 building lots northeast
of the present city limits, was Incorporated in the city by the final
passage of an ordinance last night.
A petition from the owners of the
addition asked that they be permitted to waive notice and that the
paving of North Arno street for a
distance of about four blocks within the addition be paved, at the
cost of the property owners. The
petition was referred to the city
attorney for investigation of the
legality of such a proceeding..
A resolution was passed to the
effect that the city has never contemplated withdrawal of adequate
fire protection for the University
of New Mexico, and does not so
.
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Dear Madam:
You prefer the real thing to an imitation,
don't you ? Of course, you know you can buy
imitations of Armand Cold Cream Powder
plenty of them. And usually they sell for

'

less money. But don't be deceived. There
is but one original Cold Cream Powder and
it is Armand. Ve believe that no imitation
can possibly compare with it. Once you try
it and compare its lasting adherence, its
wonderful tints and perfect smoothness, we
feel sure you'll agree with us. Armand contains no white lead, chalk, rice or zinc stearate.
The price of Armand Cold Cream Powder
is $1.00 and you receive full value in both
powder and satisfaction. If you are not
more pleased with it than with any other face
powder you've ever used, you can return it
and get your money back. That is the advantage in buying the original.
Don't be satisfied with imitations of doubtful quality. When you buy Cold Cream
Powder, insist upon Armand. You'll find
that good dealers prefer to sell you Armand,
because it is the one genuine, high quality
cold cream face powder.
Yours sincerely,
ARMAND.

It
Armani Wetk-t- ni
Package.
boxra of Armand Cold Cream
Cold
HonautU Armand Ttounc.
Cream, Talcum and Soap and
the Anr.and "Creed of Beauty." Addrttl

Sevi SSc for tht
contain! ivnfroua
I'oudrr, Armand
Cnam, Vanishing

The ARMAND COMPANY, Des Moines, Iowa
St. Thomas, Ont.
London, England

Mexico City, Mexico
Sydney, Australia

--

.

'
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COLD

CREAM

city!
The commission
approved
bills for September In the amount
nf $2,743.01, and water department
bills to the amount of $3,Bl'4.?2.
Commissioner Tingley said the city
bills should he cut down at least:
S200 a month by tho use of the
lathe installed In the water depart-- 1
months ago. Mr.!
ment several
Tingley stated thnt a good deal of
work now done at outside machine!
shops should be done by city em-- i
ployes.
A petition for a street light on
North Arnn street In the vicinity of;
the Spanish Presbyterian church.
brought up a discussion of whnt
fhonld be done to provide more'
lights in various parts of the city.'
Twenty or more petitions for lights
are on file with the cltv manager.'
Tt was stated by the city manager
that more lights undoubtedly are'
needed to keep pace with thej
growth of the city. The present
light bill is about $1,000 a month
for street lighting, and no provision
exists tn the present
budget fori
more lamps.
It was decided to!
provide for mora lighting In thej
new city budget.
Present, nt the meeting
were;
Chairman Walton, Commissioner?1
Tlncley. Hughes and Swnpe, Cltv1
Call-inami City Clerk!
Manager
Malone,

THESE
HEW.
KOSHER

SAUSAGES
We have just received a
shipment of some of the
finest Kosher Sausages
that ever came to Albuquerque. These are put
up by one of the finest
Kosher dealers in the
country, are made of the

purest meats and have
the fine seasoning characteristic of Koshered
smoked

goods.

Now Try Our
Kosher

Frankfurters
Kosher Ring

Kosher Vienna
Style Sausages

RRITTOV DEFEATS KELLY.
Havana, Cuba. Oct. 10 (by the
Associated
Press). Jack Brltton.
the welterweleht champion, tonight
easily defeated
Jimmy Kelly of
derision
New York in a
bout here. Brlttnn's weight was
ns
149
and
announced
pounds
Kelly's as 149 ',4.

0.

Letter
a Certain Lady

An

J

the

harry
'school

pend-

ORTIZ. Dolores Ortiz, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Juan Ortiz, died
last night at their residence, 1525
West Granite avei.ue. Sho Is survived by her parents and one
brother. The body was taken to
CroJlott's funeral parlors, pending

BEAUTY CHATS

Theaters Today

FUNERALS

AND

LUNA.

I

s

:'.

cup-cak-

One of the prettiest dresses for
the jeune fille shown at Jenny's
was a frock of caramel brown
Georgette crepe, made entirely of
pleated panels five of them for
the skht, hanging straight and
the
loose
from the waistline,
TO
pleats kept in place by a three-Inc- h
band of nutria at the base of each
panel.
Tho bedice too was, pleated. And
a little cape that hung half way
down the back and was edged
with nutria, completed the delightfully youthful effect of the design.
And oh, a novel way of finishing
Last Year's Champions of
the nock and waistline was accomplished by the use of the same
Will
Arizona
Northern
material tightly shirred in vertical rows at narrow intervals.
Local Gridsters
There is no perceptible change
in the length of skirts. This frock
Saturday of This Week.
They settled upon the night, and
was about eight inches
described
exa
both
wearing
happy
parted,
from the floor, considerably more
Some five years ago the most
pression.
comfortable than tho ankle length famous football team Albuquerque
for
fashions that were predicted
high school ever put out journeyed
this season.
to Winslow. Ariz., and there defeated the Winslow boys by a small
score. Owen Smaulding played on
that team, and his fierce tackling
and line plunging won the day for
Alhuquerque.
Dy WAJ7T MASON.
Ever since then Winslow has
wanted to return the game. Now
they think they have an aggregalooking for d book," I say. "a noble
TlljJ VI 1SMC LIBRARY.
tion that can come down here and
work by Bertha Clnyi wherein a
do to Albuquerque what Albuquerbooks
the
shelves
the good
Vpon
serving maid named Luke is mar
que did to Winslow those many
stand, unblemished by a reader's ried to a belted duke; that noble's
Winslow was undefeat-ie- d
j years ago.
hand; tl.j gilt la fresh upon their jealous aunts now rush to put cold
last year, the undisputed chambacks, the covers show no seams or poison in her mush; plot follows
pion of northern Arizona. Most of
cracks; the stately tomes with wis- plot till readers quail this is an
last year'B men are back. They arc
dom stored make small appeal to outline of the tale, and I'll be glad
heavy and fast.
readers bored by anything in print as glad can be, if you can find this
When
invade Albuquerque
whose drift i.i to instruct or to up- book for me." "Ah, woe is me," Difficulties Are Charged to Saturday they
of this week they will
lift. The queenly dame who is in exclaims the dame, "you modern
come
against the fastest and
Soldiers Who Are Said to heaviestup team
charge remarks to me, "Our stock birds are all tho same; I thought
the local school has
is large of volumes stuffed with when I beheld you here, your face
out
nut
since the Winslow trip of
Be Sapping the Wealth five
useful lore; we have nine tons, or so thoughtful and austere, that
Last season of
ago.
years
maybe more. Our Hlielves are load- them the shelf you'd promptly jerk
work and defeat is having its logiof ttfe Country.
ed to the guards with works of a helpful and uplifting work.
But
cal result in an aggressive and ex
sages and of bards, so choose a no one wants those noble tomes;
team this year. The
perienced
Peking, .Oct. 10. (by the Asso- squad
book to suit your need, and take it you reach for bunk like "Sherlock
go up against the Uniciated Press) Public demonstra- versity lan
homo with you and read." "I'm Holmes!"
in scrimmage and make a
tions demanding the disbanding of creditable showing. The varsity has
China's 'huge army attended the to work for all they get. It is an
celebration today of tho eleventh even bet that Winslow will have to
anniversity of tho birth of the have as fast a team as they claim
to have if they win.
Chinese republic.
led by
This game will be as fast as any
Thousands of persons,
students, paraded the streets dis game to be played on the local
By Edna Kent Forbes.
playing placards which ascribed grounds by the high school. Also,
China's present difficulties to sold- the boys will need all the support
iers who aro charged with sapping the town can give if the expenses
SOOTHING POWDERS.
few drops of which may be pur- tho country's wealth ' and prevent- of tho visitors are met.
chased at the drug stores. Put ing the establishment of a constiPowders are so soothing and re- tho powder in the
tutional government. Among the
covered
to
can
skin
the
that
est It away for a week, Jar and most conspicuous inscriptions on
they
freshing
stirring the placards were:
j
I
only be considered beneficial. Those occasionally.
who objecj to the use of any sort
"Soldiers, go to work!
Tho best bath
the
of powder must do so for other way, is nothing butpowder, by'cook"China is burdened with militarordinary
than physical reasons, for a pure ing corn starch perfumed
"B" Tlwater. "Across the Conas de- ism!
"We demand the resignations of
powder used in moderation can scribed above, or mixed- with a
tinent," with Wallace Reid as the
never bo harmful.
little sachet powder. This is so all the tucbuns"!Yuan-Hunwho leading star, is being repeated toFace powders are so difficult to inexpensive that a
President Li
jar of it can addressed 5,000 persons in the day; also repeating the "Current
make, and so easy and inexpensive always be kept in big
tho
and Events" pictures and an episode of
to buy, that I usually advise my and it has a smoothness bathroom,
public square, was heckled
and silki-nes- s compelled
"The Blue Fox."
to
his
discontinue
readers not to attempt making
speech.
few
expensive
powders LI, who assumed the presidency
these at home. However, here is possess.
Lyric Theater. Wesley Barry in
with promises to reconstruct China
a simple one which will be found
"School Days," is still at the Lyric
most satisfactory.
eliminating tho military 'system, and
Mr. J. M.: Apply an astringent by
drawing big crowds; also redeclared ho had found many difTake any desired quantity of to close the
A ficulties in the way of
pores.
peating the "Record Breakers"
disbanding
powdered starch, the ordinary sort suggestion for enlarged
this is witch hazel, the troops. He said the tuchuns comedy.
used for making pudding will do or a few
of benzoin in' about
(military provincial governors and
very well, although the starch made a quart drops
of
water.
Ice rubs are practically
Pastlnio Theater.
supreme rulers of their
"Evidence,''
from rice or potatoes which is pur- also
good.
districts) were opposing him, but with Elaine Hammerstein as the
chased at drug stores is slightly
June:
The teeth are not always predicted that China
evenwould
star, is being repeated today; also
finer and better. Add powdered at fault when the breath is
impure. itually emerge from her present the added attractions.
orris root in the proportion of Sometimes a catarrhal condition
in problems.
to
one
orris
of
three parts starch
tho head or an impaired digestion
root.
iv
Wesley
cause this same unpleasantThat forms the basis of the pow- will
hays" is seen'
ness.
Correct
cause
tho
do
and
WINS PRIZE FOR
der. You will, of course, want it not
advantage
upon scented confecIf you make this in tions,depend
perfumed.
as
aro
PHOTO
PLAY
IN
intended
Someone
.
they
mostly
has said that the way
of
summer
take
the
any
the
petals
disguise the odor.
to a man's heart Is through his
favorite blossom and bury them in to Worried:
COLLEGE
CONTEST
You
could
give your
stomach and Wesley Barry, the
the starch, renewing the flowers hair more
screen star, is' no exapplications of the dye
every day for a week. Then sift
deattain
shade
the
you
you
pntll
ception to the rule. All ye young
it
off the powder. By that tima,
you have decided that
budding femlnino hearts can now
will have a fresh delicate perfume sire; unless
own shade is the best after
learn the secret of Wesley's heart.
which you could not possibly buy. your
case
In
all.
do
and
that
He just loves cream puffs, and
nothing reIf you cannot get fresh flowers wait for the natural shade
plenty of them,
rub the top and sides of a small turn. Many women cut off tomuch
Wesley confesses that he wasn't
closed par with perfumed oil, a of the
length of the hair in such
very popular around the storeas
it
hastens
cases,
the recovery.
keeper's district, especially around
1
M V
U the
baker shop. For nany days his
hungry eyes had lingered on the
KATONKA'S HANGING
OUR
heaps of fresh doughnuts, and the
beautifully decorated fancy cakes,
IS AZTEC'S FIRST
and those heavenly cream puffs.
And he admits that ho stole 'cm
LEGAL EXECUTION
1V
Clipwlng
Relieved
Best
every time he got a chance.
Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablet No
Wes' other love is acting before
to The Journal
Special
Them
Wntcr Needed Cary
the camera, and his latest screen
Aztec, N. M., Oct, 10. Judge
Loose In Your Pocket.
Piny is Gus Edwards' "School
What the average person needs Reed Holloman has sentenced
Days," which Is being repeated at
in this day and age is the bal- Kntonlta, convicted of murder at
tho Lyric today.
term
be
he
of
to
the
court,
spring
anced stomach sweetener that
on
at
OctoAztec
at
any
can take at any time,
hanged
Friday,
TRIO OP MISCHIEF MAKERS
SEEN "ACROSS CONTINENT"
place and get relict right away. ber 20. Tho county commissionThis effect is had with ono or ers have authorized tho sheriff to
NOW AT THE PASTIME
two Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablets. erect the scaffold and make other
to
fulfill
No matter what you eat or drink, preparations necessary
There is a whole family of vilif the stomach sours, gets gassy, the order of the court on that
lains in Wallace Reld's new picture,
seems to bloat and press against day.
"Across the Continent." repeating
This will be the first legal
tho heart, if it, belches .and hearttoday at the Pastime theater, a
burn makes you mlserablot try hanging which has ever taken
Paramount picture ia which Mr.
in
San
Juan
theso tablets. The moment they place
county, and
Reid Is seen as a speed demon who
crime
which
while
the
for
this
neutralize
stomach
reach the
drives a flivver to victory In a
they
tho nelds. they glvo the stomach man was found guilty was an r
gruelling transcontinental race.
the alkaline effect it is craving atrocious one, tho coming event
These are father, son and daughAdele Commandiui- for and thus you soon- - feel good, has cast ft gloom over tho comter, played, respectively, by Walter
the
,
the stomach is eotlted and
munity.
r Adcle Commandini, New Tot!: Long, Lucien Littleflold and Betty
faults of Indigestion are thus corFrancisco, three of the best known
You may now eat pie,
girl, von tho first prize for tho best character players on the screen.
rected.
The bridal headdress was introIf you duced by the Anglo-Saxo- n
cheese,- sausage, pickles,
'bride, photoplay produced by students of
That is perhaps why Wallace
get a CO cent box of Stuart's Dys- who bound up her flowing tresses New York university in a recent Reid as Jimmy Dent, driving the
ns-contest.
a
Tablets
she'll
tho
of
pepsia
ceremony
Perhaps
get
today at any drug after
small "Dent" flivver in the transsign
ture. Adv.
chance to star in it.
continental race, has such a tough
11

TO MAIN OFFICE

edges of tho glass together care
fully with this mixture, cleaning
it off neatly. This excellent hint
was sent to me by a Reader
Friend, "Mrs. D. B.," to publish
In the column.
China can also
be mended with it.
Old Housekeeper: "I have liter
ally hundreds of recipes, but often
titul unusual ones in your columns
that I have never heard about
before. Will you kindly print a
good Johnny cake recipe and one
for a quick raisin bread if there
Is such a thing."
Answer: Thank you, Reader
Wend. It always makes me
happy to receive praise from a
housekeeper of long experience.
I take pleasure in printing the
following:
Johnny Cake Mix and sift one
and
teaspoons of baking
powder with one cup of flour and
1 cup of corn meal.
Stir In
cup of granulated sugar, Vt tea2
spoon of salt,
cups of sweet
milk, 1 slightly beaten egg, then
odd 1 teaspoon of melted butter.
e
Bake in
pans, or In a
sheet, for 20 minutes in a hot
one-ha-

him up, Cora, Gladys or I might

Gladys replied.

TO BE TAKEN UP

Answer: Rub the leather with
equal parts of oil and vinegar,
then polish it with a clean square
of cheesecloth
until the oil is
rubbed off.
Young Reader: "Our stove has
become rusty, and hard layers of
old blacking form a crust on parts
of it. What can I do to remove
this crust and the rust?" .
Answer: You can remove the
old caked blacking by rubbing it
with a coarse grade of sandpaper.
Remote the rust spots by rubbing them with vinegar just before blacking the stove.
Peggy: "How ran I brighten
oven.
my faded carpets?"
Answer: Clean them well, then
Quick Raisin Bread Two eggs,
go over them with a stiff brush 1 cup of granulated sugar, 2 cups
dipped in hot water- that has had of sweet milk, 1 cup of seedless
a very little turpentine added to raisins, 4 cups of bread flour, 4
it not more than a few drops teaspoons baking powder and
It is surprising what a difference t:ispoon of salt. Sift tho dry
treatment will often make. gredients together and add the
although if the carpet is too oldlwtll beaten eggs and the milk;
and worn it may not be effective. l;u;t, add the raisins, pour Into
Man Reader: "Can you tell me two greased bread pans, let stand
of something
that will mend for 20 minutes to become light,
and bake from 35 to 40 minutes
glass?"
Answer. Make a stiff pasteby In a moderate oven.
Chopped
may be substituted
mixing whiting and white house walnut-meat- s
the
raisins.
paint together. Put the broken for

step-fathe-

"Perhaps, but I hope, Mr. Robinson won't ask her to go out with
innocent
him again. It seems
enough ho must have had a good
laugh at Nellie's nonsense, yet I
can't help feeling uneasy when she
How she did
does such things.
en.loy her dinner," Cora smiled

Mrs. P. F.: "My freshly done-ovhall celling has been discolored by rain which came through
a leaic in me root, is meio anything I can do to cover tho unsightly mark?"
Answer:
you can cover me
mark by rubbing it with a square
of magnesia.
Mac: "How can I clean tne
leather seats on our dining room
er

"She's so pretty."
She's too
"That's the trouble.
pretty i'or a working girl a girl1
Yet
this.
without any homo but
don't believe God ever meant beauty to bo a hindrance in any way.
It He had thought it would bo, He
would not have given it to anyone,"
Cora returned. Then: "Nellie has
Sometimes church, Cora?"
very good principles.
"What nonsense you talk. NelI wonder where she got them a
r,
a coarse com- lie!" but Cora blushed, and Nellie
drunken
mon mother, and Miss Carter. Toor kept on teazlng. Then seeing she
Cora, she
child! Net many girla would show was really annoying
threw her arms around her neck
as much character."
her
was
and
begged
pardon. But she
"Perhaps her own father
different or someone back in his couldn't resist saying: "Better lock
family."

LETTERS.

ITTE

VIADUCT

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

ROMANCE

contemplate at the present time,
but Intends to leave on the university grounds a fire hydrant thaf has
been there for years, and to con
nect it with the new
main
laid recently on East Central ave-- 1
nue.' The hydrant has been conmain that
nected with the
runs from tho reservoir across the
university campus.

POWDER.

If I

"

'
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France Sent Us These
Trefousse Gloves
The French have always been regarded as the
world's leading glove makers, and Trefousse is
France's leading glover. We have just received an
importation of the finest quality suede and kid Trefousse gloves in twelve and sixteen button style,
and also Frenchy gauntlets with wrist straps.
These new French gloves we regard as quite an
acquisition for our Glove Department.
-

These Fine
Beaded
One-Str- ap

PUMPS
$10.00
You have your choice of black satin or black kid
in these
beaded pumps with turned soles
and the new covered Louis heels. Although the
style and quality would indicate that these pumps
told for a much higher price, we have them for $10.
one-stra- p

Veils for the Mystery Woman
Since the time of Eve woman has been a mystery.
During the past few centuries veils have added
to woman's mystery.
In our millinery Department on the second floor are the very newest
veil creations featuring the new colors and
novelty designs. And in our veiling department
on the first floor are the very newest in veils.

Silk and Wool Lustre
YARN

at

25c
Silk and wool beauty
lustre yard, in a full assortment of colors, fea-

tured as extra special

values at 25c for a full
1 ounce ball.

Here's What Will Happen To
La Tausca Pearls lest Saturday

On Saturday, October 14, we will place on Mile
in our first floor Jewelry Department 150 strings
of the famous La Tausca pearls at the most astonishing price reductions ever offered in the
Southwest.

?
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AS STATE

Your Fall Houseclean-inScientifically.

Do

INSURANCE MEK

HEftD

Las Vegas Man Chosen to
Lead State Organization
Formed During Two Day
Meeting Here.

Housecleaning need not be
the bugbear it has long been
regarded in many households.
if the work is carefully
planned, if the kind of furnishings that, are easy to keep
clean are chosen and handled
in the right way, and if provision is made for keeping nil
the dirt possible out of
there will be no need
for the upheavals that result
to the entire
In discomfort
household.
g
Moreover, systematic
saves labor in the end
ind is economical of the materials used in the furnishing
ind care of tho house.
The department of agriculture has issued a booklet on
the problems of housecleaning
which is invaluable to housekeepers.
This is a free government
publication, and our Washingwill
ton Information Bureau
secure a copy for any reader
who fills out and mulls tho
coupon below, enclosing two
cents In stamps for return
Be sure to write
postage.
your name and address clearly.

Can-liel-

UI1L

Newspaper
Says That When
Stratum Is Punctured Big
30-Fo-

Oil
The

David J. Main of Denver, vice
president of the National Association of Insurance Agents, gave a
talk on "The National Association
and the Relation to State Associations," In 'which he outlined the
organization and accomplishments
of the national association. He suggested the. use of the word
to designate all accredited
members as specialtists,
A talk on the history of the Insurance business from the earliest
days to the present was given by
Charles F. Wilson of Denver, past
president of the National Association of Insurance Agents. Mr. Wilson was greeted with lengthy applause. He told the origin of Insurance In the feeling of brotherly
love and a desire to share burdens

g

Street
.

EUGENE MEYER

II

GITY ON FRIDAY

r"

War

Finance

Corporation
Director to Confer With
Livestock Loan Agencies;
Will Make Public Address
Joint

of the New

mission of mercy and benefit and
that he should not have to solicit
his business.
He urged that the
new association start a movement
to encourage higher commercial
ethics in the state.
' The
final addresses of the afternoon program were given by H. R.
McGibbon, .deputy for Insurance,
on "New Mexico Insurance Laws,
Those We Have and Some We
Need.-- ' and by Krnest Parker rep-

resenting the national fire underwriters. Cyrus K. Drew, editor of
the Insurance Report of Denver,
spoke In the morning on the text,
"Many Are Called, but Few Are
.Chosen."
The first annual meeting of Sew
Mexico Insurance agents closed
last night with an informal banquet at the Alvarado hotel. J. H.
Coons acted as toastmaster. call-

Mex-

ing on H. R. McGibbon, Charles
Wilson, C. K. Drew,
George A.

Fleming and others for remarks.
The place of the next
meeting will
be determined by ' the executive
committee of the association and
will probably be at Albuquerque, It
was announced.

"Cascarets" 10c

will be held here on Friday, when
Eugene Meyer, Jr., of Washington,
D. C, managing director of the
War Finance corporation, will be
in the city. Mr. Meyer will make
one public address during his visit
here.
Mr. Meyer will discuss with the
loan agencies the grazing conditions in Mexico and possible arfor shipping cattle
rangement

cattle from the drought areas

Times-Hustl-

of

During midwinter with'
the thermometer at zero,

The Westingtiouse Cozy
Glow is one of the most
convenient electrical ap-

the Cozy Glow will prove
a welcome addition to other forms of heat, so often
insufficient.

you can have
around the home.
In the cool, chilly mornings and evenings of autumn you will find it giving just the amount of
heat that is needed to be

Say "Bayer" and Insist!

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting the genuine Bayer product prescribed by physicians
over twenty-tw- o
years and proved
safe by millions for
Colds
Headache
Toothache
Lumbago

i
j
j
j

Earache
Rheumatism
Pain, Pain
Neuralgia
Accept "Bayer Tablets of AsEach
unbroken
only.
pirin"
package contains proper directions.
Handy boxes of twelve tablets

cost few cents. Druggists also sell
bottles of 24 and 100. Aspirin le
the trade mark of Bayer Manuof
facture of Monoaceticacidester
Sallcvicacid Adv.

Light in weight easily
portable
adjustable in
that you can focus the heat
to any wanted spot, you

comfortable.
When baby is taking his
bath
the ,warm rays of
the Cozy Glow will protect
him from the slightest

will find the Cozy Glow a
source of ready comfort
the year around; giving
you at all times warmth
without waiting.

Westinghouse are the best
Albuquerque Gas

&

Electric Company

"At Your Service"

Phone 98

MXGF.IIIXO COUGH RELIEVED
"Had a bad cough for three
years," writes H. E. Campbell,
"Found no reAdrian, Michigan.
lief until I tried Foley's Honey and
Tar."
Lingering
coughs, severe
colds, croup;
throat, chest and
bronchial trouble quickly relieved
with Foley's Honey and Tar. No
need to suffer and take ehances
with neglected coughs and colds.
Free
from
opiates ingredients
printed on the wrapper.
largest
selling cough medicine in the
world. Sold everywhere.
Adv.

Auction Sale
Wednesday, October 11, at 320 South
Edith Street

MEW TELEPHONE

SALE STARTS PROMPTLY AT 2:30 P. M.
of furniture to go to highest bidder for cash.
Note what will bo sold: Dresser, beds, springs and
dining table and six chairs to match, several rockers.
8x12 rugs and several small rugs, coal range, base burner, oil
cook stove, oil heater, electric heater, refrigerator, garden
tools, man's saddle, man's bicycle, few dishes and cooking
utensils, and many other articles not mentioned on account
of space. Don't Vniss tnis chance if" you want house furnishings. A hint to the wise is sufficient, so be on hand promptly
and bring your friends.
Six rooms

mat-;ress-

I AES

UP DUTIES HERE

Bowels

Bathe and Dress the
Baby in Comfort
with a Wdstinghouse
Cozy Glow Heater

pliances

i

New Mexico across tho border.
Government permission for shipping cattle Is necessary through
Mr. Meyer.
Many stockmen in the state wish
to ship to Chihuahua, it is said.
W. R. Morley of Magdalcna, i
member of the committee to investigate grazing conditions in that
state, will be in the city on Friday
to make his report. An official
of the Mexican Northwestern railatway will also be In the city to
tend the meeting.
Mr. Meyer will go to Im AnCheyenne,
Francisco,
geles, San
Billings, Mont., and Minneapolis.
to
come
AlbuquerHe planned to
que earlier In the fall, but wa
delayed.

MANAGE!!

For Sluggish Liver
or Constipated

Among the students at a Welsh
school of mining Is a nun from an
she speakR
convent;
Ayrshire
French, German, and
English,
Spanish fluently.

ot

meeting
and the early prejudice against It. ico Loan agency and the Livestock
He stated that the insurance agent
is a public benefactor coming on a and Agricultural Loan company
A

Times-Hustl-

6

er

Name

WILL SPEAK

Fnrnilngtuu

had the following to
say about the recent oil strike in
the Cpn Juan county field:
"Farmington and tho San Juan
basin are rejoicing over ti e strik-- ;
ing of the first commercial oil well
In what will provo to ho the larg-es- t
oil field in the Rocky Mountain
region, If not in the whole United
Officials of the Midwest
States.
Refining company at Denver an-- i
nounce that they have brought in
a big producer on the Hogback
structure, 15 miles west of Farmlngton, on the Navajo Indian res-- i
ervation. The well is west of the
Hogback, a huge fault running
hundreds of miles from New Mexico Into Utah, and is two and
miles south of the San
Juan river and 12 miles east of
the Shiprock Indian Hgency. Farmpoint
ington is the nearest railroad headto the well and is the main
and other
quarters for the Midwest
companies interested in the most
field.
promising
the
"Company officials estimate FjOO
production of the well as from
to 1,000 barrels, though they have
made no definite statement as to
The
what tho well will produce.
fact of the matter is that the well,
at SOU feet depth, has only penetrated the oil sand at) inches in a
sand, and no atpossible
tempt has been made to measure
the actual flow of the well. After
the bailer was run and the strike
made, the well was cupped and
nothing further done pending the
arrival of further tankage. Tankage of 1,000 barrel capacity was
having
already on the ground,
been brought from tho McElmo
was
this
realized
well, but it was
entirely Inadequate and tanks im-of
greater capacity were wired for
Some inkling of the
mediately.
volume of the strike may be givenh
eight-incby the report that when the
opening In the cap is half
solid column
opened, a four-Inc- h
of oil shoots 30 feet above the
derrick, or 100 feet high in
all. Hence the production when
the well is completed may be estimated at from 4,000 to 5,000 bar
rels a day.
is advised
"The
that the present well will be com- pleted in the immediate future, and
that the Midwest Will immediately
sink other wells on the same structure. It is entirely probable that
within a few months, 100 wells
will be either drilling or completed
in this now proven field. In order
to utilize tho oil, either a refinery
or pipe lines will hnvo to be constructed, and a refinery appears
Oas from the
the most feasible.
Ute Pasture well, located 16 miles
northwest of Farmington, of the)
is
Midwest
company,
Refining
available for cheap and abundant'
fuel and the San Juan river provides the large quantities of water
required in refining, which amounts
to at least four barrels of water
for each barrel of oil."

j

state.

ot

Flow Is Expected.

of October

3. RASKIN,
Director.
The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Washington, D. C.
I enclose herewith two cents
in stamps for return postage
on a free copy of the
booklet.

City
State

l!

C

At a meeting of tho teachers In
the city schools held at the High
school auditorium, Tuesday afternoon, the following teachers were
elected members of the educational
council of the New Mexico EducaMrs. Ella M.
tional association:
La Bar, J. R. McCollum, George
F. Mitchell, J. F. Bentley and Gertrude Takken.
The council Is In reality the legislative board of the association.
Tho members will meet this year
on Monday preceding the convention, go over the resolutions, outline the policy of the association
and place their recommendations
before tho main body of the association. The basis of representation is one member of the council
for each 25 teachers or major fraction thereof.
At yesterday's meeting, J. F.
Rentley gave a report on the National Educational association convention held at Boston. Mass., laul
July, which he attended as a delegate from New Mexico.

Farmington.

FREDERIC

House-cleanin-

v

n

house-cleanin-

George A. Fleming of Las Vegas
was elected president of the newly
organized New Mexico Insurance
Agents' association at a business
Mr.
here yesterday.
meeeting
Fleming is president of the Investment and Agency Corporation and
of the State Investment company,
two Las Vegas realty corporations.
He Is vice president of tho Las
Vegas Savings bank and was secretary of the Commercial club for
several years.
Other officers were elected as
follows: J. H. Coons, Albuquerque,
vice president of the first district;
E. W. Bowcn, Tucumcari, vice president of the second district; H. J I.
Bctts, Silver City, Vice president of
'
the third district, and Charles
Scheurlch, Clovis, vice president of
the fourth district; Price R. Crops.
Santa Fe. secretary; Fred P.
Albuquerque, treasurer.
Gov. Merrltt C. Mechem addressed the insurance agents yesterday ufternoon on the insurance
laws In New Mexico and the steps
which the new organization might
take to better conditions In their
The present laws are
profession.
what the insurance companies and
agents have asked for and the future laws will be obtained In the
same way, he said. He compli-- i
mented the agents on organizing
their profession to build it up In
the estimation of the people of the;

SAi
ICES

PIERCES

October 41, 1922

MEMBERS OF COUNCIL
ARE ELECTED BY THE
DUKE CITY TEACHERS

SAN JUAN WELL

g

v

W. D. Hand Arrives From
Clean your bowels! Feel fine!
t,
When you feel sick, dizzy,
El Paso and Assumes
when your head is dull or
aching, or your stomach Is sour
Charge of Local Plant,
or gassy, Just take one or two
Cascarets to relieve constipation.
Succeeding J.B. Reynolds
No griping nicest laxative-catharti- c
on earth for grown-up- s
and
W. D. Hand, who has been apTaste like pointed local manager for Mounchildren. 10c a box.
candy. Adv.
tain States Telephone and Tele-u.
J.
graph company, succeeding
Revnolds, resigned, has arrived in
assumed
charge.
and
Albuquerque
Mr Hand came here from El Paso.
He has had more than twelve years
busiexperience in the telephone
ness. He came to the Mountain
AND OINTMENT
States company from the Southern
company, a subBell Telephone
sidiary organization, in 1914. He
was accompanied to Albuquerque
Fonnmplw
So,Ofatmnt.TBram,tf.frTwfcr.
to
by his wife and they have gone
housekeeping on North Twelfth

'

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer

The Albuquerque

Jorning Journal

The Leading Newspaper In New, Mexico
THE PEOPLE READ IT;

up-le-

BECAUS- E-

All EXCLUSIVE FISH MARKET

Guticura Soap
Clear the Skin

usiugss
Business isn't a mysterious labyrinth where

folks get along .by
chance. You can develop' your capabilities
if you are willing to
Become
the
study.
sort of a man or woman you desire to be.
Enroll in one of our
business classes.

your evenings
by, enrolling in our
...
Night School.
Improve

It has a paid circulation of over 8,400 subscribers.

SOMETHING HEW

We wish to announce that we are opening an exclusive FISH MARKET, and will be able to supply
you with FRESH FISH DAILY.
We carry FRESH, SALT, PICKLED AND SMOKED
FISH.

street.
"Our policy will be to
with the citizens of Albuquerque in
all worthy public movements,
said Mr. Hand yesterday. "I am
very favorably impressed with the
city. I cm see that it is growing
rapidly and seems to be destined to
of the
become the metropolis
States
The Mountain
southwest.
company naturally is Interested in

CITY FISH MARKET
Temporary Telephone

980-W-

.

It is independent, conservative and constructive.

1$

It is published solely in

1$

It is clean

BECAUS- E-

that end."

C

EMPSON'S STRING BEANS

SURVEY
GETS 39 PREDATORY
ANIMALS IN MONTH

Two-poun-

d

Tins

.....15c

......

CHAMPION PEAS

predatory animal
were captured during the month,
o September
by hunters of the
A total, of 39

Two-poui-

j

Biological survey, according '
Tho
to reports just given out.
number includes one bear, one
wolf, one fox, 12 bobcats and 24;
coyotes. 0 account of dry dustyweather which affects the seeming power of the hounds used in
hunting the animals, the score i.i
usually low at this time of year,
it is said.
U. S.

A--

l

d

15c

Tins

CREAM CHOCOLATES

Per pound

......

BULK TEA, ENGLISH BREAKFAST
Per pound
HOMINY GRITS

"

j

several days. STie will address a
big meeting of democratic women
this evenhig at the headquarter j
recently established In the Lovelace building, at Fifth and Central

BROADWAY

read by more people than any other newspaper
New Mexico,
.

the best and largest classified advertising
tion of any newspaper in New Mexico.
.

It has

sec.

The Albuquerque Morning Journal

30c

The Leading Newspaper In New Mexico

GROCERY

EDGAR BASS.
702 South Broadway.

It is
in

30c
(
.DC

Per pound

MRS. NIXON TO SPEAK
TO DEMOCRATIC WOMENj

and unsensational and publishes the most
important news of the nation, state and city.

ADVERTISERS USE IT;

1$

BIOLOGICAL

the interest of New Mexico.

306 So. Second St.

Albuquerque's growth and will lend
Its aid to all legitimate efforts to

Sirs. Frances E. Nixon of tho
democratic headquarters at Santa
Fe has arrived in tho city to spend

1$

Phone 20

ENGAGEMENT

Mil

IE

'
f

Asa G. Chandler, Sr., Coca
Cola Manufacturer, An-

ft

.:

.f WII K

I

i rSrCTJ

,

Git., Oct. 10.

unfortunate private affair," the
statement Issued by Mr. Thompson
read. "Certain friends brought him
'information in confidence which
made It impossible for a marriage
between them to have been a happy
' one.
He communicated this to
Mrs, De Bouchele. He has not and
would not disclose the names of his
friends, and thereby shift to them
a responsibility which he alone will
at the
bear, unless these friends,volunteer
and place,
proper-timto repeat what they told to him.'
"The statements of Mr. Candler."
friends' are utterly unfounded and
untrue and I do not believe that
they nre even believed by him.
Mrs. De nouchcle said in reply to
the statements issued by Mr.
"At any rate, the first
Thompson.
statement In his letter to me before
I came to Atlanta accused me of
receiving men In my room during
the reunion here in 1919. ThisMr.1
disproved in the presence of
Candler and his son. Then theya
with
charged me with pleading and
see
traveling salesman to comePiedmont
me in my room at the
to
him
hotel, and only allowing
leave me on his promise to come
e

and see mo In New Orleans."
Mrs. De Bouchele said she would
demand and "would have a retraction of slanderous charges against
the
her character and the names of dispersons responsible for their elsesemination in Atlanta and

where."

ago a prominent
recommended baths
for the complexion,
towns beauty baths
were provided for women in the
public slaughter-house-

Some years
French doctor
of fresh blood
and In several

s.

QUIT TOBACCO
So Easy to Drop Cigarette,
Cigar, or Chewing Habit,
has

thou-

helped

sands to break the costly.v
tobacco habit. Whenever you have a longing for a
pmoke or chew, Just place a
tablet in
harmless,
All desire
your mouth instead.
stops.
Shortly the habit is completely broken, and you are better off mentallv,
physlcial'y,
It's so easy, so Dimfinancially.
Get a box of
ple.
and if It doesn't release you from
all craving for tobacco in any
form, your druggist will refund
vour money without question.
nerve-shatteri-

Adv.

f
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r Trust Company
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N, M,
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county
Fight His Critics; to treasurer, the Maricopa
grand Jury, according to its report
Make Reply Saturday.
submitted to Superior Judge R.

THE!

Grand Canyon.

Chicago, Oct. 10. Lord and
Lady Mountbatten loft tonight for
the west to vinit the Grand Canyon
after a day spent in Chicago.
Lord Mountbatten a cousin of
England's king, today explained his
now famous utateinont "I believe
they are giving you the bird," made
at tlio
to Commissioner I.anilis
close of the second world series
were
fans
ball
when
base
game
jeering tho baseball commissioner
bocauso they thought he was responsible for calling tho game
When it was a tie.
"The bird," Lord Mountbatten
said, "I really don't know myself.
I had the idea it was a bit of
American slang. I wanted to be
up to date and make an impression
on Judge Landia. If it isn't jours,
I don't known what it means. I
imagine it is something like the
old 'razzberry' only more so."
Lord Mountbatten was enthusiastic about baseball, which ho described as livelier and more exciting
than cricket. Tho baseball comnobleman
missioner, tho Knglish
said, Just as enthusiastically, is a
"snuffer." Asked to explain, ho said
ho bestowed tho term after seeing
the manner in which the former
judge faced the peeved baseball
fans.

Stanford today, believes the
chief actors in a "gigantic conspiracy to defraud the state of
Arizona" have been brought to
book. Both men are named in
Indictments
charging irregulariof state
ties in the handling
funds.
Tho specific
charge
against
Simms is that while acting as
In
the absence of Govgovernor,
he approved
ernor Campbell,
loans recommended by the state
loan board, of which he also was
a member, on land which, accordhad been
ing to the charges,
falsely appraised.
In still another Indictment returned against Harry S. Ross today, the former state treasurer is
with having deposited
charged
state moneys In the Central Bank
of Phoenix, now defunct, without
the authority of the law. Ross
appeared before the clerk of the
court and furnished bonds in the
two
sum of 1 1,000,
covering
counts in the Indictment. On the
other count he was released on
his own recognizance.
Mario Antoinette liked a hath
in which was mixed serpolet, laurel
leaves, marjoram, and wild thyme.
C.

London, Oct. 10 (by tho Associated
Lloyd
Tress). Premier
George clearly has no intention of
resigning office at the orders of his
numerous newspaper critics. On
the contrary, he Is determined to
fight them, and at Manchester Saturday Is expected to make a vigorous reply to these critics and defend his Near Eastern policy, that
is. if the Mudania protocol la signed.
Should there be a new crisis
in the Near Uast this may entail a
change In his plans,
In vyell informed circles it Is also
stated that there Is no question of
the dissolution of parliament at the
present time and that therefore the
prime minister's speech will not
taktho form of an election manifesto. At the same time there Is
extraordinary activity in all political centers and rumors that the
prime minister may have some new
legislative program concerning internal reforms to expound.
A meeting of the unionist members of the coalition was held to
day at Mr, Chamberlain's resiit was attended among
dence;
others by the Karl of Halfour
ami
Lord Curzon and unquestionably

Advises People

for years
wife suffered
with stomach trouble which did
not yield to any treatment. Hho
took a doso of Mayr's Wonderful
Remedy la.st Saturday with wonI have practiced
derful results.
medicine for 20 years and have1
never seen anything like it before.
I have recommended Mayr's Wonderful Remedy to several that f
know need this treatment."
It
removes
the
catarrhal mucus
alfrom the intestinal tract and
the
Inflammation
which
lays
causes practically
all stomach,
liver and intestinal ailments, inOne dose
cluding appendicitis.
will convince or money refunded
at Brigars pharmacy and druggists
Adv.
everywhere.
".My

Tinr:utTLOsis
Dr.

flae
positive
able ti cure
pruuf
luberculotli by Inhalation
lo any cllmata.
Fur further Information
addrpis THE T. F. or.AMC,
INHALANT TO.. MASON
BUILDING. 1.0 9 A NOB-LBCALIFORNIA.
Qtasa
ha ta

BEWARE

OF"

r

j

IMITATIONS

Adv.

Mm
Memorials

of the Better
Kind.

"We Pay the Freight"

G. E.

Fhtctier
VORKS

MONUMENT

SATURDAY IS CANDY
DAY, A SORT OF EXTRA
VALENTINE-CHRISTMA-

iood Morning!

S

Saturday, October 14, Is Candy
day. It is celebrated throughout
thernation. On that occasion every
man is expected to give candy to
the woman he loves tho best;
kids are expected to oat candy
until the castor oil bottio has to
be produced, and, in fact, the nation is expected to fill its sweet
tooth.
There are many possibilities to
It can be made, an
Candy day.
extra, Valentine's day or Christ
or
an
mas,
opportunity to
"square" oneself, or further ingratiate oneself with those who
already love him.
Albuquerque stores are prepared
to meet the demands oil Candy
day, and have tons of goodies on
hand, both boxed and bulk.

That soap is taxed
new tariff.

,

Republican

per cent more under the

sixty-seve- n

.,

protection-come- s

--

in this case from staying dirty

high.

JONES

MORROW

HINKLE

FOR SENATOR
(Political Adv.)

FOR CONGRESS

FOR GOVERNOR

ARRESTED
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City lights
in the country

mmmV
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Living "far from the madding crowd" is a brighter
existence than it used to be.
The progressive farmer of
today enjoys electric lights
as well as electric power
to pump his water and saw
his wood.
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long-lastin-

IP I

greek girls
frcm being sold

D. L. BRADFORD DIES
IN MASSACHUSETTS
Word has been received by Mrs.
Elizabeth L. Bradford of the recent death of her father-in-laDavid It. Bradford at his home at
Fall River, Mass. Death resulted
from a fractured skull received in
an accident. He was 73 years old.
K9 was born in Flymouth, Maes.,
and was the eighth descendant of
Governor Bradford of Plymouth..

of all the automobiles in
the United States are owned
by farmers, and here again
the Exide Battery proves
not only a comfort but a
real economy on account of
its long life and dependable
power.
When it becomes necesMany thousands of farm
for you to have a new
sary
homes, schools, stores and
starting and lighting batchurches, as well as summer
tery, remember there i3 an
houses and yachts, have
Exide built for your car
their own small power and it is so built that it will
plants and a great major
give unfailing service in
ity of these get their current your car longer than you
g
Exide would dare
from
hope unless you
Batteries. ('
have already owned an Ex- More than forty per cent V ide the long-lif- e
battery.

i ri,15 m

u7s7woMn saves

The Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia

task.'

Branches In Seventeen Cities
1
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Scotland Tard has but thirty
women police left out of the original force of more than one hundred.

Deposit Vaults

and

re-

Physician

WITH GIRLS

Come in and Inspect
I Our Modern Safety

First Savings Bank

BE TAUGHT

STREET

Stroet

business hours.

one of the most important figures handling; that crisis. ahe
photo was taken on his arrival.

THROUGH

Ko matter how tough or how atubborn
It nay have been, the corn or callua that
la touched with a few dropa of "Qeta-lt- "

viding ample storage for
jewelry, valuable papers,
bonds and other securities, to which you have
access at all times during

tour around

reconaissance

CITIZENSHIP TO

ad

PIONEER BAKERY

For a moderate charge
per year yafu may Becure
a box in this vault pro-

after

"

''M'NitrT-'rrT'---

The
In tho majority.
only way out was to separate."
So far as strikes, wages and
working rules negotiations are concerned, the "Big Four" no longer
exists. The brotherhoods will conto work togother on legislatinue
BGYS
RAILWAYS OF
tive,
political
purely organization matters.
(Contracts Oompk'ted.
Mr. Lee pointed out today that
EO
the trainmen and conductors, dealing Individually with railroads In
the eastern regional district and
for the
conferences
by regional
Methods of Settling Dis- western
Program Is
and southeastern regions, Comprehensive
with
contracts
have
juat completed
Use
inA Confor
Adopted
putes Between the 'Big virtually
all railroads in the United
nection With the Boys
Four' and Carriers Have States, continuing present wagesof
and working rules for a period
Entered a New Era.
a year and continuously thereafter
Department.
except on 30 days' notice from
The Y, M. C. A. has adopted
Cleveland, Oct. 10. Methods of either party.
for use in Albuquerque the Chrissettling wage and working agreetian Citizenship Training program.
ments between the "Big Four"
and
The program was outlined by H. P.
transportation brotherhoods
Of!
Demand, international boys' work
the railroads have entered a new
secretary of the association, Who
era, and if the present course of
visited this city Monday and held
negotiations is continued, the couna meeting with the boys' work comtry, for several years at least, will
AT mittee of the local association.
not be threatened with a complete
tie-u- p
The program is so arranged that
of railroad transportation
it is broad enough to fit the needs
through a concerted strike of these
the
of all the organizations In the combrotherhoods on all lines of
munity in which boys are internation, W, G. Lee, president of the
GHT
ested. In Albuquerque, It will cenBrotherhood vt Railroad Trainter bout the Y. M. C. A., but may
men, said today.
be taken up by the various SunThe situation which developed In
schools and other organizaday
1915, as a result of the eight-hoin Their Early tions.
fight and again last fall, when Youngsters
make the program a success,
To
engithe trainmen, conductors,
Teens Say They Are on the interest
and assistance of maneers and firemen's brotherhoods
men is needed, and thevY. M.
strike orders,
sent out nation-wid- e
Way Home From Dance; ture
C. A. Is planning to start ft class
probably will not again occur;
Mother Is Reprimanded. in instruction
in boys' work for
Sots In.
Decentralization
men who will give some of their
Decentralization of all wages,
J. M. Moss
In the comnanv of two young, time to the project.
negotiarules
and working
will have
work
was
the
secretary,
a
boys'
waiter,
to
Rentley.
the
return
Harvey
system
girls,
a
tions and
of the program.
charge
to
o'clock
the
20
at
11:30
Monday
for
arrested
years
prior
prevailing
Into
The program is divided
time when the four train service night on East Central avenue. The
groups. The first is the Piobrotherhoods were forced by the arrest was made by Officers Ren-fr- o three
neer group, which takes up all
"eight-hou- r
fight" to pool their
and Carter, and is the first to phases of boy's life and includes
besince
has
what
into
strength
of the nges from 10 to 15. Tho second
come famous as the "Big Four" be made under the provisions
law since the curfew was ( is the Comradeship group, which
railroad brotherhoods, has already curfew
resurrected from oblivion last Bum- includes boys from IB to 18. ine
set in, in the view of Mr. Lee.
A charge of vagrancy likely third includes the ages from 18 to
The new alignment of the trans- mer.
Ech
will be placed against Bcntley, the 21, and studies Citizenship
probably
brotherhoods
portation
said last night.
has a text book for study,
group
will find the Brotherhood of Kail-roa- police
The girls are not over IB or 1C supplemented by other activities.
Trainmen and the Order of years
of
The groups meet once each week.
They were questionRailway Conductors in one group ed by theage.i
declared that
and
The Y. M. C. A. directors met
police
Locomoof
and the Brotherhood
had been to a dance and were Monday evening and outlined a
tive Engineers, Brotherhood of Lo- they
home.
The mother of program of work for the fall and
comotive Firemen and Enginemen returning
lives in Albuquerone of the
which probably will be anand the Switchmen's Union of que and shegirls
to police nounced in a short time.
was
called
"I
the
other.
North America in
mornin
yesterday
feel that I am able to handle my headquarters
and told that she must not allow
advana
better
to
organization
her young daughter to go to dances LUCER0 DISMISSED
tage, to get more for my men and or be on the street after the curOF MURDER CHARGE
all few has blown. The other girl
to work more effectively,
around, if the trainmen and con- lives in a nearby town, hut was
AT BELEN HEARING
ductors pn it alone, so far a3 wages spending a short time In Albuquerand working rules are concerned," que with friends.
Word was received here yesterMr. Lee said.
Richard Guest of the
Captain
.thaf a justice of
"This whole business, with all charities bureau, who has done day from Helen
City, after a
in
that
the
peace
side
one
on
unions
railroad labor
much welfare work in the city, took
had dismisshearing,
with
on
preliminary
the
an
other,
railroads
all
case.
in
He
and
interest
will
the
from custody Eloy Uicero,
the Railroad Labor board in be- take the matter up with parents ed
been arrested for the
tween, got too big for any one man ann relatives or tne girls, in an er who had
Johnson, foreman
or a few men to handle. It was fort to
In keeping the killing of James
of the Belen ice plant, on Friday
loaded with dynamite for the coun- girls off the street.
The justice held
of last week.
try as well as for ourselves and
was a case of
Free hair cuts for twelve months that the killing
the executives. No sane government would permit any factipn or and a pint of "home brewed" on Justifiable homicide.
to the testimony,
According
class to paralyze tho transporta- each visit was won by a young
was an employe of
tion business of the country and woman in a Nebraska village raffle. Lucero, who
was
attacked by Johnof silk stockings was won the plant,
thereby punish the innocent, who Aby pair
son with an ice pick, and In a
a man.
seized
fight that followed, LuceroJohnson
the pick and struck
to a
went
with it. I.ucero then
justice of the peace to swear out
500
a warrant against Johnson for assault, and In tho meantime Johnson walked to his homo and fell
w
Into unconsciousness, from which
ir
he never rallied.

YEARS OE PEACE

Removes
Corns Quick

first

iliii'iu''tMfi,a,

turn

the city.
east to handle any military situation which may ariso from Kemal
Pasha's territorial demands, is

Lieut. Gen. Sir Charles Harington, as commander in ohL'f of
the allied forces now in the nea.

are past masters In the art of
making delicious loaves of "the
staff of life." HaV6 you tried our
bread of late? Jl is so light,
wholesome-m- ore
and
white, pure
like eating angel cake than
ordinary bread.

207 South

4tttnaiaisiaifc

Gen. Sir Charles Harington and his stall arriving at Constantinople

"Gets-It- "

Our Bread Bakers

WIIMIlS

FORMER OFFICIALS IN
ARIZONA INDICTED BY
MARICOPA GRAND JURY

TO RESIGN POST

His Wife Left to Visit the

'z

NOT

Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 10. By
Mountbatten, Cousin Lloyd George Is Determined turning
Indictments against Mitt
secretary of state,
of England's King, and
to Remain in Office and Simms, former
and Harry S. Koss, former state

Mar-

'&(

had some onnection with the attacks on the premier.
One of the most weighty arguments against dissolution just now
Is the necessity of parliament ratifying the Irish constitution at the
coming autumn session.

Lord

Mrs. De Bouchele.

Names of
, Atlanta,
jjMtsona who furnished Asa G. Candler, Sr., Atlanta capitalist, with
his
the information
decision to hreak his engagement
to marry lira. Oneiwma De Bouchele will not be divulged, according to a statement Issued here early
tonight by counsel for Mr. Candler.
The Btatement made public by
W. D. Thompson, attorney for lr.
Candler, followed one given out
earlier in the day by Mrs. De
chele, whose engagement to the
wealthy Coca Cola manufacturer
and hanker, was announced several weeks ago. In her statement
Mrs. De Bouchele severely criticised
what she termed this "clumsy conspiracy" and hideous slander and
Mr. Candler's refusal to divulge his
sources of Information reflecting
upon her character, which, sin;
stated, he gave as reasons for his
failure to proceed with original
plans for their marriage.
'Mr. Candler sincerely regrets
that Mrs. De Bouchele should
have given such publicity to an

OF ENGLAND

ciraiTs

-
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PRIME MINISTER

EXCITING TH
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nounces He Will Not
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SEBAhL

ALLIED COMMANDER REACHES SCENE OF NEAR EAST CRISIS

BANKER

IS BROKEN
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CALORIES
'

JL

Emphasis used to be

HUM

focused solely upon the calorific value of foods. Now,
it is known that vitamine-qualit- y
is equally essential

la doomed i a quick, easy, aura and pain
leaa and.VNavar again can It pain yuu.
Soon yon (ra holding In your flag.rs lta

entlra remain. a atngta piece of dead,
shriveled ekln that you throw away
forever. Hard coma, eoft corns, any
eorn.
Cocts but a trifle and guaranteed.
Try It. E. Lawrence A Co., Mtr Chicago.Sold In Albuquerque by AIvaradA Pharmacy, Brlggr Pharmacy and Highland
Pharmacy- .- Adv.,

Albuquerque Foundry
and
Machine Works
'

etnchlnl.te.
Bnrlneere Fnnrl
Caailnae In Iron, Braae, Bronsa, Aluminum. Eleoirlo Motor. Oil Engine,
Pump, and Irrigation.
K'orl
and Otflce Alhuauerenev

to adequate nourishment

Scott's Emulsion

Mr. Irs Mitchell
Nearly five hundred Greek kLu
were saved from being- sola
slaves in Stamboul, due tc tho In.
trepid intervention of Mrs. Ira
Mitchell, wife of an American mi.
sionary. When Mrs. Mitchell learn-e- d
that a throntr of refugees from
Smyrna had been fathered In
Stamboul under Turk: h "protection" aha went !oldly to ftm'joal.
-

marshaled tha girls and nanhed
them to the American ambaaey.

-

has particular value as an
energy-buildin-

g

and tonic It
rich In

RADIO

too a

i also

vitamin-actor-

V'-1-

s,

so tmportant
in halldlna Uf the

bodv and promoting

healthful progrest.

Scott a Bowne, Moontfletd, K. 7.

W- -I

-

Get an Exide Radio battery
for your radio set

Kin
THE

Whatever make of battery it
In vour ear. Toll can be coo.
fident of ekilful repaii work.
advice

tt

the nearest Exide

Service Station.

LONG-LIF-

E

BATTERY FOR YOUR CAR

October

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
pi ovcnioiiL over aiiyuiui inai nas pru-- ;
'ceded it .that the new stock needs no!
iarcument. It's the old mining scheme
v. id oil
fleece in a wireless form, that's
all.
g0 ruaiiy millions of dollars have been
inventions that have lived but!
invtP,
a day or a week or so that magazines tlc- ;vo(e(j Q wjrelcss subjects have begUll
Tn
,.nnnr in, - ,va,ni,
0 wav ; thpl.
of
immense
prospect
fortunes, for the
i "ooks who pet the money
spend very
little if any of it on the development of:
th
mechanisms they herald.
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Telephones

SL'BSCKII'TION KATES
carrier or mail

by

Three months
six Months
One Vcar

. .
.

.
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.
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Liberty Bonds-New York, Oct. 10. Liberty
bonds closed:
$100.51.; eecorui
13, J99.92; first iijs, $100.01. second
$100.00; third 4 'is,

8s,

$100.02; fourth 4 Ms, $100.52;
tory 4is (uncalled), $100.20;
tory 44s (called), $100.10.

1.75

j

-

ADVEUT1SEMENTS.
The Journal reserves the right to reject any
deem improper.
advertising matter that it may cards
of tnunlis. res- for society meetings,
n.Ptu nnrl church socials, lecture iinit-i-nomeetings (except
enlla for church
and
church programs) are considered as advertising
rates.
will be charged for at regular advertising

BY THE WAY

rn
.,:.,

.

The new lock which requires two keys
to open it will not appeal to the man who
has nocturnal trouble locating one

PREM
MEMBER OV THE ASSOCIATED entitled
to
The Associated Press is exclusively
to
credited
news
of all
the use. for
and also
it or not otherwise credited In this paper
the local news published herein.
.October 11, 19WEDNESDAY.
--

The American
continent is drifting
from Europe, a German scientist
away
THE WAY TO REDUCE TAXES.
says. Europe just now is the American
idea of a good thing to drift away from.
The paramount issue in every political
upon r
campaign is taxation. It is seized
for public
by every aspiring candidate
suboffice. No one has yet devised a
DTO OEJT BY
until
and
improvepublic
it
stitute for
ments are no longer needed and while
Gentlemens and ladies.
it is necessarv to carry on the business
which we call the government, taxation
Only 4,572 miles of wind blew in Las Cruces in
will continue to engage our attention.
The official report on Albuquerque,
of
cost
September.
mainthe
means
Taxation simply
where two state political conventions were held, is
government.
and
administering
taining
of expected to show a much larger total.
If we could remove it from the realm of
!
terms
into
Some of the things the democrats say about the
politics and translate it
business, the problem of taxation would republicans are tariff!.'.
4
present a less formidable aspect.
When a private business finds that its
It probably will Jolt our smugness a little to
reve-- j read that the Juarez officials have had to take
,
steps
expenditures are in excess of its
Of',
'HI V
VJl
nues it must either curtail its expenses or! to pet rid of the "undesirable Americans".
cannot
A
business.
government
iro out of
It appears that the Rev. Mr. Hall was killed by
it cannot gO OUt Oi
cease to function,
bUSIlieSS but it can Curtail expenses. The 'mistake, but his watch was taken with intent.
'Somebody at leant is guilty of theft, it would appear.
Outstanding achievement Of the national
4
nas
Deen
mis
in
uirecuuji
administration
now, it does seem that those murderers 1.
Really,
unof
the budget system,
in the adoption
should be a little more accurate. It's bad enough
der which the national expenses have to be killed on purpose, but to be bumped off by
f A LITTLE LAUGHTER
been reduced by billions of dollars, by mistake is the acme of futility.
waste
cutting appropriations, eliminating
"Look before you leap", the old adago used to
liughouso Stuff
wherever it was found to exist and
Brown Well, how do you feel
pr.onomical management. In other words, say. "But look before you shoot" now (seems the
this morning?
By tba Awocialed l'rr.
the republican administration has shown jitter
Black Like a lunatic.
FINANCIAL
Brown What makes you feel
that the way to retrench is retrenchment,
THE FAMILY JOKE.
that way?
But President Harding has gone a step
At him his wise
Black I slept under a crazy
Wall Street.
of
further in bespeaking the
Old father snickers.
quilt hist night. Cincinnati EnNew York, Oct. 10. Heavy specquirer.
He has a wife
the whole country through the representa-- l
ulation and violent fluctuations in
Who's wearing knickers.
tives in Congress, to avoid special legis-- j
high priced oil shares and extenTlw Clock.
Detriot Tree Press.
sive
to
1
lation and to postpone special projects
never
Boss.
firnith
told
trading in steels and equipNo.
n
a.
in
mm MwiMiin
iiimn
watch the clock. So Smith came ments were the outstanding devel
Perhaps he wouldn't
until such a time as business, government!
Ma was nittlng some Hitting in in h.nlf an hour late and was fired. opments in today's active and .irLaugh like that
and private, shall have been restored to:
Bos No. 2 told Smith that ho regular stock market session.
her room and I was watching out
If wifio wasn't
A rush of buying
orders sent
a sound financial basis.
her window in case ony of the fel- must watch the clock, so dnilth
so
fat.
Quite
lows camo ciTouml, which none quit promptly at quitting time and prices up at the start, but tho vio
The democrats have so far avoided any
lence of the rise, and a higher rul
Columbus Dispatch.
did, and 1 thawt. O. I think 111 ask lout an Increase tn pay.
reference to the economies effected by
Boss No. 3 left it to Smith, who ing rate for call money induced
ma a lot of foolish questions and
JIc laughed because
their
failure
in
but
heavy
.he
answer
in
profit taking, especially in
the republicans
office,
see how long she'll keep on
watched the clock carefully
Ili'r logs were thin;
it at night, so tho Standard Oils, causing the mar
morning and ignored
to give the administration credit for what
nig.
That's why she used
ket to drop around the end of the
Wich I started to do, saying, he became a ' slave.'
first hour. The rapid bidding up
it has accomplished in less than two
The rolling pin.
Finally Smith chucked the clock of
Hay, ma, do you think yon cviild
Mexican and
Pe
to
voters
the
hours out in the alley and was elected
Cincinnati Enquirer.
keep on nittiim- for about
years, will not blind the
troleums checked tho decline and
without stopping if you had to'.'
president of tho company.
The laugh on father,
need of electing representatives to Constarted some prices upward again,
Theres lots of things you can do
Son now gets:
but tho marking up of the call
gress who will give President Harding
if you haff to, ma s,ed. Meenlng
money rate to 6 per cent and a
For mother's smoking
in carryd
their
proberly, and I seil. Yes. but if
VmcIoM Questions.
rather widely held belief that the
Cigarettes.
you dident have en tiling in eat or
In extent of the advance had left the
Do you believe in evjiatlDu?
ing out his program of economy.
drink all that time, wat then'.'
?
N

100?
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Times-Dispatc-

whole-hearte-

Id be very week, i sippohr, ma
sed.
UNIVERSAL
And she kepp on nitting her Hitting, and I sed. Well ma, if a baby
The world is great in scientific achieve- r
started to nit the day it was born
and kepp on Hitting till it was 99
ment, successful in commercial and politold ony stopping for one
ical organization, but in spite of the adTweiaty
Ago years
meel a day how much do you
is
vance made in every other direction it
Ji think it could nilt?
v
More than I would care to. I'm
without a common language. It is idle
ma sed, and I sed, I Know,
The Albuquerque Historical club held its regu- sure, but
to talk about universal understanding unabout how mutch, ixactly?
ina,
A.
B.
of
at
home
the
lar
last
night
meeting
O, I couId"iit begin to say, its
til there is
universal language which
as
Colontoo
was
follows:
The
"The
difficult, ma sed. Me
program
Intirely
will serve as a bond between all peoples.
Obthinking, Good nite, .she's anserine
Nations
of
the
Fifteenth
and
the
izing
Century
Had one language prevailed at the conAnd 1 sed. Well hay,
of Each", Charles W. G. War; "Spanish in New everything. some
man with ony one
ma, BipposB
ferences which gave the world the Peace ject
Mexico", Dr. W. G. Hope; "The Spaniards in tho leg wunted you to nitt him a pair
of crutches, would you do It'."
Treaty, the result in all probability would United States", M. E. Hickey.
Now thats perfeckly ridilitillss,
luve been different. The greatest barabsilootly abserd, I wont even
The Los Lunas flour mills are running night and that's
rier to the peace of the world today is
anser sutch a, silly question, ma sod.
national rivalry and jealousy between day and doing an unusually heavy business.
Wy, wats silly about it. ma? I
sed, snd ma sed, Dont you know
nations speaking different tongues. The
Charles Creary, a prominent
citizen of Los nobobdy could wawk on a pair of
tie which binds England to America is
Angeles and former resident of Albuquerque, has nitted crutches? man
common
a
for
But
the English language.
could, could-en- t
Well, a nitted
sent B. nuppe, district deputy for the Elks $100 for
I sed, and ma sed, O
disma?
he,
been
there
have
enough
language
tho construction fund for the Elks theater at Fifth for goodniMS sakes go on out and
putes between these two countries to have and Gold.
play, youve got me all worn out,
Ir a pergeck reck.
caused a dozen wars in the past century.
ma, you look all rite. I sed,
Instead of reporting to war their differMajor Clark M. Carr returned Inst night from andG, she
sed, Thats mote than you
amicaa business trip to Durango, Colo.
ences have always been adjusted
will it youre not out of this bouse
in one minnlt.
XVj by the peaceful means of diplomatic
Wich I was.
Tho democrats of Santa Fo county yesterday
correspondence. Thus the two English nominated
A. B. Renehan of Santa Fo for the counhave
world
of
the
nations
speaking
cil. The following delegates to the territorial con.
at peace lor more than
Aftcr-DinnTricks
N. B. Laughlin, Charles F.
vention were named:
years.
A. R. Gibson, Anastacio GonSena,
Eugenlo
Easly,
is
spoken by zalez, J. r. Delgado, J. L.Zimmerman, John P.
The English language
the world than Victory, Marcellno
more people throught
Garcia, Nicanor Baca, W. H.
No other Coleman, E. B. Haca, and Eduardo Tafoya.
all other languages combined.
Everything about the convention
perfectly Frank.

UNDERSTANDING.

seemed to be

Tors

yibiperfinc

:

i

one-hundr-

)

er

it

'

language is so well adapted to universal
Miss Edna Mann, a young lady of Van Wett,
use. The English language embodies the
is visiting at the home of her uncle, A. B.
Mich,,
an.l
of
the
development
growth
l.ht'.ry
of all nations and is the composite lang-..- e McMlllen,
world. It may rightly be
ii
Tho republican territorial convention at Raton
of all other languages.
union
the
called
yesterday
unanimously nominated B. S. ltodey of
to
establish perpetual this city for
All other means
Every county
delegate in congreM.
rcace have thus far failed. Is it not
seconded the nomination.
be
accomplished
that this can only
A dancing party in honor of Miss Blanche Itced
bv addp;i:.g a universal language which
w"ill bring about universal understanding was given last night in the sttidio of Miss Helm-and thus remove the last remaining bav-ri- beck in tho Commercial club building. About f,0
to peaceful intercourse among all young people were guests. Mrs. Rose Bcrrj furnished the music.
nations?
pos-tC-

U

er

NOTHING

NEW.

From childhood one is told "there is:
nothing new under the sun." la a large; v..
measure he is told the truth, but not the
whole truth, for the old is frequently
dressed up in new form so as to appear to
all intents and purposes really something
new. Just now the financial crooks have
dressed up an old fraud so that it looks
like a new speculative opportunity.
The wireless telegraph and telenhonej
are in their infancy. The radiophone is;
in its experimental stage.
Every day
somebody makes a new discovery which
is heralded as bringing one or the other
,to perfection. Immediately the invention
is capitalized and stock is. sold to tho
srulliblc public.
One sale succeeds the

Vic-

Chicago Hoard of Trade.
Chicago, Oct. 10. Wheat wont
upward a little in value todj. i. veins mainly to uneasiness rccardlnit
a chance that the Turks mitjht
choose to fight rather than accept
terms which had been offered bv
tha allies. Closing quotations 'ere
e to
ie. net hicther,
unsettled,
to $1.07"i
with December $1.07
to $1.09
and May $1.09
Corn
c
to
finished 'Ac oft to
up,
oats at ic to W decline to a like
advance, and provisions unchanged
to 2Mc down.
Some firmness at the start was
displayed by the wheat market, ap
parently as a result of higher
prices at Liverpool and because the
United States government crop re
port concerning wheat was construed as bullish. Besides, talk
was current about frost in Argentina.
Buying, however, lacked
volume throughout tho morning.
and with most traders assuming
early that the Turks would sign an
armistice before night the market,
until after mid-dashowed a tendency to sag in sj'mpathywith corn
and oats.
The bearish aspect of the gov
ernment crop report as to corn,
compared with what most traders
had expected, made prices for corn
and oats average lower.
Provisions
were easier, Influ
enced by the official coin cron esti
mate and by a
in shipping
demand.
Closing pricesWheat
May,
Dec, $1.07
$1.09; July, $1.02.
62Vc; May. 61 Vic;
CornDec,
July, 64 tic
Oats Dec, 39c;
Mav.
July, 38 c.
Lard Oct.. $11.37; Jan.. $9.47.
Ribs Oct., $10.7.'.

'c

In the future women will set the stvle
,,..
,.,
:t.
...:n
ti
" vmiviy, tnja a numaii vvinet.
it, win
from
the
bare
shoulder.
be, then, straight

h.

Vic

GRAIN

,

$79

one month

THERE'S A REAL LION SCARE IN POLITICAL BOSSISM'S
TERRITORY

j

matter at tno postoffire
Entered us sucomi-cias- s
Santa Ke, N.
of AlbiiMiierqne. N. M., and entry in ...
'
M.. pending, under uet or congicw
1

to 5 per cent; prime commercial
paper, 4 14 per cent.

In spirit control? market in a weakened
technical
transmigration
Are you in favor of tne Volstead position resulted in a general un- settlement in final dealings.
act? Coal strikes? Mother-In-law- s
?

What would you do if you had a
?
million dollars? $300,000?
$13.50?
Is the girl you're going ,v;ta now
the only one you ever lied to?
Kichmond
St00,-OtiO-

Times-Dtepatc-

Strategy.
Wife John, you are conceited.
Hub Any man would be :f he
had such a wife as you, my dear.
And tho smile she gave him lingered in his mind for daya. Bus-ton

Transcript.

l'osslblo Explanations.

Hubby

Of course, clear,

it's only

a rough idea of mine, but lo you
think it's possible that there's ever
such a thing as a printer's error In
manual of yours?
lhatcookery
London Opinion.
Worse.
One traveling man to another in
Thompson's restaurant:
"What's tho matter. Bill? You
are only eating crackers and milk.
Are you on a diet?"
The
"No, on commission,"

n.

'.

LION IS KILLED BY
KICK OF TEXAS MULE
EI Paso, Texas, Oct. 10. J. C
Elliott, superintendent of Unitod
States public buildings In this district, arrived in El Paso today
from Laredo, Texas, bringing with
him the skull of a female lion
which shows the nasal bone frac

tured.

"A mule on a ranch near Laredo
kicked the lion on the nose," said
Klliott. "The lion turned on the
mule, killed him and 18 goats to
get revenge before the owner of
the ranch had time to shoot her.
"The mule really kicked in self
Iefensc.
V
"Yes; the female of the species
Is moro deadly than the male.
1
Ranchmen near Laredo have suf
f
fered big losses recently in sheep
S
IXwolTes
Cehn
N
Into Air
goats and other livestock from
A handful of coins are shown in thi lions and wolves, Elliott said.
left band. Tbe right hand removes t
dime from the pile, rtfSs it jentljr an(
M. CLEMENCEAU WILL
csuses it to dissolve into thin air.
Among the coins in th left hnn
ARRIVE IN NEW YORK
there is only one dime. This coin ii
apparently removed by tho right linnd
, FROM FRANCE NOV. 18
bat in reality it is allppH nndr i
a
or
largnr coin, say quarter
New York, Oct, 10. Former
As the dime is no longer risible amoiq Premier C'lemenceau of France will
Ml SIC.
tbe
coins, every one takes i travel alone when he comes to the
for granted that it is in the right. Turn
The god of music dwelleth out of doors,
nited States next month, accordthe disappearance of the dime create
Allyseasons through his minstrelsy we meet,
ing to Col. E. M. House, one of
considerable
surprise.
t:
his closest friends in the United
Breathing by field and covert haunting-sweeCvsvrifM bv PutlU Ltdter Company
Ktntes. And this despite the fact
in forests old he pours
From organ-loft- s
that Clemenceau is 82 years old and
A solemn harmony: on leafy floors
CITY TO BAKE
expects to deliver more than SO
moves
his
To smooth, autumnal pipes he
feet,
10.
San Francisco,
Oct.
The addresses during a strenuous tour
Or with the tingling plectrum of the sleet
municipality of Kan Francisco plans of this country to tell tho duties
to bake all bread used In city In- of each people in the tremendous
In winter keen beats out his thrilling scores.
at a saving of $15,000 world crisis created by the war.
Lkve me the reed unplucked beside the stream, stitutions
per year, under the terms of a
"Tho Tiger" will enter America
And he will stoop and fill it with tho breeze;
resolution Introduced
before tbe as an individual, will accept no InIn
secret trees,
Ivcave me tbe viol's frame
board of supervisors and approved. vitations, private or public, and
The move is directed ii gainst an will pay his own expenses. Col.
Unwrought, and it shall wake a Druid theme;
combination of bakeries.
Mouse, said.
alleged
Leave njc the whispering shell on nericd shores;
lie will s.iil from France Novem.
The god of music dwelled! out of doors.
Crabs change their shell.'! an- brr II. arriving In New York NoThomas.
Matilda
Edith
.
vember 18.
'
'

half-doll-

left-han- d

I

l;Ki:l.

Standard Oil of New Jersey,
which fluctuated within a range of
nearly twenty points, established a
new high (tt 250
and then closed
at 233 for a net loss of 12Vi points,
the day's sales approximating 100,- 000 shares.
Total sales were 1.506,000 shares.
Call money opened and renewed
at 5 and then advanced to 6, probably as a result of tho government
withdrawal of $9,000,000 from its
The
deposits In the local center.
time money and commercial paper
markets were quiet.
Foreign exchanges wre Irregu
lar.
Closing prices:
6 6V6
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 61H
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 3 7 '4
American Tel. & Tel. A
123H
American 55lnc
,
1914
Anaconda Copper
52
Atchison
106
Baltimore & Ohio
55
Bethlehem Steel "B"..,,. ,,. 7514
Sr,
Butte
33
Superior
California Petroleum
6314
Canadian Pacific
146
Central Leather
40
Chesapeake & Ohio
73 u
&
Mil.
St.
Chicago,
Paul
32
Chino Copper
29
Colorado Fuel & Iron
33
Crucible vSteel
g(j7i
Cuba Cane Sugar
3374
Erie
js
Great Northern pfd
93
Inspiration Copper
38
Tnt. Mer. Marine pfd
60
Kennecott Copper
34
Mexican Petroleum
193
Miami Copper
28
Missouri Pacific
21U,
New York Central
9714
Northern Pacific
85
Pennsylvania
45
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 1474
Reading
iiK
Republic Tron & Steel
B9
Sinclair Oil & Refining
85
Southern Pacific
94
noucnern Kailwav
2fiii
Studebaker Corporation
..133
Texas Company
.. 0
Tobacco Products
n
.
Union Pacific
',4
..150
T'nlted States Steel . . .
..ions;
Utah Copper
. .
67

,,,,

J

......

,

Foreign Exehnnsre.
New York, Oct. 10. Foreign ex
change irregular. Great Britain de
mand, $4.42i; cables, $4.42; 60
nay nuis on banks, $4.40.
France
uemann,
cables, 7.52
Italy demand, 4.26; cahlcs. 4.26 V.
Belgium demand, 6.95; cables
6.96.
Germany demand, .03
cnbles,
Holland demand'
38.83; cables, 38.90. Norway de.
17.78.
Sweden demand
mand,
26.50.
Denmark
domand, 20.25
Switzerland demand, 18. G9. Spain
nemana, io.zu. ureece demand
2.70. Poland demand, .01. Czecho.
Slovakia demand, 8.59. Argentine
36.00.
Brazil demand.
demand,
11.62. Montreal, $1.00

.03.

Xv

York Money.
New York, Oct. 10. Call money
Strong. High and last loan, 6
per cent; low and ruling rate, 5 per
ceni; closing ma. to ti'ii percent;
can loans against acceptances. 4
per cent.
Time loans Firm. Mixed col
to 4
lateral. 60 and 90 days, 4
per cent; foui: gnu gjjj, uionthj ?i

let-u-

p

11, 1922

Minnesota bulk sand land Ohlos.
75 fj) yOc cwt.; North Dakota bulk
Boutli
cwt.;
lied rivers, X5
Dakota bulk Early Ohlos, 70??!Cc
cwt.
Krfnsas City.
Kansas Citv, Oct. 10. Cutter,
and
poultry unchanged.
eggs
New York Metals.
New York. Oct. 10. Copper
Quiet. Kloctrolytlc, spot and futures, 11c
Tin Firm. Spot and futures,
$33.50.
Iron Sleady, unchanged.
I,rruj Kinu. Spot, $li.506.75.
SiimFinn. Kast St. Louis spot
and nearby delivery. $0,60r.70,
Antimony Spot, $6.75 lip 7.00.
l'"orrign bar' silver. 69V&C.
Mexican dollars, D2"jc.
,

Tho human voice is produced by
r
different muscles.

forty-fou-

CUT THIS OUT IT IS WOHTJI
MONEY
Cut out this slip, enclose with Bo
and mail It to Foley Ac Co., 2835
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writing your name and address clearly.
You will receive in return a trial
package containing Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound, for toughs, '
colds and croup;
Foley's Kidney
Pills for pains in sides and back:
backache,
kidney and
rheumatism,
blad " . r ailments; and Foley Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome and
for
thoroughly cleansing catharticheadbiliousness,
constipation,
aches, and sluggish bowels. Bold
Adv.
everywhere,
.

LEGALJvJOTICE
NOTICE OF SI' IT BY PUBLICATION.
In the District Court of the County
of Bernalillo, State of New Mexico. Second Judicial District.
No. 13,507.

Albuquerque Lumber Company, a
Corporation, Plaintiff, v. W. T,
Murphey, Defendant.
To W. T. Murphey.
Defendant,
Above Named:
that
You nro hereby notified
the plaintiff above named has begun its action against you in the
above named t'ourt. the general object, of said action being to recover
Omaha.
the sum of Seven Hundred One and
Omaha, Oct. 10. Wheat No. 2 ;One
Dollars
mixed. !M)e ($701.01). being a balance
hard, 93c"(f$1.02; No.
for
$1.10.
goods, wares and merchandise sold
Corn No. 2 yellow. Cl'Ui'dl'lr; Sand
named
above
delivered
by the
No. 2 mixed, fifl Ifi B0 '.a e.
plaintiff to yon, t lie above named
Oats No.
whit", 3!)c; Ni
defendant,
upon
your request and
white, 38 ',4 (i 38 3 c.
prnmlKn to pnv therefor, together
interest
thereon
and costs
with nil
Kansas Cll.v.
of suit; and In said action a writ
Kansas City, Oct. in. Wheat
of attachment has been issued
No. 2 hard, $1.0C (!i 1.1 :!; No. 2 red.
'against your property situate wlth- -'
$1.1 4 1.1 6.
in the county of Jernalillo. New
Corn No. 2 while. 63 'ic; No. 2 .Mexico, rind said attachment has
yellow, 6iiVsc.
been levied by the sheriff of the
Hay Steady to $t higher. Chniee county of Bernalillo, New Mexieo,
alfalfa. $24.50 0 26.00;
others un- upon all your right, title and in-- I
changed.
tcrest in and tn
Lots Four (4), Five (5) and Six
(fi) in Block .". Terrace Addition
to the city of Albuquerque, Bernalillo county. New Mexico, with the
'
( hicago.
improvements thereon
S
Lots One (1) and Two (21 in
DepartChicago, Oct. 10 (IT.
ment of Agriculture).
Cattle Re Block 25 of the Eastern Addition
Market moderately to the city of Albii'iuerque, Berna
ceipts' 12,000.
active, generally
steady on ail lillo county New Mexico, with the
bulls steady to strong. improvements thereon;
classes;
..its Eleven 1111 and Twelve
Early top matured native steers.
$12.75; bulk natives of value to sell (12), in Block 40. mining's High-lan- d
Addition tn the city of Albuat $9.50 (q) 11.25; supply of westerns
conn!.-- ,
New
liberal, few sold early; demand for querque, Tievnalillo
at
steers
stock
Mexico, with tho improvements
light
fairly active
Monday's advance; bulk desirable thereon;
W
bologna bulls, $1.1 5 4.25; few
SW'i NW'i See. 17. Town
heavies at $4.35 and above; pack- ship II .V. Range 3 IT., containing
ers bidding around $10.00 forveal-ers- ; about Twenty (20) acres of land,
outsiders making selection of Bernalillo
county. New Mexico,
bulk butcher she with the Imnrnvrnipnfs Ihni'nn
$10.501)11.00:
Lind
In said action a writ of gar- stock, $4.25 St' 7.00
flogs Receipts 23,000. Market nishment. has been issued return- very slow, around steady: big pack - able to the above named court, by
ers bidding lower on lighter weight: which said writ of garnishment.
packing sows strong. Bulk ISO to certain persons and corporations
averages, $9.7a 9.95: who may he indebted to you or
top, $10.10, one load; good ami! have properly and interests be- cholce 250 to
butchers longing tn you in 1heir possession
mostly $9.00 9.95; bulk packing' or under their control, have been
sows. $7.7508.25;
desirable plits, served as garnishees.
1 on are
further notified that
$8.75(89.00;
heavy, $S.T5 W 9.95
$9.75iii'9.!i5: light, $9.50(it less you appear or cause vour
light light, $9.10 9. CO; pack-- ! pearance to be entered in tills causo
h
ing sows, smooth. $7.80 Ci; 8.4 0 :m or before the
packing sows, rntigb, $7.2r7.90; !1nv Of November. 1022, judgment
will he rendered against von bv de- killing pigs, $8.50 (if 9.00.
21.000.
Fat fault for tho relief prayed for In
Sheep Receipts
westerns opening active, steady to Plaintiff's sworn complaint, and
Six
ears
Washington your property sold to satisfy said
strong.
Iambs. $14.00, .with 350 out: other juilcment.
The names of plaintiff's
Montana anil Utah
s,
strings good
$14.00; native lambs steady neys in this cause are: George S.
to 25e higher; early top, $ 1 4.00' to Klock and M. J. McGuInness, and
and busines:' ad- city butchers; feeder Inquiry good:- 'heir postnffiep
two doubles loo l'iresfs ts: Rooms 8 and 9, Stern
no) early sales;
I..IOCK,
pound Nevada yearling wethers.
Albuquerque. New Mexico.
Witness the Honorable Mayo R
to killers;
$10.23 with 100 out
sheep steady; heavy fat ewes. $3.50 Hickey. .Tudgn of said Court, and
(34.00; light weight upward to the seal thereof, this tenth day of
October, 922.
$6.50.
FRED CROIXOTT.
(Seal)
, Kansas City.
Clerk.
DeKansas City, Oct. 10 (U. S.
0Z.TI'v.TinIT- I,EE'
Pity Clerk.
(Tattle
partment of Agriculture).
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Receipts 19.000. Cows, bulls and
to
and feeders
stoekers
steady nn.
I
...
.....
'K,M,..
n..n.
'"" WILSON AMI
'." helf-suuiis. ruiiv .;uvn, fl rc.r,
1
most
few at $3.B06.00;
grass
Au'm'ji
ers, $4.00r5.50; bulk bulls, $3.25 (fj) Rcmms 15, 17 ana 19 cro'rawall Bunding.
Phone
most canners, $2.501(12.75:1
nss-J- .
4.00;
u,uuv ').." tin iv i'i
uujiv i.uuci',,
I'lftMf
AND nlKUKONfe,
some oeuer ones (H'eifrrr
sieers, u.
unmoor
yj
n,
iiionj niiimiuii Him inof (he Stnmarh
l)lei.f Barni-tferior horned grass steers. $4.00 (ff
Sum.t
Building
feeder ,K. MAUI, Alii T CAimVHIUIIT.
4.75; selected
ealves, $8.35.
Hciidenco 1123 Ban Central
. Hogs Receipts 11,000. Market
Phons 671.
slow, mostly steady to 10c lower. DII. 8. JIAIH.U BTZEKI.S.
Packer and shipper top, $9.55;
Osfeunilthic 1'uvnlrlnn.
$3,351(7; Oil tens Unnk Wilis. Ph.
or 8022-.- 7
bulk 175 to
"
9.60: 240 to 280 pounds mostly int. ti. O. I I.AftKK,
bulk sales, $S.85(T(i
Kyr, Kar, Ne aol) Thront
$8.909.45;
Barticit
rnona 11.
Bunding.
9.50; packing sows strong to 10c
Office Houn
higher; bulk, $7,405? 7.65; few.
tn II a. m and 8 to 8 p. m.
stock pigs steady, mostly
$7.75;
mi. m'(;irM. dcWitt
$8.6509.00.
physician mid Surgeon
5,000.
Sheep Receipts
Farly Osteopathic
Phone 594
sales western
lambs 10c to 15e 317 W. Gold
sales
$13.80
higher,
paid; early
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
largely $13.60 a 13.80: sheep fully
steady; western ewes, $3.85; odd
Practice Limited to
to
lots up
$6.50.
GKNITO . URINARY DISEASES
AND DISEASK5 Off TUJfi SKiN
Denver.
ufMtern.un Luhitrntnry (o Connection.
Denver. Oct. 10. CattleRec- Citizens Bank
Ulan. Phono HHP.
steady. Beef
eipts 3,800. Marketcows
and heifsteers, $6.25(0)7.90;
F. C. BAKES, M.
ers, $4.00 & 5.50;
calves, $8.00M Diseases of tbe
tiye. Glasses Plitd
9.00; stoekers and feeders, $1,504?
d
N.
Office removed to
7.25.
floor. Phone 84$.
st.
Ground
Market
1,100.
Hogs Receipts
5c to 10c higher. Top, $9.90; bulk,
-

Mc;

LIVESTOCK

;

(Tn

if

210-pou-

:

0;

;

twenty-sevent-

attor-lamb-

1

-

i;

;

410-pou-

881--

0.

lit

$7.50

Sec-on-

9.75.

Sheep Receipts 8,850. Market
steady to 25c higher.- - Yearlings,
$ 2.00 ft
lambs,
$12.2512.75;
12.75; ewes, $4.005.25.

f'liiroprnctlc.
i ArmUn Huildlnf.
AC'IU UNB
The oranife ouloree care. Knsle. Ele
dam
and
Uot Spring!. N.
pliant llutla
M.
Meet all inline at Engle, leering
11:30
a.
in. and 1:80 p. m.
lint Springe al
Oldest bum dnvere, beat Dam cars on
New York Cotton.
We
Dura
line.
drive uur own oars.
the
Write for reservattona at uur czpenta.
New York, Oct. 10. Cotton fuUEFFEItNAN BROS., Props.
tures closed barely steady. Dec,
Il.it eprtnga N. M- $21.09: Jan., $21.50; March, $21.70;
May, $21.05; July, $21.50.
n
Pe- - T-Alhuqurrque-Bant1

19

ami

MINIS B1AK

PRODUCE

DAILY

Ohlrngo.

Chicago, Oct. 10. Butter Market higher. Creamery extras, 43 c;
firsts,

35($37e;
seconds,

39ifiM2c;

standards.

39

c.

extra
33

firsts,

(j

34

c;

aiAtlB

To Tune (Read Down)
7:80 a. m.
Leave
Arrive
,.1I:I0 a. m.
13:80 a. to.
Leave
Leave
.....13:80 p.m.
Arrive
8:0i) p. m.
To Ailioyueniue (Read lip)
Albuquerque ...Arrive... 7:00 p,
Santa Fe
...eave... 4:00 p.
Fanta Te
Anlve... 12:45 p.
Arrive. ,, ll.lt a.
Repanila
Tana
Leave... 1:90 a.

.

Rein.
F.ggs Market
unchanged.
nu
ceipts 10,255 cases.
in.
Alive, unchanged.
Poultry
m.
. Potatoes
Market steady.
m.
FA II K TO RANT A FK, UM.
112 cars. Totad U. S. shipTO TAOS, SU.BO.
ments, 1.071 cars. Wisconsin sackAlbuquerque Headquarters
ttlnglt
ed and bulk round whites, $l,00d nr.ithere1
cgnt Stre. 810 Weit Canti
1.10 cwt.-- , poorly graded, 80 4' floe Aver
rhnae Alio.
Hnntn Fo HH.iouartrn Bans Cunfts
cwt.; Minnesota sacked and bulk
found, whites, JIOclLOJ. .cwt;; tiuntrjr, i'liuiie fix.

i
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Health Seekers Paradise

$j00 cash and $33 monthly will
buy a new
house, bath,
sleeping porch, fireplace,
hardwood floors: iirleo i
i
itwo of these left. Sen
vi,-h-

REAL SNAP. IN A HIGHLY
home on
modern four-rooCornell, with front and screened Bleeping porch, fireplace,
Areola heat, garage and shade
trees, east front, only $4,250;
$50
per
$750 cash, balance
month, including interest.
A liEAL HOME IN A FOUR-roomodern brick with glass-ed-i- n
front
sleeping
porch,
etc..
lawn.
garage,
porch,
$3,700,
Fourth ward,
only

terms.

A ' HOME,

IF IT'S
show

you.

our business.
ROBERTS

Selling
--

LET U3
homes Is

TURNER

CO,

Plione 407.
218 W. Gold.
New Mexico State
Members-Realty Association.
:

Ackerson
1-

S.

-0

and

Griffith

Realtors.

Fourth.

Phone 411.

SALE
$j,o00
moil

white stucco bungalow,
hardwood floors, good basement, furnace, garage, sidewalk, lawn;
near Luna Boulevard.
$4,000
brick cottage, modern.
rorlh Fourth St.
13,500
pebble dash dwelling, bath, em., corner lot 100x143, one
block from Central, Highlands, close In.
J4.600
frame, modern, fine shade,
good location. 8. Walter St., close In.
Some good buys In business
Lots and bouse in all parts of property.
the city.

J MARTIN'S

HOME
$20 Down

SITES

SPECIALS
THIS WEEK

THREE WINNERS
In University

five

Heights,
rooms and two porches, hardwood floors, hiiilt-i- n
features,
fireplace, for $3,500; $500 cash,
balance like rent.
A dandy four-roostucco
bungalow in a good location
In the Tourth ward for $3,900
with good terms.
Wo have a double house on
paved street in the Highlands,
live oa ono siilo and rent the
other for
a month; the
price furnished is only $5,000.
Jas, M, Johnson
Insurance Heal Estate Loans
210 YV. Gold.
Phono 210.

FOR!

frame, furnished,
for only
.$1,500
- room
modern house, sleep-in- s
front
large
poYch,
for
lot 62Vfexl42,
porch,
$3,150
only
- room modern stucco, near2
large porches,
ly new,
Fourth ward, easy terms,
$3,850
for only
modern brick, glassed
in sleeping porch, hardwood
hot water heat,
floors,
$4,300
Highlands, for only
Now adobe stucco finish, oak
floors throughout, sleeping
porch, fireplace, hot water 500
I
heat, garage, for only.. $5,
4-

5-

I

A,

A KEAIj BUY

Li

A real nice four-roohouse, 223 V.
with two sleeping porches, for
Fire, Accident, Autoruohils Insurance, only $3,800; good terms.
Surety Hood. Loans.
I have tho following amounts
No. Ill 8. Fourth Street,
I'lione 8J4,. of
money to loan, $1,000, $1,500,
and $3,000.
K. Mt CIXGHAX. Realtor
204 AV. Gold.
Phono 442-1 mile
PAT, THE PLUMBER,
$900;
216 North Third,
store,
FOR RENT Houses.
Plumbing and Heating.
rentRepair Work a Specialty.
liuuso.
fur
l'liune
470.
PHONE
201.

A. FLOSCHEK, KeaStor

Realtors

Martin Co,,

Phono

Gold.

FOR UIC.NT
South Walnut.
FOR RENT 1

cottage.

110

of worth is he who
does his best,
His very best lives he in east
or weat
EaRor to be of use In his own
state.
Remembering the true- alone
are great,
R nduring disappointments when
they come
A nd, 'spile of loss, preserving
his aplomb,
Ij Ifn holds for him no pleasure
more worth while
Than giving honest service
with a smile.
On bis good works the country's weal' dooonds,
Regard him, then, as one of
your best friends.

Franklin & Company

150.

Loans,
221

FOR SALE
A BARGAIN
adobe stucco house,
north of mountain road,
terms. Inquire at Kahn
100 North First.

-- Four-ioor.i

$10 Monthly

REALTOR
The man

i

J.

BRIGHTW00D ADDITION

Elf HSEMEMT S

CLASS IF HEP AP

WasaH

Rooms

Furnished room. 613 North

HEIGHTS

BEAUTIFUL

modern house on ex.
desirable
lot.
tremely
large
sleeping porch, adobe garage,
owner leaving and will sacrifice; price only $2,000.
--

J, D, Keleher, Realtor
Phone 410.

211

V.

ROOMING HOUSE
Down town, close In, well
furnished, hot and cold water,
steam
18 rooms,
good
lease, doing a good business.
A bargain if taken at once.

HOME

Gold.

Cloao

we havo a five
with maplo floors
throughout, sidewalks, sharlo
trees, lawn and good'
This place is f?oins toSfaraK.
noli
Make us an offer.

A MONEY

M.KKIl
of the best paying roum-in- s
and boarding houses in the
a
about $050.00
city; income
month; owner must sell on ac-

H,

Chas, Roehl
Phone

640.

Corner of Second and Gold

Homo Phono 1444-R- ,
1021 W.
New York.
Office Phono
Second attd
Gold.

J

Ck

ALEHouses

count of Health,
OR ?
$1500.00
will
-handle, don't miss soeine; this.
0 acres
best land In the valand houMe.
Phone ln";t-lley, comfortable house, good out- bull SALE
noune, furnished.
buildings, mostly in alfalfa, on
cneap tr taken at once, lam Virginia
main ditch, good terms.
"Ask to see em"
ii oAi.it, Muuprn pressed briclt home
SHELLEV-BKAUCOMPANY

T7

n

:.

Two-ruo-

-

In,

room bricu

ZAPF

One

THE THIRD WARD

IN

READY TO MOVE INTO.
You may select your bath
and electric fixtures if you act
quick.
Five largo
rooms,
adobe,
oalc floors,
Areola
fireplace,
heat, lovely porches, will build
Is a
Kara. go to match; this
bargain.
Any real estate man
or see me,

'

Itentals

Subdivisions.
Phono 637.
Gold.

,

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

V.

Kealtors
Insurance

UNIVERSITY

Phone 223

FOR

Kealtors

phorm

220 W. Gold Ave.

Y

,

Tele

SM8-f"1-1-

-

una
Fourth ward.

S

Better Grada

Ilve-ron-

in

ALEMiscellaneou8

utin

sale

$10.00 Per Load
A

aioaern rurnisiiea
BieeD nz
norp i.

FOU SALE
Small imjilern, lurnlsUed
LiruuKo, on smith Walter; easy terms.
WUINOBR
Apply 701 East Hants Ke.
i'hone 1B08-FOR SALE
Range, fir,. 607 West Iron. FUlt HALK Three-rooIOOzmh, on corner; bargain for
FOR
quick
llaru coat heater, larsa size.
Rhone 814.
jt,. g.jucn waiter.
:

As Long As It Lasts
$15.00.

(Of about

1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley Land

ruinlshed house,
Second.
&
KKSIDENCE
"1th porch. 1023 South Walter.
FOR RENT Apartments
Stares & Pfeiffer
oa i., sew modern home, ?,",0o
TR liODDrs MILK; UEST IN TOWN.
On South
FOR
RENT Furnished room.
Walter,
u ii.ii btiu
Threo-ruoToil
KENT
mommy payment like rent.
frame house
Rhone 24
mv.n
locaNo
frame
jjurmsneu apartment,
Uroadway.
stucco, new, good
wilh sleeping p,,rdr. Phone 661W.
Real Estate, Insurance.
Eust silver.
children. .903 North Third.
ROOFING
NKW threu-r.iotion, furnished complete, $500
09 West
front room.
RENT Four-rooliouso.
two m.r.-h..modern fur- FOR RENT CoolI042-JFOIt KENT New modern furnished FOR
EXPFJtTguaratiteed
Plione 108.
Phone 1834-321 W. Gold.
.
balance
Albuquerque. New Mexico.
Kurnire. Will sell cheap for cash. Save
month
Fruit. Phone
cosh,
$30
house on North Second. Phone
nished
per
114 North Maple.
FOR SALE Adobe brick, xl4. InquTr
apartment,
1692-Mill Sdllth Iwtm a
at
own
and
Interest.
to
v..,.,,,,,,.,.
lliuuiro
Cheaper
unfurnished.
RENT
FOR
Several rooms,
l'adru TartiiKlla, 2223 South Williams FOH
FOR RENT Half 'nousn. thr
three-rooKALE.New
FOR RENT Four-roothis than pay rent.
124 South' Edith.
hourfe at Alacottage, on
J1ANZANO OINOER ALE
sleeping and bath. 625 South Arno!
meda, partly furnished.
Reasonable. FOR RENT
very
small
""
UH RENT Hou.eKeeping
ilEI.PSdigestlon and a nerve tonic
Thone 9.'l.nign;
T.oveiy room; six windows.
Phone 14M-KHELP WANTED
First National bank payment.
hi.lhHn
RESIDENCE
apartment.
120 South Walter.
furnished complete. 215 North Seventh. FOK RK.VJ' Four-rooFOR SALE Airedale nun'slx "weeks old'. ro.t 0A1.I!. uy
In Fourth ward,
house and sleepnwnet, suburban home,
...
BERNARD A, SLEYSTER
. Leavlns town.
t i..
Male.
200 North Walroom and, garage.
-ir, itRENT
FOR
Furnished
iiiur-ruu- ni
u,
Apply
1724
mil
ing
modfurnished.
furnished
porch, partly
ft
frame ter.
iieeping porch, city
adobe, lot 240 feet,
,io9
Apply 414 West Roma.
: n
"ck- - lnQU""e 208 South West Central.
WANTED Milker. Phone E413-RAll Kinds of Insurance.
on
house
rear
of
lot, nearly
Edith
flee box 213, city.
duuble-fucel'OH HALE Victi'ola ami
8
d
rooms
FOR KENT Houses, all Kinds;furniabed FOR RENT Furnished
WANTED Second cook.
REAL ESTATE.
Presbyterian FOU RENT
new, $l,ooft cash, balance terms
1607-A bargain.
fiiO,
Waller.
FOK cash only will sacrifice four new
Phone
Call
records,
Three
and
unfurnished.
McMllllon
room,
&
and
Wood,
113 South Third
Sanatorium.
bath,
1018-J- .
to suit. This is a good investfurnished cottages, paying better than
Street.
2ml West Gold.
room.
FOR
322 South
RENT
Realtors,
Furnishec
7
CheapAvv'f
furWANTED A thoroughly competent
ment.
Phone
Ft)H yALK
small coal heater. 20 per cent. Room 7, First National
Seventh, phone 7S9-FOR KENT Several new furnished cot14
nace man. The Economist,
three-burno.tuK
and a
l'OR RENT Two riimieh,i TTTZ 77Z
ouiiumg.
gaa plate. 612
tages, very reasonable. Room , First FOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms.
WANTED Boy with bicy le. Conroy's
North Hocoml,
liKht housekeeping:
1 rjree-roo&A Le,
National jjitn'c building;
no
ok
adults:
Realtor
Electric
house
;lder.sloeve
with
company.
Oestreich,
B16
724
West Cential.
Grocery,
chicken house for two hundred rrrlekens
ulh Second.
FJI; SA LB Five ten-rodry goods
FOK RENT Furnished ,room and large URAVSTONE
rooms,
:13',S VVesl Gold,
210 Vi W. Gold.
Phono 009
and water,
WANTED Young man cr bjy to
counters.
Kahn'
Store. 103 garage, light
FOli KENT Apartment
1205 West
Apply
Mrs. E. (iuldl.
fursleeping porch. Suitable for housephone 210-completely
National Investment Co,
North
pnooq t:ill-around garage. Mcintosh Auto comFirst.
nished; heat, water and light. Call keeping. 2u7 North Fifth.
LARUE, cool room, beautifully furnished,
at 205 West Central.
pany.
oann-oy
HKAU
Kilk
new
Fashioned
owner,
guaranHosiery;
1211 West Roma.
FOR Kent An exceptionally attractIlealtors
bath.
private
nouse
in
now
S5.25
In
Fourth ward, modern
LABORERS $3.00 to
four pair for J5. Phone
per day. WAN 1LD Couplo
teed;
ive and well furnished modern four-roo- FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
to
anare modeI.n
Insurance All Kinds.
every rospect; bullt-l- n features; large lot;
Rent-Room- s
Oood woman cook, $50 per month. Emd
Board
For
bunttnlow. Phone 17.10-with
on
bungalow,
block
no
414
Heal
children.
West
Silver.
sick;
1.103-Estate
110
Third.
Bouth
from car line. Phone 1623-ployment Agency,
FOK SALE Wilson heater, stove ',tpc i.unn.
FOR RENT Clean dnd well furnished. FOR RENT Niiu-lfurnished bedromn
Board. FOR RENT - Furnished
and zino board all in good condition. FOR SALE Three-rooCOMPLETE Secretarial Course.
bouBe, front
three-roofour
rooms
and
enclosed
large
sunny
and sleeping; porch. 223 North Hlnh
ana DacK
S"UthjIJroadu,i.y.
61S West Slate.
PrPerty With Us.
room and tuition may be earned. Catporches;
dandy orchard or..!1 J,our
ill modern
apartment;
W. Gokl.
conveniences. JeeplngpurcljLS12 South JHIgh.
on a large corner lot; terms.
63."
FOR RENT Two nice clean sleeping Kf (IMS A.ND UI.AtiS Sleeping porch with FOK SALE Ono
alog free. Mackay Business College, Los New building. 101 North Maple.
rabbit started;
1224
FOR KENT NlBeYy'lirriiahed," very 'mod
ntmru; no slcu. 1027 Forrester.
boulevard.
Virginia
rooms.
707 South Arno.
Reasonable.
Angeles.
a
once.
taken at
it
hutch;
bargain,
LINCOLN Apartments Completely furern new bungalow, glassed-i- n
aleep- FOR RENT Nice,
suit bale Uurnished
boarding liouso; room and 710 West Lead.
Work on automobiles. Learn how. We
house, three
clean sleeplnjr and OHIO oXA'rll
nished apartments,
steam )i':at. ho: Ing porch. 807 South Edith.
moms, oatti, electrio lights, city water,
hoard. Ml! .Smith Uroadway, Ph. 1371-nouseKeenina- rooms. 121
Norih Th rrt.
FOR SALE Pears for canning and pickhelp graduates get employment. Write water. Close In. .112 South Third
FOR RENT New five room modern
CO foot
garage;
Home and Investment
$500
n
lot,
down
FOK
ItKNT
iioom
and
glassed-i121i
'Young Men's Christian Asoclation Auto curt ite,.M four rooms and
sleepling.
Forrester, Per month. 130 South Arno. and 130
Lynch' orchard,
house,
no FURNISHED front bedroom for rent,
oath
completely
furnished,
210
School, Los Angeles, Calif.
South plione 1474-ing porch, with board.
with privilege of cooking. 710 West
for housekeeping.
211 Biuth
Double
call f.lg North Thirteenth.
children,
FOR
SALE
modern nnd
Walter.
of
one
TWENTV-F'iV- E
owner,
by
T.eail.
the best
HKALTHSlSEKKEKS to Blxth,
,
Inquire Savoy Hotel office.
XVPEWKITEKS, all makes, 15 and up;
FOR RENT Four-roohouses In Fourth ward.
modern bunga- FOR R E NT- Nice.
splendid location
Priced con- porches-drink LOUDEN'S purs Jerssy milk. FOR RENT
close
FOIt PENT Nieely furnlsnefl rooms with
$3 per month. Albuquerque Typowilter
clean
apsrtments,
low,
water
under
In,
nicely
furnished;
the
siderably
first-clasmarket
s
Immefireplace,
for
furnished, rentlne; for ISO ner
ISo per quart; none better at my price.
tnl.le board. Phona 1327-reasonable. Imperial .Hotel, 211 Vj West
Exchange, 122 South Fourth.
diate sale. Call 1648-very desirable location. Ap- - paid, garage. Call at 525 South Arno.
after
South
Arno.
o'clock,
i
lit)
Crump's Cash Grocery, 326 South Second. Plyapartment,
Cen.ral.
at 411 West Marble, phone 14fi2-FOK SALE Stark Delicious apples and or on Saturday and
FOR RENT
new brick bunSunday.
e
WANTED A rfompeteiiTstenoEruphcr who 1? OR Ri'JNT 'I
other varieties. Wiley' Farm,
room
and sleeping FOIt PENT iioard, room and giassed-l- n
FOR SALE Four-roogalow,
hite pleasant rooms, bath
modern, choice location, fur- - FOR RENT One and
two
can writ
1S1S
frame,
pm ch. In new house.
box 135; phone 2411-R- 3
English and Spanish, for
sleeping
Phune
water.
punch.
an!
.
Light
front
ll'4'J-Mor
nlslixl
unfurnished. Phone
J. P. Gill Real Estate
porches, garage, shade lot 60x142, good
completely furnished;
Easl
mercantile concern, out of town; must no sick; no porch,
t.'entral.
13f,4-SALE Apples of different varieties, location, nine blocks from town. Price
112 South Ninth. LIST
FOR
children.
your vacant housewlththe city
be efficient and have good references;
Phone 7;0.
also cl..er, at former DeWltt Ranch. $2000.00.
Large front room and sleep823 W. Central
C.
B. Bynum, owner, 12
light house- FOU KENT and
Address l'OR RENT Three rooms, furnlnhod.
Really Co., for prompt and efficient FOR RENT Two room for
$100 a month to start with.
2410-Jii.
hoard; suitable for twu. North Fourth street, phone
porch
North Third.
Ii24 110ing Nm
hllfhlands. cl so In, private entrances service. 207 West Hold, phone 607.
keeping, $20. Phone 1456-C. M. B., cars Journal.
tit
Maple
and bath, $35. No ick.
FOK SALE
Man's muskrut overcoat, rOR SALE New homes by owner; one
315
South FOR RENT Furnished and unfurnished North Second.FOK KENT
Ono room
Edith.
Female.
snl sleeping
size 38, $100 if taken at once; never
824 West Gold; one
homes in all part of the city. Hnberts- - FOU RENT Nice room, close in, for
FOUR-ROO- M
with board n private home. used by sick. 208 South Arno.
110 North Maple,
pnrrh,
no
one four-roowanted.
In
sick
l'OR
KENT
WANTED Second maid
gentleman
BRICK
218
Turner
Jio
employed;
West
Co.,
private
Gold, phone 407.
Strictly modern, new, three
18UI South WalleV
North Maple; terms. Call S21 West Sil310 North Fifth.
SALE
oxcellcnl
FOR
rooms, sleeping porch, front porclr, FOR RENT
used,
family. 800 Park.
Pluyer
ptano,
threo-roolittle new
1D49-Dandy
BOAKD
ver,
(Jood
rate
home
phone
cash
by
first
Poking,
private
It's
708
balh, unfurnished.
condition;
Investigating
modern and well furnished
furnished.
East
WANTED Experienced
newly
Aphouse, close to shops; water and FOR RENT Rooms,
the meal or week. I rs. Knight, corner buyer sure to take It. Phone loll.
Central.
FOR SALE Homes. It will ba to your earage. and out
cool, clean, quiet, modern; one block
electric IlKl'ts; no bath. Phone 1032-ply at Liberty Cafe.
building, splendid
Broadway and Gold.
Interest to see us before purchasing a corner
from car. 823 South Fourth.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four FOR RENT
DAIRY
HICKS'
lot. Reasonable terms.
WANTED Girl for general
Furnished
cottage three
PRNT Have lovcty vacancy for two CLEAN MILK, with a heavy cream line; home, as we have a large
list
rooms, mudern; also two-roorooms and sleeninir norch. Klectrin l'UU i'tENT Kooms with sleeping porch, FOR
apartApply 1234 South Walter.
to
aerts-Turnselect
Ri
w.
from.
H.
convaietcenis. Mrs.
Co.. 218
ment with sleeplna Dorch.
Retd, phone
hot and cold water in the room. BU2 I22f.
pints, 8c; quarts, 15c. Phono 738.
lioi ,.nh lights, South Highlands, f 13. Phone
.1.
411(1
West Gold, phone 407.
WANTED Woman for general house Second.
South Waller.
once Rea! Estate
Smith Arno, phone 17i!l-J- .
Used
and
FOK SALE
zo:3- - w.
tractors,
work. Mrs. W. H. Held, Phone 1228-J- .
FOK
FOK
SALE
KENT
Furnislied
Beautiful
FOR 'Rent Two and three-roowith
rooms,
Hardware
brick 118
with
pressed
gnng
furnishplows.
f
FOU
KENT
Uno
Five-rooSilver.
iouiu and sluopu-tRENT
FOR
furnished
house
WANTED
I'hone 477
Oood njat girl for housework.
or
nve
Also
tatile
board.
board
rooms, sleeping porch
ed
oungaiuw,
hot and polrl wtAr
Company.
Department. J. Korber
porch, furnished for light houselwep-In- g. month. 217 Sou h Fourth. by week
In Fourth ward; sleeping porch, garage.
Llv
900 West Gold, lights apartments;
in the house.
and
pressed brick garage; ideal
and phone paid; rent reasonable.
Modern.
fi!6 East CVal.
SAXOPHONES
and all band Instruments, home double
.e
& Wood, 206
moniir.
per
Alcunilon
near
InFor
phone 75K-.shops.
South Broadway.
particulars
new or used; private ifr class Instrucwest tioid.
IMPEIUAL HOOMS Nice, ciean rooms; COME TO TUCSON"el new and modern
"WANTED
quire 7iin South Third.
Girl to do housework end NICELY furnished,
Sanatorium.
Reasonable rates. Hlll-pre- st tions on above. Fred K. Ellis, ph. 302-three-roonew
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
FOU RENT Furnished
two
Must speak English.
SALE
wash dishes.
cottage,
FOR
Sanatorium.
two furnished
By
FOR SALE
Tucson,
Arizona.
owner,
21
flat-towith
p
apartment,
screened
SALE
office
West
bath,
Central.
FOK
Extra large
room and sleeping porch, electrio Theater,
511 South Broadway.
houses close In, lot 60x142, out build150s East Central;, no children. porches,
AN1J
In
A dandy little
bOATiD,
Apply lights.
desk, same as new, $20; also small ings.
private
South Highlands, $18. Phone FoK KENT Itoom with screened porch liuuil
None better for renting and Ingrocery store
woman to care at 724 East Central.
WANTED Middle---:
323
'iod
home;
riuise care, tray service,
20U8-adding machine, same a new, $15.
for light housekeeping; flii per Month.
and a good business in a good
vestment, Price $1000.00 for both pUcs.
207 North High,
for children; a (rood home; wages $45 FOR RENT Furnished
roeni.
North Sixth.
phone 174.-- J
Near shops. 201 East Lewis.
C. B. Hynum, S26 North Third.
apartments,
location.
FOR
RENT
well
fur
Newly
decorated,
per month. Box 528, city.
to sunaiorlums;
furnished front room, FOIt SALE Apples, ten boxes or more, FOR SALE 57x1 4
four rooms,
nlshed fine modern home, with glassed ELOiN HOTEL Sleeping rimini and FOU KENT Nicely
lot, fenced; two
J-WANTED Saleswomen experienced In glassed-i- n sleeping porches, gas; on East and
suitable for one or two, with board, on
$1 per box, f. o. b. Kmbudo. lien Dascreened sleeping porches; fire place
housekeeping apartments, by the day. main
Phillips Real Estate
cetages for healthseekers; poultry
M72-floor.
Phono
618 West vis, Grimes' Golden, Northern Spy, Ram-bApply Central car line." Call 1321 East Central, ana turnac neat;
canvassing.
602
week
or
Weil
month.
In
best location
Central.
or
110 S. Third.
sell
high
will
houses;
water,
or see Mc.Mlllln
elty
garage;
room 14, Mellnl building, over Penney'
Wood.
'
Fruit.
M.
Phone 48.
N.
H.
A,
I'hone 334. W.
Gossett,
Emnudo,
lands. 1420 East Silver.
twenty-five-foor
well
will
FOU
BENT
make
Front
room,
terms,
lot;
furnished, TAIILE XiOAKD Can
store.
Heel and arch cushions special offer for cash. 1921 South-Higaccommodate two SOFT SPOTS
SUULET
The balance of October,
adjoining bath, use vt phone, close in;
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment, TOfurnished
or
three
for
fool
the
cures
n.eala
all
persons
fallen
by
703
Insteps;
West
Stiver.
or
prevent
two
Well-buiJust cleaned in
bungalow.
gentlemen.
SALE
by
two rooms and kitchenette, bath adpractical
short ride from town. Mrs. troubles. $1. Planter Arch Supports. Thos, l'OR
throughout. Four rooms, sleeping porch, FOK RENT South room; private en- week; only105a Bouth
builder. $875 caab, or best offer, buys
Cedar, phone 1578-F. Keleher Leather Co., 4"8 West Central.
WANTED Will pay good wage to a joining; large front porch; garage If
electricity, fireplace and furnaces. 319
and
new house, close In; Fleming,
glassed-i- n
heated
trance;
porch.
SPECIAL
sleeping
clean
and
two
thoroughly
sanitary;
good cook, for a small family of three.
South Sycamore. Any reasonable offer home for nice people.
for FOK SALE Vletrola used few months. Ele.trio and city water. The beat
223 South
In
Arn. MRS. MARSHALL'S private home table
and no sick. 124 South Arno.
For oulck sale. 7
In first-clas- s
Apply Mrs. D. Weinman, 70S West Cop- adults only
convalescents, excellent meals,
condition, as good as new. town for healthseekers.
1822
accepted. Inquire 7iaEust Central.
633-Palmer,
room
Two
FOH
for
HENT
phoua
furnished
and tray service; reasonable rates. 1107 Owner leaving town and will sacrifice Wuth High, phone 17S8-per.
home, steam heat,
FOR RENT Furnished cottages, modtnram. in
light housckecplrg; electric light and Noilh Twelth. phone 1HU-for quick cah sale. Can be seen any FOR SALE Modern
ern and gas; three rooms and bath, etiy
1601!
water.
South Arno, phone- FOK KENT
bungalow. Fourth west, end, terms, buy quick and
box 695, AlbuWrite
time.
n
room
postofflee
Desirable
anil
and
glusscd-lsave
sleep.
Phone
2r,8-Rsleeping porch.
ward; partly furnished: good garage:
money.
WANTEDMiscellaneous
or call' mornings week days, or Sun
ing porch with board for two with querque.
Male and Female.
farnaee
good basement,
and laundry
FOK
RENT Two nicely furnished private- family.
vvA.vtEu
n
money
Mrs. Clark, FOR SALE Pianos, player pianos, elec
good
fust day afternoon.
Phone 381-Oarage.
Co., Realtors
room; Urge porch. Price $0,750; terms, Shelley-Brau- n
Key
for
teachers
WANTED Immediately;
find
rooms
1471-523
McMllllon
sleeping
housekeeping
ft Wood.
mortgages.
South High, phone
at 1524 East Central.
trio orchestlan pianos, witn slot at i'hone 1248-J- .
Phono 223.
rural schools. In New Mexico nd Arl- 22(1 VV. Gnlil.
60S South
No lck.
for
adult.
porch
pre-wTRANSFER
values,
and scavenger work done,
SPECIAL summer rates, $i!5 per month; tachments, phonographs;
Ex
Educational
Southwestern
Kona.
brick, by owner;
Uroadway.
106 or write FOR SALE
WANTED
for
reasonable
E.
Position
A.
room
s.riton,
phone
excellent
with
rate.
quick
1U
Griffith,
42.1
117
board,
West
private
South Seventh, corner lot. side
Coppir, elty.
change,
KHNT
East Iron, phone 1970-Nicely furnished room, near sleeping porch and tray service. St. George P. Learnard piano Co., 2i South walks, garage, chicken house, basement.
WANTED Housework uy t.ie day. phot. FOK
bath. For gentleman .mployei. Aiso John's Episcopal sanatorium, phone 4;1. Walter.
RANCH FOR SALE
WANTED Team of 1300 to
d
hot water heat, bath room, large closets,
1645.
FOR RENT Storeroom
bedroom
furnished
fir
nicely
parlor
USE EFFKCTO AUTO TOP and SEAT large front back and steeping porches.
farm horses.
Also harness.
Price EXPERIENCED
liEAl.THSEEKEKSl
12
419 South Seventh.
Vnls-paPhone lady.
hi
stenographer.
acres, 1 acre orchard, 9
FOR RENT Hulldlng at 412 West Cop- must be right. Phono 1617-Auto
I
Effccto
Enamel,
dresstae.
or
Phone
618,
ATTENTION
any real estate dealer in acres
174
Well furnished room.
SPECIAL, OFFER
per; mitablo for garage. Inquire H. E. MAX DARUAIN STORE, at 316 South
Are you coming to Tucson? We can
Valspar Enamel on automobiles. town.
alfalfa, balance pasture.
modSI Jka
IMND
Homestead
now
LAUNDRY
Paint.
Hazel-wood
brand
in
Sherman, at First Saving Bank and
peclalty.
adjoining bath;
Plymouth Cottage
give you home comforts at the
house; ownpr leav
SALE
Modern home, five rooms good
Firt, will pay the highest price for
Phone 1927-and Cement. Sat- FOR
Trust Company, phone 3.
ern Home, Close In. Employed person
Sanatorium, R. It. 2, Hox, 74, Flojir Paint, Roof Paint F.
and sleeping porch", nice bullt-l- n
featyour second-han- d
ing; make offer. Phone 2417-R- 1
and WANTED
clothing, shoe
Iy4t-N- l.
Keleher Leath- ures,
isfaction assured. Tho.
WILL arrange to suit tenant a 25x100 furniture.
Tuscon, Arizona.
furWashing and ironing by me only. Reasonable. Phone
lot.
and
nice
Phone 858.
Will
sell
348.
or
garage
O.
P.
Box 132, Old Albu1C',7-er Co.. 408 West Central. Phone
dozen. Call 1703-foot brick building; good condition;
FOR KENT Nieely furnished front room WANTED
nished or unfurnished.
Also two adobe
glassed-ll- i
Convalescents,
RUd CLEANERS
querque, N. M.
n
We are not tryF1RE11 WOOD
Santa Fs shops; reasonable
steam
FIRE!
rooms
room
with
glassed-iporcn;
opposlt
and
CLEANING
lot.
Phone
with
PAPER
southern
large
sleeping
exposure,
large
John
porch,
9x12
Kalsominlng.
Cleaned, 11.25.
term. Bee or writ U Heyman, 109 MATTRESSESHues
ing to arouse the flra department, but 875-heat; convenient for throe or four peo03 and board; quiet, exclusive and desirCoodson, phone 634-renovated, (3.50 and up;
North First. Albuquero.ua. N. M.
other sleepln,, room, al
able.
Private entrance. Available at wo ar warning you to buy your winter FOR SALE Home and income at a real
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin WANTED Laundry work.
Will take ple;
West
once.
22J
Coppt.
South Edith.
supply of firewood early. An old adage
home or by the day. Phone 2101-or 890-bargain. Close in, modern, double,
Redding Co., Phone 613-Let brick
. WANTED
says dry summer severe winter.
glassed-i- n
Salesmen
DO YOU WANT
The place to get us
separate bath; and separate
.
WANTED
Your piano to apply on purWANTED Clerical position, by young LiELHiHTFUL, setting room, twohath, pri- JAMESON'S RANCH
make It hot for you. Cedar and Pinion cellar home;
and double yard.
private
from
two
free
Brand" new
mile
from
porches;
sleeping
Untown;
well;
new
of
chase
turo
must
lines
used
desired size,
and
Hosiery, ieH-In- ff
lady. Address If. J., care Journal.
complete
sawed
a.
any
player piano.
wood,
split,
genor
four
three
vate
in
Must
to
fine
entranco;
dust and smoke; free transportation
prefer
Property
shape.
Prompt Adjustment and ServCedro garage.
Phone 100 and we will call and quote PRACTICAL nurso wants cases
derwear and Sweaters in America,
Hoard In immediate neighbor- and from town; good home cooku.a, fireplace logs, furnace chunks. 2401 Rl. be sold at once. .Leaving city. Call at
by day tlemen.
ice? Let Van Monty Company
direct to uaeri. Want good talesman value that will maka conservative buyFirewood
Co.,
or week, prefer
phone
Canyon
2238-J- .
Phone
109.
Phone
snl
hood.
South
surgical.
Edith.
meal served family style. Phone
for Albuquerque and other New Mexico er sit up and taka notice. George P.
have your insurance.
delivery; full weight.
Lennard.
FOK
Furnished Prompt
HEALTH SEEKERS
towns. For particulars, phone 203D-CARPENTERING
WANTED Position ai night watchman,
WANTED
Over State National Bank,
Estate
.Real
rooms
and
AUTOMOBILES.
with
hot
KODAK FINISHING 3 TIMES A DAY
atccping
porches,
engineer or fireman. Address H. M. V.t FOK ODD JOBS and contract work, call cold water In each
IK YuU have buslnes
TYPEWRITERS
satisfaction
Remember,
room; steam heat; ex- FOU SALE OR TRADE
tir al,
guaranteed. care Journal.
Telephone 5SS.
prperiv
1875-W- .
With
It
McMllllon
t
ittt
&
Send
a
flnU
Woiid.
estab
reliable
;
ng
cellent board; tray servlc-or 1244-graduate
i'lfPE WRITERS All make overhauled lished your
touring car. Phone 806-for huuso cleaning PAINTING, paper hanging and kalsom-Ininon CALL HUTCHiiNSON
firm.
.Return
postage
pal
maIn
reasonable
nurse
O.
Ribbon for every
attendance; prices
and repaired.
and wall cleaning, floor waxing, paintEXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING.
mall orders.
Hanna & Uanna, Inc.,
free estimates. Phone 1U72-ExCasa de Oro, 609 and 613 West Gold.
chine.
Typewrit-Albuquerque
K. Sheet Metal Works, 217 N. Third.
and chimney sweeping;
Fox News ing, kifUommitig,
122 South Fourth. Commercial Photographers.
PAINTING and kalsominlng, by day or
0J1 Job Man. phune 2082-change, phona 908-Prilt00;
SALE
FOH
Bulck,
ilKS. Bergluntl, 141U South Edith.
Light
contract. W. A. Belts, phone 1691-WANTED POSITION VounS married
Ford touring, Fortl coupe, $400. 11
vate Tubercular. Sanatorium, for winBUSINESS CHANCES
man with 10 year general clerical and PAINTING Paper hanging and kalsom- ter! steam-heate- d
FOR RENT Ranche
West Oold.
rooms; plenty ne
W.
L.
inlng; all work guaranteed.
Business oportuuitlea of all three years of practical cost accounting
blankets; good meals; milk and eggs; 1'Olt SALE One
uuto trailer.
FIVE-acr- e
ranch f. r rent, 100 fine fruit FOR SALEiiooeru-'iurneOwens. 608 South Kdith, phono 11144-home-canne- d
r
fruits nnd our own chickens
Kino,
Co., 21S West experience, desires to locate here or In
Address W. T. W.,
trees; Irrigated.
Inquire of Kaman, at 13-- 3 .North
111
low
Gold.
account
wife.
of
of
to
health
I
WANT
vicinity
my
prices
you
nursing;
Investigate
diet;
general
served;
special
Fourth.
10S4 North Eleventh.
on any kind of a building proposition rates, $r,0.00 and up.
I'hone I35-W- .
UOR SALE Hotel, twenty rooms, pool Address A. P. M., care Journal.
1922 BUICK SIX TOURING
FOH SALE Kord sedan body ol will
lnn-- a
have In view. A. K. Palmer, Hunga-lu0 !
hflll a n rl Ka
WANTK1)
u,-ttt'NGAiOW3
for familltB denir.HK to
position witlr local firm, by you B
lius
vh. , nnn.l
1 70 8 - W .
LOST AND FOUND
trade for Fortl touring body.
0imu
aig
1
loan,
c
d
u
Phone
41,
r
y.
r, Box;
t irsc.
office man. Qualified as
furnished South Waltpr.
Htram
housf.
heat
experienced
keep
With two extra tires, spotlight, 'bumper and
LOST On New" ork or" Forrester" ave-nu- e, FOIt SALE
credit manager, auditor NEW WORK or alteration; nil work wlth.mt c'tiarKC
This
$75 por month.
lH'-Complete shoe shop, cheap, correspondent,
'l
Dodge touring, extra
a brown baby sweater, two-yeguaranteed; estimates free; will make Itii'ludcs medlrnl uitnnfion if doslred. foil SALE
and
terms. Address i3ox 3, care and general accountant. tn My health Is
Motormeter
15
tire, inotometer, etc. A wonderful buy.
else. Return to A. F. Chavez, care Cen- journal.good
excellent and I Intend
remain here very close figure on a Job In highlands Hutnn in colt awe r main butldfiiK.
12. E. Johu
LnudtTlniuph Motor 'company.
For
to $30 Per woek.
Interview
write or heights. Phona 1755-tral Auto & Machine Works.
Kxcellont meals; med-Icpermanently.
You
do
l'OR SALE Two-stor- y
if you want a Buick,
can't
better
brick, building, E. 8. II., care Journal.
with
our
SanaVoid
SALE
no
St.
616
tounrie
John's
son,
txtrus.
John.
care;
toil
216 8uuth First; location gocfl for any
and shock
Houses
WANTED
torium, phone 4l'l.
starter, demountable rim
MAKlinOD man, seven. years experiU33-U- .
Kino ot Dustness.
nrX.no
1920
Model.
absorber.
ence as salesman gents' furnishings,
MONEY TO LOAN.
WANTED To rent fo
WANTED To trada u house and lot In desires position tn store
DRESSMAKING
or on road. Can
,
WILL THADB euulty In lot tor smull
Phone my apent,
furnished house.
the. 1. una- dlstriot for a car and a small furnish excellent references
second-han- d
am MONEY TO LOAN On watches, diaand
touring cor in imd shape.
640.
SEW1NU by day, $2, or at home.
I'hone
519 W. Central Ave.
amount of cash. Phone 1825-Van, phone
valuable.
InPhone 671W
and
2ti
monds,
man.
An
guns
South
everything
or
Call
write
iroauway.
at
hustling, energetic young
14.10-WANTKD-rsmall dairy, on coiiimia- - terview will convince you.
Willing to Mr. 1). Marcus, 213 South Flint.
Kurd" ton truck, 11)21, In A- -l
i'dinjALE
FOR RENT Miscellaneous
first-clas
Box
DRESSMAKER
89,
I'laili
and
Address
reasonable
sewing.
start
on
TO
real
fancy
1917
MONKf
LOAM,
biou, wmi intention oi Duying later;
salary.
mechanical condition, $250; cash.
Mrs. Winifred Jones. K00 South Edits,
McAddress Morning Journal.
1,600. $2,(100.
dairy experience.
estate; $1,000,
FOR RENT Single garage, rear of 222 four
Ford roadster, cheap. 407 West Copper.
R. A., care Journal.
Mllllon and Wood !0 West Gold.
Work guar- SAVE SO to 75
WANTED Dressmaking.
West' Oold. 16 per montn, Pearc
por cent on used parts,
anteed. S. Batslnger, 1500 North Fifth.
WANTED Partner at least 1600 capl
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
difRodey, phona 775,
etc.; full stock for over twenty-fiv- e
tal to put Into paying business, must
and good Jewelry; liberal, reliable, con- H IKSl'-tXAS- a
work
guarMcintosh
cars.
Co., 811 West Cop
dressmaking,
ferent
M.
be
of
et
books
7
1
ti
106
B
small
1st.
WANTED
Several
and
.
Address
hustler.
fidential.
Gottlieb
J
agreeable
anteed. 218 Sooth Walter, phone
good
LEGAL NOTICE
Jewelry Co.,
per.
Uox 100. care Journal.
to keep. Let me Install a bookkeepS'.i MONEY.
Under Bankers' Reserve H e"m STITCHING and pleati ng. I'hone
' lis
HVUilll,
iJOOKfl JJroillHin
HAlvG,
( UK
FOR SALE Hotel Woodard. of twenty- - ing ayatem for you and render your to
6 per cent loans may be securtul-room
System,
Mellnl
Myrtle
building.
most new. touring: Cadlllao ""' toiu--Tl
tax return. Salary according
two rjoms, doing good .business; good
Last Will and Testament ot Wll
ed on city or farm property, to buy, build, Slevert.
trucks. J. Rorber
Ford
two
light
For
Ing;
and
time
of
amount
work
required.
reason for selling. Address Mr. G. S.
Ham M. Farr. Deceased.
Improve, or pay indebtedness. Bankers l HOAXING, accordion, side and box; & Co., Dodge brotnert dealers, )hon
interview, address Box 66, care JourReserve Deposit Co., Gaa Electrio Bldg.,
To Edna W." Marz. Roswell, New woonard, Box 6, Grant, N. M.
The best
mall order.
N.
proposition ever offered AlbuCrane, 215 North 78S.
nal,
Colo.
KeDenver,
FOR
SALE
D.
Malcolm
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 814 FOH SALE New Ford sedan, never run
Farr,
Complete poultry ranch,
Mexico;
There will never be another like it.
querque Investors.
and
nosha. Wisconsin:
won
Elks'
circus
Reginald H. anarent very reasonable; excellent for man
at
was
reasona
WANTED Dressmaking; price
mile,
Will sell whole tract or undivided interest In same;
Ad
Ideal for healthsecker.
Will sell at a bargain.
Miss traded to us.
Farr, Kenosha, Wisconsin; Wil- - dress wife;
able; satlsfactlen
guaranteed.
$30,000 will handle It. If you have the cash and care
Poultry, care Journal.
Ham M. Farr, Jr., Kenosha, WisPaulln Vorbach, phona 487. 420 Weat Laudorbaugh Motor company, Fifth and
7 bTsolKh
FOK!ffi&Doa'uTksT
to make 100 per cent profit, come In and tako It over.
Gold.
SALE One of the finest cafe In
Gold, phone 866
FOR SALE Re&! Estate
Arno, phone 1628-consin; Irene C. Galer, Albuquer. FOR
northern Arizona, long lease, excellent SEiJROBKRTS-TURNEVJ'li model Overlund ti.ur-in- g
BALE
the
in
don
FOU
HEMSTITCHING
FOK
All
of
promptly
SALE
rabbitts
iue. New Mexico; George S. trade,
218
my
CO.
cheap.
West
location; two ot th partner
car Just run 350O miles; new
&
best possible manner, prices reasonable.
and fryers. 710 West Lead.
Oold, for real bargains In homes
Farr, A'buquerque, New Mexico; are to good
leave ror Hurope; act quick. Ad117 Gold avenue, phone 787-Singer pare tire; new Weed chains. Sick, want
Boatrlce
I. Farr, Albuquerque, dress postofflca box
206 West Gold.
1300
SALE University Height
lot, FOR SALE Small pigs, tour and six Sewing MLChlne Company.
cash.
314, Flagstaff, Aria, FOR
55t),
take
Insurance.
Ioans
Will
to
sell.
weeks old. 705 West Mountain road.
New Mexico, and to All to Whom FOR BALE
some Improvements. Term reasonable.
Bouth Arno.
Profitable business, estab- Bee owner,
610 South Seven tlr.
It
Two
FOU
SALE
choice
heifers,
May
tourFOR SALE Furniture
Jersey
(Joncern:
e
lished five years: owner wishes to
FO.l SALE 1H20
'
fifteen months old. 217 North Third.
Tou are hereby notified that tho
moaccount ot having other Interests; LOT "close In, in a good residence dis- KALE
ing car, 9N Red Seal Continental
1'Iano and four looms
trict. Half block from Central ave- FOIt SALE One fresh Jersey cow. one ton
alleged Last Will and Testament of price very low and a bargain. For Intor. Owner must sacrifice for cash at
furniture.
407
Silver.
East
block
In
from
the
seven
and
downtown;
,nue
best
P.
the
heifer.
William
M.
Albox
address
once.
uoatotfice
buy
J.
of
596,
late
Wllon,
i
yearling
terview,
Absolutely
Farr, deceased,
rURNl'l'URK REPAIRING.
Called, fur
37o?
bee tni at lis phone 2404-R- Jcrey
newer, gas and water,
.
cash.
.' th County of Bernalillo and State buquerque, N. M.
I. Osbon, 900
city.
and
delioveriid.
Phoueli)72-H- .
next
owner
Kim
North
door,
street,
Fourth.
North
FOR SALE
of New Mexico, was produced and
ersey cow and two yorREPAIRING and upholphone 2370-horso, harness and 4prmg FUlfNlTilRK
ling; one
read in the Probata Court of the FOR SALE-.Poultry.- Eggs
Kr- or 8S0-stering. Phona 613-1538-- J,
and see
Phone
wagon.
A OOOD used car com
FOR
of
New
of
State
Bernalillo,
County
vln Bedding Company.
FOR 8ALE Fresh egg, 0o doxen, 1400
PERSONAL
what we have and those we have listed
Mexico, on tha twenty-eight- h
day
North Second, phone 1986-i'OK SALE Dresser, chiffonier, Sim- for sale. Oden Bulck Company, Fifth and
FOR
aria
W7
Ranches.
SALE
rlock
f.
BliASFIELD
watch,
of September, 1922, and the day
This seven-roo- m
mons beds, new mattresses, child's Oold, phone 1200.
house, with fireplace, hot air heat,
SALE It. I, Red, Uarred Kouks;
Jewelry work. 115 South Second, In rear FoK SALE W
of the proving of said alleged Last FOR
have some splendid Crib, leattier trunk .complete stock of
'
- .
413 Atlantic
basement, garage, sidewalk, lawn, and trees.
pullet and cockerels.
e
WANTED Information a to the
proposition In suburban ranches. - Rob- - used furniture.
325 South First,
Will and Testament was thereupon FOR HALE 60- White Leghorn year-ol- d
This house was built less than two years airo and U
of John M. llryaon, whose ad
Company
fixed for Thursday, the twenty-sixt- h
CARS
FOR
table
SALE
Furniture.
QUALITY
HOBB9
Pick
Dining
an! choice, dress wai Socorro county,, some year FO".i 6ALE Oil TRACE Who has a
pullets, good layer.
in good condition.
Is well located In the University '
and chairs,
and rocker, A LARGE STOCK to choose from at an
103
0o each,
Phone ago. Address Edwin V. Spalding, MeWeat Granite.
day of October, A, D, 1922, at
house and lot to trade for a nice twen base burner andDavenport
1.1
is
and
at $5,600 for a quick sale.
1A n'nlnlr In hA
offered
Heights,
will
Al
1270-1Almost
A
other
articles.
demonstration
satisty
mile new.' Also some chicken. 802 North vnntimes.HOHBS MOTOR CO.. phone 434.
tropolitan . Bank Building, . Washington, ty- -' acre ranch; on and une-ha- lf
.
'
day.
D. C.
from Bore.!, brlge. Bee Broad Bicycle Meeond. phone 1N12-513-1- 5
Central.
West
Given under my hand and the FOR RENT
Office Rooms
Co., 220 Bouth Second, phone 736.
Heal of this court,
this twenty-eight- h b'OH
Office space or desk ruom. MATTRESS RENOVATING
WANTED
Room.
207 Wrft ttn1d.
day of September, A, D.
Phone 110.
Board & Room WANTED single gentleman wants one
WELL CONTRACTOR
813 West Qdia.
ATTRESS RENOVATING; $3.G0 and up. WANTED
3 922.
FOU niNT orH runma. CtniruJ nve
or two, rooms In prlvute home, vicinity vvjil.i.H UKll.l-KD- ,
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur WANTKL) Kuom nnd board by ivlinol
Office
driven nd ropmrtU,
City
University
Heights
Development
Co,
FKtSU UUULLOTT,
local
nuo. above Matsno'i Bnolc Store.. Kor niture packing. Phone 613-8S8-tflrl.
or
In tirl vnt a hoiitfl in xrhsnifA for of Robinson park. Give particular. Ailpumps, tftnkt, tower. J. F" Yolltlng.
bcr uii Com pan j. Auto Department,
.County Clerk.
14B2-Ema BeddlDg Company,
.,"
123 Wcit Marble, uhnn
ftouaework, or companion, i'bonu X05&. ilroen Bux 05, cure Juurnal,
j

Lumber Co.

rho

I'

FOR SALE

The Cooper Motor Company.

c

yar'

A GREAT OPPORTUNITY

McMil.ion

Wood, Realtors

l.

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE

J

.WILLIAM J. LEVERETT, Realtor

..

w:,
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"Mlilic Stenographer.
I'll. SOS.
Km. 8, Mclinl Bids.

Notice to Stockholders

NOW WE HAVE THEM
THE NEW PACK PRUNES

JH-'-

to the Kilo

Extra large, only 20 to 30 prunes
pound
Large, 40 to 50 prunes to the Kilo, pound

'

j

Mc

GOODIE , GOODIE

Medium, pound, 15c; small not in yet.
pound
Evaporated Peaches, fancy,
Oreo Sandwich cakes, Chocolate Minaret CakcH,
prod-uca "National
just landed from thewillbakery;
be a pleasure. Pound, 35c.
To serve these

.........

.

t.

COAL

S.

room for
Nicely furnished
one or two; also Klassed sleep-in- s
if
doHlred;
porch; board
use of telephone and bath.
523 West .TIJcniM.

Dance

Big

FOR SALE

While

Wiseman

Given by COLOMBO SOCIETY
AT COLOMBO HALL

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN

five-roo-

1308-J-

mornings

m

STOP in and look over
our stock of used Phonand Pianos.
ographs
Prices to suit purchaser.
APOLLO MUSIC SHOF
405 West Central.

Thaxton Supply Company

.

1111 North

I'lione

Fourth Street.

Gordon Landon's
Shade Shop

Shades made to order.
(Victor Luxor Hand-Mad- e
Cloths)
Kirsh Curtain Rods
1611I-.I.
415 North Sixth
Phono
'

472-.-

).

&mw

" EVIDENCE

"

HALL

OLD TOWN SOCIETY
Musio by the

OCX Sf

HAMBLERS' ORCHESTRA
Full of Tep.
ALL WELCOME

(Directed by Ralph Ince)
Also the Usual Added Attractions.

f!3)E Cleaners

'
SUGARITE
SWASTIKA

Tonight
C0OD

CEDAR

Old Town Stars

WOOD
Kindling,

PINION
Fireplace

Locs

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY
PHONE 35.
City Office, 108 South Second.

I'hone

Superior Lump

in

(A Raton Coal, but
Different)

C0LEEN OF THE PINE

driven by A. Mann of

A sedan
and a truck
driven by Julio Martinez collided
in West Gold avenue near Fourth
The
street yesterday afternoon.
sedan's front lender was bent.
Briee.
Arthur
Robert lluprhes,
Stanley Stubbs, Mervin Zillmer.
.Malcolm Long, Irving Groe and
Frank Slortz were initiated into the
Jli-club at a mcetinK held at
the Y. .M. C. A. last niht.
L. it. Lackey is at the Women's
and Children's hospital suffering
from un attack of typhoid fever.,
Mrs. B. Frank has arrived from
Pittsburgh, Pa., to make her home
and daughter.
with her
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer usoff, Mi
street.
North Fifth
G. H. Cook of the district office
of the Forest service has gone ton
the ioun-erPrescott, Ariz., to attend
Arizona fair in connection with
Forest crvlce exhibits there.
The first meeting of the St.
nurses' alumni association
for
was held yesterday afternoon conand
the adoption of
stitution. Miss Jenny Gavin it

old Abluquerque

FORD TOURING CAR
FOR SALE
Equipped with starter, demountable rims, and shock absorbers; motor is in good condition, 1H20 model; a real good
ear priced right.
118 Harvard Avenue

ASnAWED

I

V LP7

741.

fofttfl?

Fool '

OF VDU-

TEfi.Tiwes--

-

Coal Supply and Lumber Company

Gallon,

i Phones

5.

Let our up to the minute trucks bring comfort
to your home.

Cars for Rent
Speedsters,
New Cars

Touring Crirs and
Coupes.
Drive Them Tour-sel- f.

MILK

Hanson's Taxi Service

WANTED

STUDEBAKER

Experienced waitress

SEDANS

PHONE 123

Apply.

Sturges Cafe

"EAST

TO

REMEMBER'

Combine Satisfaction and Economy

Fresh & Sanitary

mam

'

COAL AND WOOD

Packed,
and delivered, $1.00
. . 313
Phone 2

We Supply the Liberty
Cafe and the Savoy Cafe.
FOR CITY DELIVERY
PHONE 2405-R-- 2
LIBERTY DAIRY

i

President and Manager

WM. R. WALTON,

We Specialize in Fuel for Domestic Use.

1--

Tho Pioneer People ot the
Slate.
Phono 580
121 North Third

NOW SHOWING

Dr. D. R. Murray, Osteopathic and

Phone

Hear a "Red Hot" Band and Tom Donahue will
Entertain you while you Dance.

Joe Miller, Prop.

r Mfil

2

Thomas' Ice Cream

Dime Dance

Ladies Free.

Phono 251

M. M. Cheney has returned from
Magdalena where ho went on legal
business for the Forest service.

treatments.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1922.
8:30 P.M.

LYRIC THEATER

president.

y

DANCE AT COLOMBO HALL

'

's

Violet-ra-

Whole milk or cream, quality
better than city health requireDelivered dally lu any
to any part of the city.
Phono 2105-R- j.
Butler's Dairy.

ments.
quantity

Will Play for

COMPANY
L.

REGULAR PRICES.

PURE MILK

"BON TON FOUR"

AZTEC FUEL

-

CURRENT EVENTS

THE BLUE FOX

ALWQl ERQl'E

Tom Donahue's Famous

PERFECT FURNACE
COAL
(Moderate in Price)

-- XI

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

Drive It Yourself New Fords
and Dodges. Coupes and Sedans
DRIVERLESS CAR CO.
Cars Delivered.

"HOT DOG" LOOK

(Buy a Ton; you'll buy
Another)

LOCAL ITEMS

421 W. Central

IIH2--

'liWfcWrMtiii

OMERA EGG

Economy Cash and Carry, 121
North Edith. Phono 1181-J- . suaar,
Adv.
7 cents a pound.

il

te

RENT A CAR

Starting Thursday

JANE NOVAK

Mile-a-minu-

GALLUP
Spilt Wood.

i

stunta.f
romance tingling with dare-devand packed with fun. Theodore Poberts and Mary Mac-- !
Laren in the supporting cast.
Story by Byron Morgan Directed by Phillip E. Roson

DYERS AND HAPPENS
HUG CLEANING
Phone 4,Vi. Cor. Uth and Gold

COM

mfLsi

UILHW9

m

BENEFIT DANCE

.

3

M

.

NEW VXD REPAIR WORK ESTIMATES FREE
A FULL LINE OF
Bath Tubs, Kitchen Sinks, Lavatories, Toilets, Laundry Trays.
Hewer Pipe, Water Pipe, Soil Pipe, Fittings and Nickle Plated
TrlmminpH.
BRING YOL'R MAIL ORDER CATALOGS WITH YOU AND
GET OUR PRICES

Ward,
stucco bungalow;
furnace heat and garage.
Northwest corner. Phone

J. Selznick .Presents

Lewis

Diamonds. Watches,
Jewelry.
Highest Quality, Lowest Trices.
Opposite Postof f Ice.
118 South Court li.

Corner Second ana Gold.

PLUMBING AND HEATING

Fourth

In

LAST TIME TODAY

FOGG, The Jeweler

COLUMBUS DAY

Uur Chrllmns 'lul.
SAVE MONEY

Always
Worth

Theater

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Watch
Gents'
This week on
Chains. We will have a complete
line of jewelry this Christmas.

Thursday, the 12th

Corner Second and Gold.

Finest

'itlt

THEATRE

of household furniture.
MILS. DAVID WEILLEK
1120 West Tijeras.

Special Discount

Wiseman, Jeweler
Albuquerque's

1,,-l-

PRIVATE SALE

NATIONAL HOLIDAY

JOIN NOW

DHb

Economy Cash and Carry, 121
North Edith, Phone 1181-J- . Sugar,
VI v.
7 cents a pound.

FOR RENT

COAL

Guy's Transfer Is prepared to lill
your bin with 'cither Gallup lump
or llaKan coal. Leave your orders now and avoid ttio rush.
:t'.'3 South Second.
N. Phone 2122-Phone 371

Four rooms, two screened In
porches, lot 50x112, furnished
two blocks
or unfurninlwd.
Address .1. K.
from poHtoffice.
M., cure Journal.

Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c

S08 West Central.

Wedding
bouquets.
Corsaues,
Ives. I'lioiio 532. Adv.

A Snap for Quick Sale

STORE,

CASH

WARD'S

of the stockholder.- ot the Albuquerque
Dairy association will he held at
Octo9 o'clock Saturday morning,
meetber 14,
Purpose of theadvisaing Is tor considering the
of
bility of amendinK tu- articles
stockholders
All
incorporation.
Adv.
are urged to he present.
A meeting

Adv.

ORDER

A

TON OF

CERRILLOS EGG COAL
AND

A

LOAD OF

FACTORY WOOD
Costs Less

Burns

Longer

HAHN COAL CO.

Makes More Heat.

PHONE 91

Am

Factory wood, full truck load,
five dollars. Hahn Coal company.
I'lione 91. Adv.

Hunt's California Canned Fruit

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Relief Corps will
meet this afternoon at 2:30. Adv.
The Woman's

vr.

A complete line of Hunt's Brand of California Canned Fruit is
now available in this market. There is nothing packed in the can
that is of better quality than this famous brand. Being an independent packer, the trade is assured of purchasing these goods from their
"
grocerymen at the right price.

All democratic 'women are urged
to meet at 1::J0 o'clock this afternoon at headquarters at Fifth and
Central avenue, to hear Mrs.
France K. Nixon. Adv.

"CHANGE
ARTISTS" ARRESTED

ALLEGED

".

Hunt's Hesperian Brand is the good old fashioned standard,
within the reach' of nearly everybody's pocketboolc, and is what h
termed a "Standard", and while the syrup is not as heavy nor tha
fruit as large as the higher grades, it is a good eatable fruit. Should
you feel that the "Standard" is not quite good enough, their next
brand above is the Staple Brand. This is an extra choice. Hunt's
n
Staple Brand is equal to, if not better, than any of the
brands of canned fruits on the market. The syrup being heavier
than the" standard and the fruit larger. This brand would certainly
In addition to'' these two brands, Hunt's
suit the most fastidious.
put up what is called a Supreme Brand. This brand is considered
the last word in canned goods and is of exquisite quality. One is
impressed on opening a can of the Supreme Brand, not only by the
looks of the fruit, but by the exquisite flavor of the heavy syrup.
Not many stores carry this brand, but 4t may be had if one desires
it. In addition' to the three brands mentioned, Hunt's also put up
what is termed in canned goods language, a Second. The Cascade
Brand which is quite popular, where one wilV look to price. The
consuming public of Albuquerque in these four brands can find
something to suit their individual pocketbooks and certainly will be
pleased. Ask your groceryman when purchasing canned 'fruit for
one of the following brands:

with working the. anL.
cient short change game, L.were
Milam and Ed Robertson
Helen
by
arrested yesterday .at
Sheriff Joseph Tondre. The men
automoan
in
Belen
Into
drove
bile, and are said to have been
touring the country.
Charged

Chavez and Raymond
Gullr-HUwere arrested yesterday
bv Santa Fe Special Officer George
Thomas. The men are said to have
been caught shoplifting in the
store of A. Katz, 305
South First street.
Ltbrudu

tind-han- d

Economy Cash and Carry. 121
Sugar.
North Edilli. Phone 1181-7 cents u
oiind. Adv.
J.

M. I). D. O.
Osteopathic Specialist. 325-stern IJIdB. Tel. 501-Adv.

II. CONNER,

C.

J.

ferns. Ives
licuulifnl
Phone 733. Adv.

Green-.house-

Economy Cash and Carry. 121
North Edith. I'lione 1181 J. Sugar,
Adv.
7 cents a pound.
Hit.
Kit.

I

M.K

ft." MacCRACKEN,

U. MucCUACKE.i.
ItttoiiiiHlflU.
I'll vhIIu IIS.

IjAISY

W.

,

Building. Phone Office
Adv.
Residence 89-- J

8U--

KMCCTHIO SHOK BMOP
2I BoiitU Srroncl.
I'bom WIJ-Free Cull unj Uollnerj'. AiJv.

That will awaken the memories of the days when "we were a couple of kids."

Man

.

66

School Days."
Wesley. Barry
,

FEATURING

.

of boyhood in the greatest screen classic ever
Bringing back the irresponsible, untamable heart
filmed.
and the glory of boyhood.
Revealing the joys, the disappointments, the pranks

HUNT'S SUPREME BRAND EXTRAS.
HUNT'S STAPLE BRAND EXTRA CHOICE.
HUNT'S HESPERIAN BRAND STANDARD.
HUNT'S CASCADE BRAND SECOND.

Prices:

(

C1T

I Let Us Send a

well-know-

A SUPER SCREEN CLASSIC

TWO ARE ARRESTED ON
SHOPLIFTING CHARGE

Night (6 to 11): Adults. ........ .35c
15c
Children

.25c

Matinee: Adults..

Children

L. B. PUTNEY, DISTRIBUTOR.

.......

10c

(Tax Included)

replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co
Phone 421. 423 North First.
Ta

i'

i

I

21

If

